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A BIG WATERFRONT DEAL

Republican Leaders Are Here Today

More than 3.0CO persons crowded tached to the line which caused
the parking areas of the Rockland the static line to break. The chute
not the type used for personnel.
Municipal Airport Sunday after-, was
Later. Mac MacAlpin, former
noon as cash customers for the Army parachutist made a perfect
airshow. Another crowd of nearly jump from the same plane as the
equal numbers watched from ad- closing event of the day.
Maine Air Cargo Express carried
jacent roadways, fields and knolls,
passengers
and after the
safe from the ticket sellers. The show in the before
converted Army C-47
management can claim a crowd of and two Norseman s'ngle engine
from 5,000 to 0,000 but doing, their ships. They were busy until dark
best, cannot show cash receipts for with persons eager to go aloft in
all of them.
heavy ships for a tour of the city.
Howard Dutton of Dutton’s Sky
The show presented the first op
Devils put a Cub stock plane portunity for the public to really
through stunts that a Cub was nevthe airport faculties which
er built for and which would have inspect
the Navy turned over to the city
made a CAA inspector's blood run last Winter. Thev took advantage
colcL He broke just about every rule
it, iooking over the build ngs runRepiesentative
U. S. Senator
Governor
in thp
mikii.sp nf
r.pht
.
.
.
the hook
book as far a«
as misuse
of light
ways
and. equipment.
In addition ♦to
Margaret Chase Smith
Owen Brewster
Horace A. Hildreth
aircraft goes. H.s ability to handle the MACE
lines operafon, the Pro- |
his little ship was almost unbe gressive Flying & Maintenance Co.
The three titular leaders of the Republican pa ty will be in Rocldand this afternoon, and will address
lievable and showsthe tremendous operates a flying school on the field, a public mass meeting at the Ccurt House at 7.30 ton.^u., ....
ij—i op.aK.-rs uemg Senator Brewster,
margin of safety built Into the with Hugo Lehtlnen and Ralph whose aggressive and progressive methods, are now known and discussed from coast to coast.
ships.
The trio will be dined at the Thoindike Hotel at 6 p. m. by Alan L. Bhd, Knox County’s alert and
Cowan as instructors and a charter •
Balloon busting,
close to the service and plane rentals.
capable State Committee member.
ground in the infield near
the
crowd breught many a hand from
the audience An attendant released A New V. F. W. Post
At Union Fair
Young Republicans
Enforcing The Law
the balloons which Dutton promptly
burst with his propellor, dodging'
;
i
-------and twisting to get into position for Leroy Wood, Signal Corps prizes Amounting To $9,300 Islesboro
Fishermen Pay Streamlined Meeting In Wa
the blow.
ancient Waco single

seater

Veteran, Heads Organiza
tion At Lincolnville

Will Be Awarded In

Fines Totaling $163.10
For Having “Shorts”

terville Saturday To Be Ad
dressed By War Hero

highlighted the show, with Dutton
Harness Events
at the controls, performing endless
stunts over the field to thrill the
Howard L. Cousins, Jr., Republi
Union Fair has prepared a five
Three Islesboro lobstermen apcrowd, which included a knife edge j Leroy Wood, Signal Corps vetercan
candidate for the State Legis
flight across the field with w.ngs I an of the ISouthwest (Pacific The- day light harness racing programpeared before Belfast Municipal
lature
from Fort Kent and marine
in a vertical position, plus rolls,, atre. is to be the first commander Of excellence, for the 74th fair, Court Judge Thornton, Monday on
loops and upside down
flying. of Connors-Thurolw Ripley Post, which will open Aug. 20 as an- charge of possess ng illegal lobsters hero wJl share the speaking pro
A dummy which was dropped v F,w as a result of elections held nounced bv ra„„ secretnrv
at Islesboro, Aug. 7. and paid fine gram with Senator Brewster at the
from the plane of Ralph Cowan,; jast week by the recently organized
» ,«, .
/L
and costs totalling $163.10.
took a straight drop, and crashed, veterans’ group.
Washington, with $8,300,
Malcolm Leach, paid fine and Convention in Waterville. Saturday.
Captain Cousins saw action on
giving the crowd a horrified mo- ( George W. Walley, Navy veteran offered in purses for the meet, of cost of $67 70 of possessing 13 shorts,
ment before the announcer ex-! of world War I, was chosen as sen- five days.
Fern Barton, paid fine and cost of Guam and Bougainville. While
plained that it was not a -man ior vjce commander. Other officUnited States Trotting Associa- H2.70 of possessing 3 shorts and serving as a platoon leader of an
Later, examination of the chute and ers elected were Arthur Bryant, tlon and Maine state Racing Com- 1 oversize. Emery Gray, paid fine
static line showed a bent pin at*j junior vice 1 commander; Julian mission rules will govern all events,, an^ cost of $52.70 of possessing 5 81mm mortar platoon on Guam he
volunteered to organize ava.lable
Davd Fair officials
Hodgdon
quartermaster;
________have
_____________
announced._____
Dash shorts and 1 oversize
men and reported enemy forces who
Nichols, advocate; Edward A. Kobs, monies for the meet will be divided
Coastal Patrol Warden, Merle F. had broken through a beachhead.
Walter McInnis
and Neal Porter, 45 percent. 25 percent, 15 percent, Dobbins, of Rcckland, who was corn- This resulted in complete annihila
Annual Mid-Summer
trustees.
10 percent, and 5 percent, with no pla'nant said the arrests were m tion of the enemy. It was during
Walley, who served as temporary one borse gettingmore than one line with Department’s program for this action that he personally killed
charman, andCommander-elect money
strict enforcement of the lobster 15 of the enemy. He was awarded
1 Wood will arrange with V.F.W. deRace officials for the program conservation laws.
i the Navy Cross by Admiral Nlmitz
partment officers for formal insti- Wjjj be, Otto Irvin of South Warren,
-----------------Baptist Church, Warren
for "extraordinary heroism ln
tution of the new Post and instal- starter; Ralph Dane of Portland,
i
action.
' On Iwo Jima Cousins was
lation of both these officers and presiding judge; Jack Kingsley of
THURSDAY EVENING
seriously
wounded.
those positions to be filled by ap- Rockland, and Charles E Treworgy
_________
The
Rcckland
operating
base
of
Election
of a chairman of the
AUGUST 15
pointment of the commander-elect. of Portland, associate judges; HowIt
was
voted
to
continue
the
drive
ard
small
and
L
N
Morton
of
AuOoast
'°'
ua
^
Ls
to
be
reduced
to
Young
Republicans
to succeed ForAt 8 P. M.
to enroll as charter members all gusta timers* *Ray H Lamb of Har- \7 ™en lrnm5d?tely’ plus a radio’ rest Mcrrs, Old Town and new
local veterans who served overseas
“t lSylvian stat‘<™ crew of feui men.
.-^Councl Members will feature the
Director, Chester O. Wyllie

CONCERT

Coast Guard Cut

in either of 4h«pnatto«x.-wara,

Silver Collection

Read The Courier-Gazette
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■
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of Portend PaddJck Judge fiank J1?8, move ls ,inade *>y
Ouard
af^rno°" program. A Round
Whitman nf Portland director di- officials ln order
properly man Table discussion of "Veterans and

rector of mutuels; and MiSs Joan ^e lighthouses and lifeboat stations
Hall Of fwarren, marshal.
Events and purses planned, will
be be, bar paces,2.03, purse $300;
2 11, purse, $900; 2.13. purse, $750;
2.15, purse, $750; 2.17, purse, $750;
MY PLACE ON
219, purse, $600; bar trots, 2.10
purse, 1$3"0; 2.12, purse, $900 ; 2.14,
LIMEROCK STREET
purse $750; 2.16. purse, $750; 2.16
Cape
Cod type house of six
purse. $750; 2.18, purse, $750; 2 20,
rooms
and
bath. Barn, brooder
purse. $G00
Entries for all events, will close house, orchard, some equipment
Aug. 14.
and about 16 acres of land.

FOR SALE

•» 11

HALIBUT, SALMON, SWORD FISH
TUNA FISH, SCALLOPS
LOBSTERS (Boiled and Alive)
ALL KINDS OF SEA FOOD
PLENTY RED FISH FOR LOBSTER BAIT

ROCKLAND FUEL CO. WHARF

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1191 or 189

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

The Black Cat

H. J. McClure and Clifton Look Take Over
Important Wharf Properties

Object Dropped From Plane At Sunday's Air
Show Was Only a Dummy

An

Volume 101.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Number 65

Lost His Bearings
Portland Aviator Lands On
North Haven and Rock
land Golf Courses
Forest Thompson Smith, Jr., of
Portland landed his Aeronca plane
on the Knox County Golf Club
couise late Saturday after being
forced down by lack of gas and low
visibility.
On a flight from I Bangor to
Rockland, he went off his course
at North Haven. People there
gave him his bearing and he took
off for Rockland. Arriving over
Rockland, he could not locate the ;
airfield at Ash Po nt and circled |
the golf course three times, to warn
players to clear a way for him, and
landed.
There was no appreciable dam
age to the ship which was later
flown out and landed at the Broad-,:
way field of the Penobscot Flying
Service.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

REPUBLICAN RALLY
TUESDAY - AUGUST 13
7.30 P. M.
AT THE

COURT HOUSE
SPEAKERS WILL BE

Senator Owen Brewster
Gov. Horace Hildreth
Rep. Margaret Chase Smith
State Com. Ch. Lloyd Morton
PUBLIC INVITED

Shown by appointment only.

CARL 0. NELSON
310 LIMEROCK ST., TEL. 714-W

Young People in Polltics-^a Challenge and Responsibility’’ will take
place ln the early afternoon.

of the coast which have been seri
ously understaffed for some time.
Whitehead and Burnt Island have
been as low as three men at times
and are now authorized! six men
with an announced increase to 12
as soon as recruits are released from
training.
Persennel is being moved from the
base today to comply with the order.
While 17 men will allow the opera
tion cf small craft from the base,
it will not permit the proper opera
tion of the base as a going unit of
the service.

UNION FAIR

the war and now operates the
Rockland plant, plus pounds and
purchasing agents at Addison, and
Mulgrave, Nova Scotia.
"Mike” is one of the real veterans
of the lobster game on the Maine
coast, having recently rounded out
his 48th year In business He
was a lobstennan and buyer on
Crlehaven for 42 years before he
established the business in Rock
land six years ago.
In addition to the wharf purchase,
the firm bought a strip of land on
Main street next North of the
Gulf Oil Company storage tanks
last Spring. This lot extends 175
feet along Main street and reaches
to the waterfront at a point where
there used to be a repair slip for
the Rockland & Rockport Lime
Corp., the firm from which the
(By The Roving Reporter)
property was purchased.
Mr. McClure did not reveal the
use to which this property was to
Nobody has ever furnished an ex
be put.
planation oi why so many women
walk across street crossings on the
wrong side In so doing they often
crowd the pedestrian who ls on the
right hand side—and seem to think
they have a perfect right to do so.
■oFor 95 years members of the
Hinds family have waited in vain
for the birth of a girl to one of Its
name. After more than three gen
erations it finally happened July 16.
To the long list of children—all boys
hauling from the Boston fish pier. heretofore—Will be added that of a
Photographs were produced which girl, the child born teday to Mr.
showed the watertight steel bodies and Mrs. Kenneth Hinds at Laconia
of the Boston trucks which have a Hospital. The father was recently
rubber gasket seal on tailgate which discharged after war service In the
prevents the dripping of waste to Navy.
Ths clipping from a Boston
the streets. ,
The Morris trucks were described newspaper, dated Tilton, N. H , led
as having wooden bodies which are a correspondent to write: “Your
not watertight, either in the body readers might be interested to know
that Mrs. Kenneth Hinds, formerly
part or the tailgate.
An ordinance was produced which was Priscilla Crawford of Camden,
prohibits the hauling of any waste daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
through public streets ln vehicles Crawford
which will permit the dripping of
A Boston Associated Press de
waste or liquids which will cause
offensive odor and also prohibits the spatch says that "Beantown is short
parking of these trucks On public of beans.” Shorter of the proper
streets when so loaded.
method of baking them, It might
The city attorney was instructed be added.

Herbert (Mike) McClure an
nounced this morning that he and
his partner in Sim s Lobster Co.,
Clifton Look of Addison, had pur
chased the Thorndike & Hix wharf
property which they now occupy
and that area and the buildings
now occupied by the Feyler flsh
plant. The property starts at the
harbor end of the ‘wharf and ex
tends to the buildings owned by
Whitmoyer Laboratories Inc. at
the head of the ‘wharf
Mr. McClure stated that exten
sive alterations to the property
would be started Immediately. A
modem tank system for the stor
age of a minimum of 20.000 pounds
of lobsters will be installed while
l the buildings and wharf will be re! paired and altered to fit the needs
of the growing iconcern.
Sim’s Lobster Co. was formed in
1940 and established in Its present
location. The partnership of Mc
Clure and Look was formed during

ARE GIVEN SIX MONTHS

Rockland City Council Takes Action Regard
ing Nuisance Caused By Decayed Fish Stench
The Rockland City Council last
night declared that the fish reduc
tion plants of Whitmoyer Labora
tories, Inc., and Maine Fish Meal
Company public nuisances as they
now operate causing a stench which
is a violation of State law.
The decision came after a lengthy
session in which the report of City
Attorney Jerome C. Burrows was
made on conditions in the two
plants, and comparative conditions
in a like plant in Woburn, 'Mass.,
which he inspected last Saturday.
Councilmen Moran, Bradstreet,
McLoon and Sullivan voted for the
motion declaring the firms, as they
now operate, a nuisance. Council
man Gilbert opposed
The two firms are given six
months in which to abate the nulsan:e. At the expiration of that
period, the council may extend the
time, if they And that efforts are
being made to abate the nuisance
are being delayed by lack of mater
ials On the other hand, they have
the power to abate the nuisance by
closing the offending plant, or
plants, lf they have not carried out
the instructions of the Council.
Burrows supported the published
statements of this paper relative to
conditions at the Aberjona plant at
Woburn completely; stating that
the plant was exactly as described
despite the fact that it processed
several times the amount of fish
waste handled by the two local
plants combined.
The fish waste trucks operated by
Morris Express came in for a share
of the discussion and were com
pared to trucks operated by firms

to notify the operators of Morris
Express of this ordinance and in
Between Waldoboro and Warren
struct them to comply with the law. ls a tourist’s home to which has

Residence Zones
Action Taken Last Night In

Regard To Petition of 72
Taxpayers
The first step by residents of the
city to have a specific, zone area
declared, residence zone A, was
made last night In a petition pre
sented to the City Council. The
area covered extends from Broad
way to Union streets, between Gran
ite and Beech streets. The petition
was signed by 72 taxpayers who re
side ln the area.
The ordinance covering this pe
tition was later in the meeting giv
en first reading and passed It will
be given public hearing and second
reading before passage Sept. 9.
The building codes of zone A are
much more stringent than those of
zone B which cover the residential
area of the city. Any group of resi
dents and property owners may pe
tition that the area in which they
reside may be zone A, thereby gain
ing additional protection for their
property against the encroachment
of business or undesirable struc

JANE’S
LOBSTER BOWL
Harold S. Marriott, Prop.

AUGUST 20, 21, 22, 23, 24

tures.

I

Horse Racing—Pari-mutuel Betting

SPECIALIZING IN

HORSE AND OXEN PULLING

Lobster Dinners

LAR jE FARM AND 4-H EXHIBITS

Sandwiches, Homemade

CATTLE SHOW

Pies

WORLD OF MERIT SHOW

Fro-Joy Ice Cream

FIREV ORKS, VAUDEVILLE EVERY NIGHT

Open 11.00 A. M. to 11.00 P. M.
Close Saturday Nights at 6 P. M.
One Mile Past the Village of
Tenant’s Harbor.
62-70

ELECTRIC HAMMOND ORGAN
A REAL AGRICULTURAL FAIR

BUS TO UNION FAIR
AUGUST 21. 22, 23
LEAVES

Read The Courier-Gazette

MITCHELL’S
WELDING SERVICE
NOW LOCATED AT

Trotting Park
Will go anywhere at any time.
TEL. ROCKLAND 822-W or

WARREN 61-22

66-66

been applied the name “Lazy Acres”
from which I asume the inmates
are taking it easy.
Paradoxical
winds
evidently
breeze across Rockland, lor wnen
the vanes of the Court House, Cus
tom House and Methodist Church
show them blowing from the South
east, the vane on the First Baptist
Church points uncompromisingly
in the opposite direction. But per
haps the Baptist don’t like those
easterly winds.
—n—
Do the boys still go swimming ln
Meadow Brook. My memory basks
(Continued on Page Four)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again J
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss of these
tastes ls a loss of happiness. -Charles
Darwin.
NEW BOY IN THE OLD HOUSE
Here ln the white old house he sits
A young new blonde boy. yet he fits
Into four handsome men who wore
This head of hair of his before.
He is all there ls beneath the skies
Of hla great-grandfathers sea-bright
eyes
His grandfather's chin and eagre noae.
Through five good men this brave
chin goes
Four boys before him learned to climb
These steep, hard stairs ln their good
time
And came to high rooms, women's llpe.
Honor, vast plans, the square-rigged
ships
Two builders of ships each side his
bed.
A century of sun upon his head,
A master-builder on the stair;
He breathes in fine men with the air.
Every chair he sits on makes him
More of hts fathers .each step takes
him
Back to the white past as he goes
Into years coming with chiseled nose.
How can a boy not grow up sound
With such men to become around?
Room by wide room, wake or sleep,
He fills the white bright house they
keep.
—Robert P Tristram Coffin.

TO THE ALUMNI OF

FISHING PARTIES

ROCKLAND HIGHSCHOOL

The able 47-foot power boat
JULIETTE M is now

OPEN FOR CHARTER

The Anna E. Coughlin Scholarship Fund has $1630.

FISHING PARTIES, GROUPS
TRIPS ANYWHERE

WE NEED $2500.
If you have not contributed to this fund or would like to again,
please send your contribution to
HERMAN M. HART. Treasurer
First National Bank or leave at The Courier-Gaiette Office.

63-66

WOOD’S TAXI STAND

Capt. Freeman Bridges
Phone 1064 or Call at Bridget
Service Station, South Main St.,
Rockland.
61-tf

At 9.30 A. M„ 11.30 A. M„ 5.30 P. M.

HELP

Returns at 6.00 P. M., 11.00 P. M.

WANTED

North Haven Boat

MALE OR FEMALE

Tickets may be purchased at

STARTING SUNDAY, AUG. 4

Stitchers, Cleaners, Inspectors

WOOD’S TAXI STAND

Experienced and Learners

$1.50 Per Person, Round Trip—No Refunds

GOOD EARNINGS—STEADY WORK

GET YOUR TICKETS EARLY

J. B. PEARSON CO.
66-67

And Until Further Notice

Special trip of North Haven II.
Leaving North Haven at 3.30 p.m.
and arriving Rockland at 4.35 p.m.
making connection with the
520 p. m. train. Daylight Time.

APPLY

THOMASTON. MAINE

62-66

NORTH HAVEN BOAT
62-tf

Pa'je Two

TWICE-A-WEEK

Book Review

TALK OF

than the loss of the game was the
accident which befell Billings, the
Rockland shortstop when he was
hit in the head by a pitched ball.
The Pirates in their half of the
• • • •
eighth scored two more rims, but
Dust From The Diamond
the game was called on account of
Warren
has the following games
darkness and the score remained
scheduled:
Today Warren vs.Camp
3 to 1.
Holden pitched fine ball and was Adahi, at Union; Aug. 14. Warren
in trouble only once when in the vs. Union Town Team, at Union;
Aug. 16. Warren vs. Spruce Head, at
sixth he walked two men in a row Warren;
18, Warren vs. Legion
and a single filled the bases, but a naires, atAug.
Union.
strikeout and a fly to center ended
• * * *
the threat.
The
State
of
Maine Independent
Prince, with two line drive singles

KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

The Courier-Gazette

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
The League Standing ,
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
W.
L.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846 In 1874 the Courier Camden ........... 10
7
was established and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The Free Press St. George .......... 9
7

Pet.
.585
.562

Tuesday-

Tuesday-Friday
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AMERICAN-PLAN EUROPEAN

WAN-E-SET INN

TENANT’S HARBOR, MAINE
was established in 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. Rockland ........ 7
8
.466
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Thomaston ...... 6
10
.375
OUR DINING ROOM
• * * *
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
OVERLOOKING THE OCEAN
• This Week’s Games
Wednesday—Thomaston at Rock
SERVES
land.
Broadside To the Sun. Written
[EDITORIAL]
Friday—Rockland at Thomaston.
BREAKFAST
LUNCHEON
DINNER
Iby Don West. The W. W. Norton
(and Company, New York.
Sunday
—
Wiscasset
at
Rcckland
Retail
GTocers
and
Feed
Dealers
7 to 9
12 to 2
6 to 8
The accident or. the Mt. Washington
in three trips, and H. Bcvnton with
• • • •
Association at its Tenth Anniversary
With each chipter headed by a
Clyde R. Norris. Prop.
COG RAILWAY ng railway, Saturday night, when a fiat
two h ts in two trips, led both and
Jubilee Convention at the
I
Rockland 3, Samoset 1
charming illustration by the artist,
teams at bat. Merchant in left Samoset,
PHONE TENANT’S HARBOR 62
IIAK QUEER car slid 6CO feet and collided with a train
Rockland Breakwater will
In
the
first
game
of
a
double
field
and
Billings
at
short
starred
lllarold West, one begins this story
ACCIDENT
carrying 24 passengers, 22 of whom were
feature
Sunday
afternoon,
Sept
8
62-tf
header at Community Park Sunday in the field. The score:
of a man on a farm in the Arkansas
1946, a baseball game between the
injured, serves as a black eye for that,
Rockland
the Pirates won over the Samoset
Belfast Merchants Nine. Frank
hills, whose love for his family is
usually reliable service. No explanation is afforded as to what
Coombs of Belfast, Bridge Street j
nine
by
a
3
to
1
score.
LaCrosse
and
seconded by his affection for his
caused the car to begin its downward plunge, but the
grocer, manager, and the Rockland
Miller. 3b ....
Semosh
pitched
on
even
terms
for
animals and his great delight in his
intimation is given that somebody unloosed it in a spirit of
Karl, cf ........
Nine. To date the teams have each
five
innings
in
a
0
to
0
game.
Jacklacres.
mischief. Strange things are clone in the name of so-called
won two games The Grocers Con
Connon, lb ..
sen lead.ng off for the hotel nine, Starr, 2b .....
vention Game at the Samoset will
F.rst the richness of feeling for
mischief, but if this was cne the culprit will have something
lined a two-bagger to center, stole Barlow, rf ....
decide the championship between
3 111
llife and love of this individual kind
on his conscience. Readers of The Courier-Gazette who have
third, and on a pretty bunt by Col Billings, ss ....
the teams.
10 13
of life, shows the sensitive charac
patronized the famous cog railway can readily visualize what
lamore crossed the plate with the La Crosse, If
• • • •
FOR
ter the author has drawn in all his
the Impact must have been when the flat car struck the loco
first run of the game.
Ellis,
If
..........
When
the
coach
and
fcur
which
[relations with living things.
The Pirates didn’t score until the Duff, c .........
motive.
was to convey Bill Sullivan to Sun
There were, of course, many tryeighth when Barnard reached on a Holden, p
day's ball games arrived at the
ling experiences, even hazards, but
fielder’s choice with two away. Ellis
Perry coal office the alderman from
pride pricks effort, and sweet con
Wcrd comes frem New York that exwalked and Coffey singled to send
the Fifth Ward lost no time. But in
Total
............
..........
25
5
6
24
8
tentment strengthen the will to get
CHECK BELOW ADVANTAGES THERE ARE WHEN
HAS THE
Barnard home with the first Pirate
Mayor La Guardia cf that city may be
his haste to lcck the office door, he
Camden
(all there is out of life.
run.
Barlow
singled
to
right
to
POLITICAL
come a candidate for U. S. Senator. Just
fell on the steps, and was so badly
Don West has made a charming
ab r h PO a
score Ellis and Coffey to win the
ITCH
at
present
he
is
directing
international
Itale out cf the wilds of Arkansas,
Heal, 2b ........ ......... 4 0 0 1 1 lamed that he was forced Into se
ball game.
relief in Europe, but while he manages to
and the story of Ribbon and her
4 0 l 4 l clusion.
Jackson with three hits cut of Heald. ss ........
• • • •
DOES THE JOB
fawn-colored colt, Bobbin, will give
Richards,
rf
....
........
4
keep In the news it is minus the spectacular spread which
0 i 0 0
four trips to the plate led the bat
The
Pirates
were minus several
2
|you much joy.
l 2 2 l
made him a first-pager when he was playing on the home
ters. LaCrosse struck out 10 batters H. Boynton, cf
of their best players Sunday after
This is quite an unique experience
and walked only one while Semosh Merchant. If . ......... 3 0 0 2 0 noon
grounds. We are glad to note that if he runs for Senator it
• FINEST WORKMANSHIP
and had to extend themselves
|ln these days of high color on every
Hall,
c
............
........
4
0
4
0
0
struck out six and walked only two.
will
be
on
the
Democratic
ticket.
He
has
played
long
encugh
page, to read so realistic and human
......... 3 0 2 1 2 to beat the Samoset and Spruce
Batteries, LaCrosse and Starr; Pr'nce. 3b
• FINEST MATERIALS
as a renegade Republican adding independent parties to the
bcok where love and sensitive
Burkett,
lb
.....
......... 3 0 0 7 0 Head outfits, both of which had ex
Semosh and Foote.
cellent
pitchers,
and
surprisingly
tail of his kite.
|thcught for others fills the pages.
G. Boynton, p ........ 2 0 0 0 3
• • » •
• COMPLETE SATISFACTION
good teams. Kelsey of the Rockland
We Will look for more stories
Rockland 3, Spruce Head 2
from this worthy pen.
Totals ..................... 29 1 6 21 8 High School team played first base
The Spruce Head team started
fcr the hotel team and took every
The 21-natlon Peace Conference in
• LOCAL BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVE
—.Kathleen S. Fuller.
Sacrifice hit, Connon. Billings. thing which came his way. The
off right in the second game when
PEACE, BUT Paris appears to be anything but that and
the lead-off man, Davis, doubled on Bases on balls, off Boynton 5, off Spruce Head team had as pitcher, a
• A MAINE CONCERN
REPUBLICAN TICKET
NOT BEFORE the delegates are already predicting that
the first pitch and scored on a single Holden 4. Struck out by Boynton 3, former member cf the Pirates by
U. S. Senator—Owen Brewster of
CHRISTMAS the work will not be completed until
by Holden 8; two-base hits, Barlow, the name of Newcomb, who could
by Fleming.
• YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Dexter.
Miller. Umpires. Collamore. Gray. be recalled to good advantage. With
Christmas. What the Conference Santa
The Pirates scored their three Scorer,
Governor—Horace A. Hildreth of
Coffey.
Claus will then give us is anybody’s guess. It will be the
runs in the second and were never
a l.ttle better fielding behind him
• • • •
• BLACK ROCK WOOL THAT IS WATER
Cumberland.
the result would certainly have been
headed,
although
in
the
sixth
inning
season
of
the
year
when
there
should
be
"peace
on
earth
and
Representative To Congress —
PROOF, FIRE-PROOF, VERMIN PROOF,
St. George 7, Vinalhaven 5
when the Headers filled the bases
different.
good will towards men.” And let us fervently hope that will
Iargaret Chase Smith of Skow
♦ ♦ • •
St.
George,
showing
plenty
of
on
G.
Ellis,
Freddy
Allen
took
over
RODENT - PROOF,
NON - SETTLING,
hegan.
be the case.
power
with
the
bat,
defeated
the
the
mound
duties
with
none
out
If
anybody
ever
makes
up
an
allState Senator—William T Smith
NON-CORROSIVE, N0N-C0NDUCTIVE.
and retired the side with no runs. Vinalhaven Chiefs 7 to 5 Sunday in League team he will certainly have
5f Thomaston.
a
well
played
game.
It
was
a
story
Spruce Head argued loud and long
The nations of the wcrld may not be
to take into consideration that
FOR THE FINEST IN INSULATION CALL
Register of Probate—Willis R.
that a play at the plate was safe. of too much Simmons who had the Merchant boy who is dcing such a
WORLD WAR preparing for another war. but he who
final of Warren.
The final score was 3 to 2. in favor Islanders completely in his power fine stunt for Camden in the pert
County Treasurer—Earle C. Dow
IN THE
reads must observe that they are doing
of
the Pirates. Batteries, Coffey. except for the first and last frames. garden.
Df Rockport.
MAKING?
lots of “warming up.” as they say about
Carver gave up only one run up
G.
Ellis, Allen and LaCrosse; New
• ♦ * •
Register of Deeds—Helena H.
to
the seventh, when two passes, an
pitchers
before
a
baseball
game.
The
combe
and
Drinkwater.
Spruce
Head
sent a loyal delega
Coltart of Rockland.
Newcombe allowed only five hits outfield error, and thiee hits pro tion of fans to Sunday’s game. The
atomic bomb tests are presumably in the interests cf science,
LOCAL AGENT FOR CHOATE INSULATION CO.
Sheriff—C. Earle Ludwick cf
and looked as effective as when he duced three markers. St. George members may well feel proud of
and) so, probably are the “ghost rockets” which are zocming
PAINTS.
HARDWARE, HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
Rockland.
was a Pirate hurler a few years picked up two unearned runs in the the v.llage team.
County Attorney Frank F. Hard
over Sweden. The latter experiments are peaceful enough so
eighth
to
clinch
it.
509-513 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
back.
ing of Rockland.
Wahlman, Simmons and Seastrom
far as Sweden is concerned, but the Swedish newspapers
• ♦ • •
County Commissioner — Clarence
led the stickers with three hits Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
are warned that any information concerning the rockets
Rock Lend ,3, Camden 1
Leonard of Union.
apiece. Oakes, making his debut
*3.00 a year
should be treated sub rosa.
At Rockland Friday the Pirates at third, handled nine chances with
Representatives to Leg slature—
won over Camden with G. Boynton j out a miscue besides taking part in
prederic H. Bird, Rockland; Ruth
pitching in a well played ballgame two double plays.
Ellingwood. Rockland; Roy R.
Knox County will have no political
by a 3 to 1 score. Camden scored
Bell, Thomaston; Curtis M. Payson,
The Chiefs were strengthened in
CANDIDATES campaign this year beyond the presence
Its first and only tally in the second ' the infield by the return of Guil
Union;Charles E. Lord, Camden;
here of Candidates Owen Brewster, Gov.
ARE HERE
inning when H. Boynton singled ford at second, and Conway behind
irthur E. Emerson, North Haven.
through
second, stole second and the plate, who did a fine job.
Hildreth
and
Representative
Margaret
TONIGHT
DEMOCRATIC TICKET
scored
on
Prince's line drive single.
Chase
Smith,
who
will
address
the
public
Vinalhaven
U. S. Senator—Peter M. MacDonIn
tihe
fourth
the Pirates won the
>ld of Rumford.
at the Court House at 7.30 tonight. During the afternoon the
ab r ll po a e ’
ball game on a single by Ccnnon, a Wahlman, lb
4 1 3 10 0 0
Governor—F. Davis Clark of Milo.
distinguished! trio will meet voters informally, and at 6 o'clock,
free ticket to Starr, and Barlow Lyford, If .......
3 0 0 1 1 0
Representative to Congress—Ed
tonight with members of the ccunty committee will be guests
reaching on an error by Heald to Swanson, cf ... ... 4 1 n 4 0 0
vard J. Beauchamp of Lewiston.
fill the bases. Billings then lined Bickford, {rf ... .... 4 1 1 0 0 1
of
State
Committeeman
Alan
L.
Bird
at
supper
in
the
Thorn

Representatives to Leg slature—
a
sharp single to left to score Con Guilford, 2b ... .. 4 0 0 2 4 t
dike Hotel. The meeting at the Court House is open to every
felson F. Spear of Cushing;
non
and Starr, Barlow moving to Woodcock, ss ... .... 3 0 0 1 3 •11
Charles E. Wheeler of St . George.
body.
third on the throw home and scored Carver, p .......
4 1 1 0 1 0
when Merchant caught La Crosse’s Conway, c.......
4 1 1 4 0 0
long foul fly in left field.
There doubtless will be some explana
Oakes, 3b
3 0 1 5 4 0|
tion made of this soldier bonus referen
VOTING
ON
GILCHREST FAMILY
dum before it gees to the people next
THE BONUS
Totals .......... .... 33 5 7 27 13 3
The annual reunion of the Gilmonth, but there isn’t one in a thousand
QUESTION
St. George
hrest family will be held Thursday
who fully realizes just what a favorable
I
ab a h PO a e
lug. 15, at St George Grange Hall.
vote on the question, would mean. This is the question which
....
6 2 1 2 3 1I
Anderson,
3b
...
13-65
Mrs. W. B. Hall, Sec.
will appear on the official ballot: “Shall the act providing for
Seastrom, 2b... .... 4 1 .3 2 5 0
the payment of a bonus to Maine veterans of World War II
|P. Wiley, c ... .... 5 0 1 4 0 0
STARRETT-SPEAR FAMILIES
and for the payment of other veterans’ benefits and to pro
M. Wiley, ss ... .... 5 0 2 1 2 0
vide
for
such
payments
by
additional
cigaiette
and
liquor
taxes
Tlie reunion of the Starrett-Spear
,
C. Mackie, Jef . .... 4 0 2 0 1 0
and miscellaneous taxes as submitted by the 92d legislature
'amilies planned for Thursday, Aug.
i
Simmons,
p ... .... 5 1 a 1 e 1
15 is postponed until August, 1947.
to the people, be accepted?’’
jW,
Mackie,
lb .... 5 0 0 14 0 1
There is a lot more to it than that, which the voters ought
Alena Starrett, Sec.
1
Dinnwary,
rf
. .... 4 1 1 0 0 0
to know before they’ mark their ballots. For Instance this bill
Leppanen,
If
...
.... 5 2 a 3 0 0
calls for a bond issue not to exceed $16,009,C03 in the aggregate,
BINOCULARS WANTED
to mature not more than 10 years from the date of issue, or in
Any anil all types of binoculars
Totals ....... -.... 43 7 15 27 17 3
other words, it is proposed to levy special taxes for the redemp
*ought at tlie highest prices. Turn
Two
base hits, Wahlman, Conway,
tion cf such bonds to an amount not to exceed $1,600,000 each
M. Wiley 2, Deppanen. Walked, by
wir binoculars Into cash.
year for a period of ten years. These taxes would include an
Simmons 2, by Carver 3. Struck
increase in the state cigarette tax from one mill to two mills fcr
MANHATTAN JEWELERS
out, by Carver 2, by Simmons 3. Hit
each
cigarette,
or
in
other
words
from
two
cents
to
four,
cn
the
176 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
by pitcher. Woodcock. Umpires, B.
ordinary pack of 20.
61-68
Greene
and H. Anderson. Scorer.
Then there would be a lot of miscellaneous taxes such as a
D. Poole.
5 percent tax on admissions, luggage, including purses, hand
• • * •
bags, pocketbooks, wallets, etc. Jewelry wculd also call for a
61-tf
Rockland
was
defeated 7 to 3 at
5 percent tax, although there would be some exceptions.
We’ve been riding herd St. George last night. But w’orse
Furs would also call for a 5 percent tax, including fur cn the
hide or pelt, and articles of which such fur is the component
on all ranges and it looks
Appliance Repairs
material of chief value. Toilet preparations would also call
like we are really going to
for a like tax, all of which are in addition to federal taxes.
Oil Burner Sales & Service
The liquor tax would' also get another hist ftem the present 61
fill the “chuck wagon”
percent to 64. The soldiers’ bonus, of course, isn’t all there is
Steam, Hot Water and
to it. The act, If approved by the people in September, would
with a bumper crop.
authorize the establishment cf a State Technical and Voca
Hot Air Heating
tional School. It wculd also authorize the construction of
As we round-up those
a Plant Science Building and an Engineering Building at the
Never Change a Screen or Storm Window Aqain!
University of Maine. Then there are other things, such as
things you’ve been looking
support of dependents of veterans of World War I and II, ex
TEL. 1105-W
ROCKLAND
for, we’ll be looking for
tension of educational facilities at the University cf Maine,

SEE CHOATE FIRST
INSULATION

CHOATE INSULATION CO.

CHARLES E. BICKNELL II

FEMALE

HELP WANTED

Family Reunions

For Packing Sardines

Aug.
13—Re;
visit Knox Ooun
Aug. 14—Marti
Fair at Grange t
Aug 14—Owl's H
fair In Communlt
Aug 15—-War:Baptist Church

Aug. 16 25— WasJ
Aug. 20-24—No
Union.
.

X
’

Aug 23—EducnFrank Young cott
Aug. 29 30 <
Warren Players

benefit Camden J
Fund.
Sept. 7-S—Cor.v
nf Maine Rctai
Dealers’ Assoclati
Hotel.
Sept. 9—State I

COMING
Aug. 14—Hall
View Grange Ha.
Aug. 14—W

West

Waldoboro

House.
Aug. 14—Shlble
Edith Overlock, R
Aug. 15—The Ci
Oeorge Grange n

Aug 25—Reunli
at Oakland Park
Aug. 28—Mank

Grange Hall, Nor:

Tomorrow is
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no celebration. I
the home folks
play their flags
glad we all wei
day was annoui
Knox Count
meets tonight,
sent their final
schedules for tk
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the 1946 newsre
will present di
Winter. Elliot 1
photographer, 1
club an invitatio
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for a talk and c
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Visit Lucien I
second floor. 1R
* Fellows Block. C
Coats and Cloth
prices.
VLslt Clinton F

trist, for a pair c
Old County Ro
Hours 2 to 5 and
day. Wednesd
Phone 590, Cit;

WIRII
APPLIANC
“EDDIE

TEL. 1102-M
Write 38 Talbo

TUTl
SCIENCES and
JUNIOR, SI
SCHOOL
COLLEGB
COU

V. JAMES
TEL

FREE TRANSPORTATION WITHIN
30 MILES OF ROCKLAND

NO. LUBEC MFG. & CANNING CO.

H’s Round -Up Time

TELEPHONE 31-W, ROCKLAND, MAINE

At Gregory’s

ELECTRIC WIRING

Arthur V. Cullen

40-tf

WE WILL BUY
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

MILLER’S GARAGE

etc.

Qn the whole probably this was the best the legislature
could do as lt Is evident that if we are going to spend some
over $16,000,000 in the next ten years for veterans' benefits,
the money will have to come out of special taxes. It is rather
surprising, however, that somebody hasn’t the guts to speak
right out ln meeting and point to the fact that this soldier
bonus business ls a federal matter, net a state. The best way
we can show our gratitude to the boys ts to reduce taxes rather
than Increase them, and it should be borne in mind that a tax
once imposed is very seldom repealed. —Bridgton News.

Dc SOTO, PLYMOUTH

27-31 RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND

Military discharges, copied and
printed In sizes suitable for
Veterans Bureau, employer and
school application use; also
pocketbook sizes.
Copies made of any document.
Birth Certificates, Marriage Cer
tificates. Records from the family
Bible, Legal Documents, etc.
21 HOUR SEBVICE
Persons living outside Rock
land may send by registered mail,
riginal and copies returned the
:xl day by same method C.OJ).

SIDNEY L. CULLEN

TILE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKktXD, ME.

see

frt

them.

One thing to remember
—you will always find top
quality at our “corral.”

TWO-WAY SHIRTS
$3.00
Colors—Blue, Tan, Green

Straw Hats Half Price

KODAK

LEISURE COATS
$12.50
BOYS*

£llLAflG£menT5
Let's have your favorite Kodak snapshots and exposures for
Enlargement. We will make expert Enlargements of those ace
pictures of yours! Prized film-size prints are so easily lost or
damaged. Fine Enlargements enjoy a favored safe place. Send
ns those prints!

ROCKLAND,

Sell-Sfoicwp

TEL. 1220
63-64

ROCKLOND

24 HOUR 4|

SER

PHONI

9 CLARE
ROCK I

BU
Funera
TELS. 39

Ambulant

All-metal

Combination Screen and Stotm Sash

Thre
of

IMAGNE! There’s nothing to change, nothing

PR

to store with new all-metal Rusco combination
window’s. For year-round rainproof, draft-free
ventilation, just raise lower glass storm panel.
Screen panel stays in place summer and winter,

(storage optional). Panels are easily removed
from inside for quick cleaning. No caulking—
patented adjustable closure frame assures tight,
permanent protection agaftist air leaks. Records
show that Rusco windows reduce fuel consump
tion up to 30%! Install Rusco now— winter fuel
savings alone will pay for Rusco’s year-round
convenience in a few seasons.
LIBERAL

PAYMENT

PLAN

MAIL COUPON fODAY OR PHONE
TRINIDAD ROOFING CO.
11 Park Street,
Rockland, Me..

Tel. 1494

Flease send your representative to my home to give me
an estimate cn Rusco combination windows, at no obli
gation to me.

TRINIDAD ROOFING CO.

EUGENE’S STUDIO
403 MAIN ST.,

LEE RIDER DUNGAREES
$1.72 to $2.04

or>J

24 HOUK SERVICE

New

RUSCO

CARL M.
LADY Af

110-112 1J1
ROCKL

LEE DUNGAREES
$2.74
MOCCASINS
$5.00

AT THEIR BEST!

56-T-tf

PHOTOSTATIC
COPIES

you to come in and

RUS
Funeral

11 PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 1491

Phan»„

65-57

Laaaai
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Is clay-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 13,1946

TALK OF THE TOWN

IlINNFR
lc to H

62-tf

IT

Aug.
13—Republican
campaigners
visit Knox County.
Aug. 14—Martinsville: Ladles' Circle
Fair at Grange hall.
Aug 14—Owl’s Head: Baptist Church
fair ln Community Building
Aug 15—Warren: Annual concert at
Baptist Church.
Aug. 16-25—Washington campmeeting
Aug. 20-24—North Knox Fair at
Union.
Aug 23—Educational Club Picnic at
Frank Young cottage. Owl’s Head.
M Aug 29 30 Camden Opera House'
Warren Players ln "The Gay 90s.”
benefit Camden Memorial Gymnasium
Fund
Sept. 7-8 Convention of the State
of Maine Retail Grocers and Food
Dealers’ Association at the Samoset
Hotel.
Sept. 9—State Election.
COMING REUNIONS
Aug. 14—Hall Family at Penobscot
View Grange Hall, Glen Cove.
Aug. 14—Winchenbaugh family at
West Waldoboro Community Club
House.
Aug. 14- Shibles reunion at home of
Edith Gverlock, Rockport.
Aug. 15 -The Ollchrest family at St
George Grange Hall.
Aug 25—-Reunion Class of 1938. RHS
af Oakland Park.
Aug. 28—Mank family in Maple
Grange Hall, North Waldoboro.

E WHEN

CO.

Tomorrow is Victory Day for
World War 2. Rockland has planned
* no celebration, but merchants and
the home folks are asked to dis
play their flags. Remember how
glad we all were when the great
day was announced?
Knox County Camera Club
meets tonight. Members will pre
sent their final drafts of shooting
schedules for the club's forthcom
ing film on the fishing industry and
the 1946 newsreel which the club
will present during the coming
Winter. Elliot Elisofen, Life color
photographer, has extended the
club an invitation to be his guests
on Vinalhaven Sunday August 25
for a talk and camera tour of the
island.

ATIVE

lATER
tROOF,

ITLING,
PTIVE.

Visit Lucien K. Green ft Son’s,
second floor, 18 School street, Oda
Fellows Block. City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
lOtl

AI L

L II
h\ co.
|IAN< ES

.AND. ME.

Visit Clinton F Thomas, optome
trist, for a pair of good glasses, 492
Old County Road, Rockland, Me.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m , Mon
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Phone 590, City.
lOtl

WIRING AND
APPLIANCE SERVICE
“EDDIE” BARNARD

TEL. 1102-M (New Number)
Write 38 Talbot Ave., Rockland
3-tf

b

TUTORING
SCIENCES and MATHEMATICS
JUNIOR. SENIOR HIGH
SCHOOL SUBJECTS

COLLEGE REFRESHER
COURSES

V. JAMES PELLICANI

Canton Lafayette and Auxiliary
will hold a picnic supper Thursday
night at Nestor Brown s on Mav
Chief of Police Jesse O. Linscott
erick street. Members will take
is
on vacation. During his absence,
dishes and sugar.
Sergeant James Breen is in charge
BORN
of the day platoon with Patrolman
Grover—At Vinal Maternity Home.
Aug 10. to Mr and Mrs. Horace R Bernard Thompson in charge of the
second shift and Patrolman Carl
Grover, a son—Edgar Carl.
Maxey—At Knox Hospital. Aug. 5. Gray of the third shift.
to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd S. Maxey of
• • • •
South Warren, a son -Charles Denison.
Norman
Hannon,
24. of Rockland
Ripley—At Gould Maternity Home,
South Hope. Aug — to Mr. and Mrs. was convicted of drunken driving
Kenneth Ripley of Liberty, a daughter in Municipal Court yesterday morn
—Judith Ann.
ing and fined $100 and costs of court
Greene—At Knox Hospital. Aug. 9. to was $3.50. The arrest was made by
Mr and Mrs. Sherman H. Greene, a
Officer Ray Foley cf the State Po
son—Sherman Laurier.
lice and arose from an accident at
the junction of Buttermilk Lane
MARRIED
Bartlett-Richardson—At
Rockland. and Route 1 on Aug. 8
Aug. 5. Frederick Sheridan Bartlett and
Several persons were slightly in
Harriett Isabelle Richardson, both of
Rockland.—by Rev. J Charles MacDon jured in the collision between the
ald.
car operated by Hannon and owned
Young-Smith—At Rockland, Aug. 10. by Guy Penney, who was a passen
Raymond Edward Young and Anita ger, and that operated by Mrs. Ora
Bickford Smith, both of Rockland—by
Woodcock of Thomaston in which
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald.
Thomas-Parsons—At Rockland, Aug. Earl Woodcock was a passenger.
10. Howard Arthur Thomas and Bever
* • • *
ly Lorraine Parsons, both of Rock
William Widdecomb of Rockland
land by Rev J Charles MacDonald.
Hilton-Lawry—At North Newcastle. was fined $20 and costs of court of
Aug 8. Clarence W. Hilton of Aina and
Miss Ruth I Lawry .formerly of Vlnal $2.70 in Municipal Court yesterday
morning when found guilty of as
haven—by Rev F L. Littlefield.
sault cf Patrolman Robert Robbins
of the Rockland force.
DIED
* • • •
Cummings—At Rockland. Aug. 17.
Adelbert Heal Cummings, age 63 years.
Wilbur
Ames
of Rockland was
Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock from
Burpee Funeral Home. Interment in fined $10 and costs of court sus

In Municipal Court

Waldoboro.
Hamalainen—At West Rockport. Aug
13. Martin Hamalainen, age 67 years, 8
months, 25 days Funeral Friday at 2
o'clock from Davis Funeral Home.
Rockland. Interment ln West Rock
port.
Rowell—At Rockland July 31), Keith
Douglas Rowell, lnlant son of Mr and
Mrs. Harland Rowell of East Union,
aged 9 days. Burial in East Union
Miller—At Augusta, Aug. 7. Marlon R
Miller of Appleton, aged 32 years. 4
days.
Starrett—At Warren, Aug. 9. Mrs.
Annie L. Starrett. wife of Oscar E
Starrett, wife of Oscar E. Stairett. aged
76 years, 7 months, 28 days. Funeral
services today at 2 p. m. at the Sim
mons Funeral Home Interment, Faiiview.
Huntley—At Rockland, Aug 10, Ida
V Huntley, wife of Augustus B Huntley, age 45 years. 8 months, 8 days In
terment ln Achorn Cemetery.
Huey—At Thomaston. Aug 9. George
Huey of Friendship, age 60 years, 9
months. 1 day. Interment ln Village
Cemetery. Friendship.
Paul—At Rockland, Aug. 10, Minnie
C . wife of William A Paul of Rock
port, age 71 years. Funeral serlvces at
residence cn Commercial St., Tuesday
at 3 p. m Interment ln Amsbury Hill
cemetery
IN iMEMORIAM
,
In memory of James William Warren
who passed away Aug. 13, 1944
You are not forgotten loved one.
nor will you ever be as long as life
and memory lasts. We will always re
member thee.
Wife, Children. Sisters and Brothers.
IN IMEMORIAM
In memory of Donnie, Junior and
Dicky who passed away by drowning
Aug. 14. 1944
Do not ask us if we miss them.
Oh. there's such a Vacant place
Oft we think we hear their footsteps
And we see their smiling face.
Days of sadness still come o'er us
Tears of silence often flow.
Memory keeps them ever near us
Since they left two yedrs tgo.
Missed by their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Bickford and Family. Mr and
Mrs. John Hlldings and Family 65*lt
CARD OF THANKS
I wish, to thank the neighbors and
friends for the cards, fruit and flow
ers sent during my stay at Knox Hos
pital. also the Eastern Star for the
beautiful bouquet of gladloias. Espe
cial thanks to Dr. Apollo'nto, Dr.
Brown. Jr and the nurses for their
care and kindness.
*
Mrs. Lottie Post.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere thanks

TEL. 1172
57-66

and appreciation to all my many
friends and relatives for the beautiful
gifts and cards sent me while I was lp
the hospital.
65-lt
Charles E. Carr.

0.

The time of the double feature
program playing today. Wednesday
and Thursday at Park Theatre are
2 P.M. and two shows in the even
ing beginning nt 6:45 and 8:15. The
two pictures currently playing are
’’The French Key'1 with Albert
Dekker and Evelyn Ankers; and
“Freddie Steps Out’’ with Freddie
Stewart and June Preisser.

The "Murphy House'’ in Friend
ship lately purchased by A. W. Mor
ton and Lew Wallace has been re
sold to A. Phillip Jarvis, prominent
business man of Somers, Conn.
Sale by F H Wood.

William Molloy, who attended
Rockland High School, joined the
Navy and took his boot training at
Camp Peary. Va. He was then
shipped to Treasure Island, Calif.,
There he joined the Navy Sea-Bees.
From there he went to Port
Hueneme, Calif., for special train
ing and at the completion of the
school there he will be eligible for McLoon Presents Report on
duty overseas. His address is:
Highway Proposition Back
W. E. Molloy, Sit. Ser. No. 209-67-99,
C. B C. Co. 59-18 Lacken, Port
Of the Blocks
Hueneme, Calif.
Councilman Albert C. McLoon.
English capital may be invested who has been investigating the pos
In Chilean shipyards.
sibilities of a street back of the
blocks on the east side of Main
Baked bean supper, home made street
to run from Tillson avenue
rolls, coffee, salad and dessert fcr to the Glover
alley, reported on the
50 cents. Saturday, Aug. 17, from 5 matter at the City Council meet
to 7 at St. Peter’s Undercroft. —adv. ing last night?
Mr. McLoon did not recommend
the construction of the street at
this time due to difficulties present
ed by existing buildings and the
narrowness of the passageway at
OF '
certain points. He did not, however,
recommend the dropping of the pro
Class of 1938

Not Feasible Now

REUNION

Rockland High School
OAKLAND PARK

SUNDAY, AUGUST 25
10.00 A. M.

Bring Lunch and Families
65*lt

BURPEE
Funeral Home

District Governor Cyril M. Joly
M.A.C. (Master of the Art of Con
versation) who can tell a good story.
Augusta; A. E. Winslow. Waterville;
Bill Cullen. Lewiston - Auburn;
Charles A Holden. Hanover, N. H.;
Harry A
Thompson, Boston;
Frank E. Poland, Boston, Mass.;
Robert S. Cocks, Galeton, Pa.; Or
rin G. Cocks, Wellsboro, Pa.; Win
Erskine, Worcester, Mass.; Norman
Dunsmore. Ambler, Pa.
Guests included: Rev. F. K. Gif
ford Cambridge, Mass ; Earle R.
Conant, Oakland; Bob Zucker; C.
A. Erskine. Boston and Albert Rob
inson, Warren.
Two past dstrict governors were
present. Edward May of Pittsburgh,
Pa , and Alan L. Bird of Rockland.

niwwosw

64-69

Home For A Rest

1

.

Greenwood, Mass.. Aug. 7.
To Hiram L. Ingerson:—
I am back again in the USO after
being over in the Pacific 13 months.
I arrived in Seattle, June 5. and was
around there three weeks before I
got started for home. I brought
back a cargo from Jacloban, Leyte,
an Army cargo like I took over; the
only difference it was not crated.
A lot of it was sent back to the
States. I was supposed to go to
San Franciso but was diverted to
Seattle.
I had a long stay in the Philip
pines but had fine weather all the
time I was there and a nice trip
back to Seattle.
I came home from there by tra n.
It was a good ride across country
and I enjoyed it for my care and
worries were all over, and I was all
clear of the mine fields. Now 1 will
just sit back and let George do it.
On arrival at Seattle my ship
George R. Holmes was taken over
by the American Mail Line and is
on a run to Japan, China and the
Philippines.
I did not feel like going back
after such a long trip, so I came
home and will stay for awhile. I
need a little rest from the sea. but
don t know how long I will be stay
ing around. I suppose I will be
having itchy feet after a while and
you will hear where I am on my
way again. I am in hopes to get
down to Maine before very long and
will look you up.
Capt. B. W. Dunton.

SOFTBALL STANDING

Won
Al s Clippers ................... 14
Van Baalen .................... 12
Shipyard ...................... 12
Camden ........................ 11
Independents .........
5
Rackliff & Witham........ 3
H gh School ................... 3
Fisheries ........................ 2
• • • •

TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 IJMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME.

G. A. RICHARDSON

Ambulance Service

Tel. 127, Stonington, Me.

All For $1.00

CANDY GIRL
WANTED

Prompt, Reliable Service

AT

FRED E. HARDEN

PARK THEATRE

TEL. 35-W,

Save half on McCall's Magazine'
Present subscription rate <$3.00 tor
3 years) will be double <$6 00* on
Aug. 30. Single conies will increase
from 15c to 25c. Get your McCall':,
for 10c a copy by subscribing before
Aug. 31 with the State News Com
pany, authorized Publishers’ Repre
sentative. Rockland, Me. New. Re
newal, Advance Renewals, (to take
advantage of this offer) accepted.
Phone 663-R.—adv.

NOW Is The Time!
DRAIN WORK. NEW SEWERS,
CLOGGED SEWERS
SEPTIC TANKS
CESSPOOL
WATER PIPES
CEMENT WORK
REPAIRS CELLAR WALLS
Call—

S E. EATON

TEL. 1187-R,

65-lt

RUMMAGE SALE

JUST AROUND THE CORNER

TEMPLE BEANO

TENANT’S HARBOR

Clothing For the School Boy

Temple Hall, Rockland
Every Wednesday and Saturday

THURSDAY, AUG. 15

Let Us Help You With Your School Outfitting

At 8.00 P. M.—Public Invited
Prizes Include

In case of rain, sale continued

BOYS’ SPORT COATS

BOYS’ SPORT SHIRTS

following Day

Pure Wool, in Pinchecks, Plaids, Herringbones
and Solid Patterns. Color Shades of Brown,
Blue and Green. Sizes 8 years to 18 years.

In Cottons and Rayons- Solid Patterns and
Plaids. Colors Bine, Tan, Brown. Green, Maize.
Long and Short Sleeves.

$9.95 to $18.40

$1.40, $2.95

10.00 A. M. to 4.00 P. M.

NYLONS. SPRY, SOAP POWDER, JELLO PUDDING.
RUGS, LAWN CHAIRS. PRESERVES
AND MANY OTHERS.
Sponsored By R. M. C.
83-tf

Benefit Jackson Memorial
Library.

Also Some

BOYS’ WOOL PLAIO SHIRTS

CORDUROYS

SERVICE

There i» no wbstitute for scientific training.
^^^Jslothing can take the place of our wide exy
perience. Our present-day facilities
make possible a service of dis
tinguished character
SaIC

BOYS’SLIP-ON SWEATERS

BOYS’ SLACKS
Take vour nick to harmonize or contrast with
our Slip-on Sweaters or Sport Coats.

Tweea.-

TICKETS, ALL RESERVED $2.00 AND $1.50

ON SALE AT THE VILLAGE SHOP, CAMDEN

people.

$6.95

$12.95, $14.95

BENEFIT CAMDEN WAR MEMORIAL GYMNASIUM

expected by quality,
minded

In Assorted Colors. Sizes 12 years to 18 years

In Brown, Tan and Green. Size 8 years to
15 years

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
AUGUST 29th and 30th
“THE GAY NINETIES”

ThreegEssentinl Requirements
nf Superior Funeral Service

cashmeres

Broadcloth

Cheviots,

Made from Pure Wool Yarns and in Brilliant
Color Tones of YeUow. Blue and Brown.
Sizes 30 to 38

SLEEVELESS,

$2.95, $3.95

Gabardines and Flannels, in all Wool and pari
Wool. In sizes 6 years to 18 years, in a good
assortment of patterns and colors.

WITH SLEEVES, $2.95, $3.95, $5.00

$4..45, $7,95

BOYS’ SHOES

BOYS’ CREW SHIRTS

Oxfords in Moccasin and Medallion Toe styles.
Color Brown. Sizes
to 6.

$1.25

$3.80

MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
The popularity of this production is State wide, therefore the Warren Play

■
■
hl. 1494
give me

■a

ers have agreed to present the play in Camden for the benefit of the Camden

h costs

no more
»o cotf yi

War Memorial Fund.

Opportunity will thus be given those who were unable to

Davis Funeral Home
ROCKLAND, THOMASTON
ROCKPORT

project.
rtLf PHONB>

141 3

(This advertisement is paid for by the Warren Players)

64-68
fl
!«•••!

OFF/NS

obtain seat3 at Warren to see the production and at the same time help a worthy

no obli-

•JL

ROCKLAND
57*lt

SCHOOL DAYS

ROCKLAND, ME.

25-T-tf

63-65

PROFESSIONAL

Robert W Bagley and Clayton
George Hoak of Waldoboro ara
held in $1,000 bail for the Grand
Jury in the November term of Su
perior Court on charges of criminal
assault on a Rockland and a Rock
ville girl last Thursday night.
Bagley is charged with criminal
assault on the person of Barbara
Tolman, 16, of Rockville and Hoak
on the person of Helen Copeland,
of Rockland.
Judge Dwinai found t probable
cause and ordered the men held,
after a session of Municipal Court
which lasted nearly two hours.
According to testimony, the girls,
who are employes of a girls’ camp
in Hope, accepted a ride back to
camp with the two men which re
sulted in the alleged attack on up
per Limerock street.
The girls made their report to
the police late Thursday night,
giving the number of the ear in
which they had ridden which re
sulted in tha arrest of the two
men by State and city police the
following day and the trial Sat
urday.
The men were represented hy at
torney Harry E Wilbur and the
State by County Attorney Stuart
Burgess.

Troop 202 Boy Scouts hiked to the
breakwater Monday night to enjoy
salt water swimming and a meal
cooked over a campfire. William
Pease passed, first class cooking and
Erwin Chase and Justin Cross
worked on the Swimming Merit
Badge. Those who attended were
Robert Annis, Justin Cross, Jchn
Benson, William Pease, William
McLain, Erwin Chase, Robert
Chatto, John Chisholm, Paul Su
lides, Ronald Anderson, and a guest
ject entirely.
Roger Curtis. Assistant Scoutmaster
Councilman Bradstreet stated Sawyer accompanied the group.
that he had not completed hls in
vestigation of the cemetery situa
L. Eugene Frost and family leave
tion in the city. Mr. Moran later Wednesday morning for Wollas
pointed out that the City of Rock ton, Mass., for two weeks. After
land does not own in the cemeteries their return, Sept. 6, customers for
Christmas cards, stationery, etc.,
for gifts are asked to call Sherwood
$3.50 Value For $1. E. Frost at 1181-J for prompt atten
tion to all orders.—adv.
*
Special Introductory Offer

I. O. O. F. HALL-

INQUIRE

Lost
3
4
5
5
11
11
12
9

Elliott Elisofen. famed colorphotographer for the magazine Life,
who has covered assignments for
his publication in all parts of the
world, gave a highly interesting
talk on his work before the Lions
Club Friday.
Special guests were members of
the Kiwanis Club and Camera Club
several of whom attended. Their
respective
presidents,
Lawrence
Miller and Sidney Cullen W’ere in
troduced.
Mr. Ellisofen described the prob
lems attendant upon the publica
tion of L fe and the manner in
which photographic assignments are
made to the staff men.
He described a feature which he
photographed in color last Winter
on the Atlantic coast from Maine to
Florida and which will appear in
Life sometime during the coming
Winter. The methods which he
used in photographing several movie
stars in Hollywood recently was
described fully.
Upon his return to duty in the
Fall, he is to make h series on life
on the Nile which he expects will
take him several months.
He has chosen as his Summer
home. Vinalhaven where he is
spending tills season and where he
hopes to spend many more.
An especial friend of Nathan
Berliawsky of the Thorndike Hotel,
he agreed Teadily to speak, upon
Nate’s suggestion, even though he
said he was in Vinalhaven for the
Summer and didn’t want to leave
the island for even a day.
The attendance at this meeting
was considerably larger than had
been expected but there was food
for everybody and fun for every
body. Members who declined to
eat in their shirtsleeves paid fines
for their modesty.
Among the guests was Dr. A. H
Chase, former member of the Boston
Club, who was a regular attendant
at the Summer meetings of the
Rockland Club.
The 83d birthday of Henry A.
Howard was acknowledged with
vigorous applause for that popular
member.
Wilbur F. Senter, Bradford Bur
gess and J- N. Southard were
awarded 10-year pins.

Boy Scout Notes

CABIN CRUISER
Banfield Sea Skiff for sale. 32foot long, 8!2-foot beam, 3-foot
draft. Sleeps four. Has flush,
built-in refrigerator, fresh water
pump. Kermath 85 II. P. engine
with Hi to 1 reduction gear. All
ready to sail.

On Serious Charge

Capt. B. W. Dunton Com Are Given the Low Down on Two Waldoboro Men Held
Picture Making For Life
pletes Long Voyage, With
For November Court For
Magazine
An Army Cargo
Criminal Assault

The Magazine Man

The Rexall Store

Rockland Lions

Gaines This Week
and that all holdings were long ago
Tues.
Aug. 13—Van Baalen vs.
passed to the Cemetery Association
which now controls and operates Shipyard.
Wed. Aug. 14-^Camden vs. Rack
both Achorn and ScaView cemeter
liff
& Witha».
ies. The city's only official interest
Thursday, Aug. 15—Independents
at present is in those lots for which
the city has accepted trust funds vs. Fisheries.
Friday, Aug. 16—High School vs.
Beano party Friday night at 7 30
for perpetual care.
Clippers.
at G.A.R. Hall.
®5*lt

Out of Life” Value $1.75

FREDRICKS*

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
64-tf

1 <

ment and peace.
Governor Joly brought the in
spiration of the great convention of
Rotary International with intimate
side lights on the contacts he made
with delegates from many lands.
He told of Rotary in France where
luncheons are impossible; in Czecho
slovakia where meetings must be
held secretly; in China where serv
ice clubs are awakening and in
England where Rotary grew strong
ly even under a hail of bombs.
Fittingly, an overflow 100 per
cent meeting greeted the district
governor with this imposing list
of visiting Rotarians and guests:
Visiting Rotarians included: Wil
liam F. Perry, Keene. N. H.; Bill
Macomber. Augusta; Albert Robin
son. Peabody, Mass; George C.
Erskine, Cheshire*Conn.; Guy W.

Reader’s Digest, 7 mo., value $1.75
250 Page Book “Getting the Most

TEL. 21-4 AV ALDOBORO

PHONE 701

61-tf

Bronx Club, N. Y.; Arthur F. Burke,
Eaton, New Haven, Conn.; John T.
Andrews, Sharon, Mass.; Burr F.
Jones. Plymouth, Mass.; Jack Sel g,

ization striving for world better

SLIPCOVERS AND
DRAPERIES

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

District Governor Joly Brought Inspiration To
Record-Breaking Meeting

“The longer I live
the more I am con
vinced that the
man I do not like
is the man I do not
know,” said Dis
trict Governor of
Rotary Cyril M.
Joly of Waterville Friday noon at
h s annual visitation of the Rock
land Club. Gov. Joly made this
quotation from the late Arthur J.
Roberts of Colby College in mak
ing his plea for this term's objec
tive of “friendship and understand
ing among ourselves," the first rule
of Rotary.
Stressing the thought of under
standing of our ne.ghbors as a
prime requisite, Governor Joly
carried the thought further as a
world objective and path to in
ternational
understanding
and
peace. He told of the importance
of each Rotarian understanding
that he was not only a part of a
pended for passing a red traffic luncheon club at Rockland, Maine,
light.
but of a great international organ

CUSTOM MADE

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

ROTARY SPIRIT RAN HIGH

Page Three

MENSAND BOVS CLOTHING

FURNISHINGS SHOES AN[) !jN: FORMS
3&9MMNST POCKLANnMF

Tuesday-Frffiay
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and every Summer—a sort of tiling
which would become more or less
traditional."

Rockland Children’s Playground

ft A ft A

0. BBAJBKX

j

A L. OTAKRVTT
Oarresponaent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 48

LABS

&LEN

ft ft ft ft

t

O'

Telephoo* 78

li

One year ago: The Lafayette
Packing Company was flying the
Achievement “A” Award Flag, pre
sented to President J. S. Knafou by
Commander Harold E. Cole, UB.N.—
Plans were made by the Merchants’
Committee for the oOservance of
V-J Day—Among the deaths: Bos
ton, Mrs. Roland V. Follett, former
ly of Rockland; Warren, Mrs. Frank
Wellman, 85.

Mrs. Maude Orbeton of Rockland
was the week-end guest of Mrs.
Isaoel Labe
Mrs. Helen Brackett of Rockland
was in town Sunday.
The Ladies’ Circle of the Baptist
Church will hold a dinner and sale
on the church grounds Thursday
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rowe Jr.,
of Boston, are guests of Mr. and
Mrs Charles Rowe.
Ozro Weeks, who has been a pa
tient at Knox Hospital, Rockland,
has returned home.
The annual W.nchenbaugh re
union will be held Aug. 14, at the
Community Club House, West Wal
doboro.
Funeral services were held Friday
afternoon at the Waltz Funeral
Home, for Mrs Mary J. Robertson,
who died Tuesday night at her home
on Main street. She was born in
Trenton, N J. and moved here from
Somerville, Mass., 16 years ago. She
was a member of the Eastern Star
of Somerville. Surviv.ng are two
sons, Charles Robertson of this town
and Albert cf Kentucky. Rev. Eric
Robinson, of St. Andrews Episcopal
Church at Newcastle, officiated. In
terment in the German Lutheran
Cemetery.
Mrs Bessie .Monahan of Scars
dale, N Y , is visit ng her mother,
Mrs Nellie Reever.
Stewart Pollard lias been stopping

at his home iln town.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Little were

Mrs. Frederick Kopper has re
turned to Springfield. Mass., after
being the guest of Mrs William
Teague.
Miss May Smith, and Miss May
Adams, of Canaan, Conn., are house
guests ol Mrs. William Teague.
Members of the Warren Civic
Players, who were in Camden; Fri
day afternoon to assist in selling
tickets for the forthcom'ng presen
tation of the Gay Nineties, at the
Camden Opera House Aug 29, and
30 were Mrs Rensforth Yeo, Mrs.
Leroy McCluskey, Mrs. Edwin K.
Boggs, fir.. Miss Murial French, and
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie in costume.
Sponsor of the showing is the com
mittee in charge of the War Mem
orial Gymnasium Fund of Camden.
The players were accompanied by
Mr Carr.
Mrs Clara Nason is entertaining
as house guests, her brother, and
family. Mr. and Mrs. Edvard Lind
sey and family, and Mr. Foulds,
Mrs Lindsey’s father, all of Wesbury, L. I., <N. Y„ and Mr. and Mrs.
George Deering and daughter. Miss
Constance of Brookline, Mass
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Hills, who
have been guests of her sister. Mrs.
William Cunningham, returned Fri, dav to Brockton, Mass.
The Wee All Club of Warren and
' South Warren enjoyed a pleasant
afternoon Aug.2, with Mrs. Walter
C. Leavitt She received many nice
gifts, and refreshments were served.
' Music was enjoyed with Mrs. Albert
1 White at the piano Present, be
sides Mr and Mrs. Leavitt, were,
Mrs. Albert White, Miss Lizzie WiliI slow Miss W nnie Winslow, Mrs.
i Emma NorwooO Mrs. George Gray,
i and Mrs. Oliver Libby. Some were
unable to attend.

Rockland visitors, Saturday.
Msr Phil p Cohen has returned
from Miles Memorial Hospital,
where she has been a medical pa
tient.
The ball game Sunday between
Bath and Waldoboro was a loss for
the China Clippers of Augusta on
tne home team, 12 to 4.
' the Erskine
Academy grounds,
Sunday, and lost by a score of 15-3
Battery for I eg on, Aho, Pease and
Hart Fo/ China Clippers, Hewett,
L. Plister Hits for Legion 4, China
ft ft ft ft
Clippers 13. Two base hits—Pl ster
MRS. CHARLOTTE HAWTHB
1. Merrill 1, Stolen bases, Legion
Mitchell.
Sacrifice hits. Legion B.
Correspondent
Aho
2.
Hit
bv pitch ball. Pease,
ft ft ft ft
Hewett C. Farrington Base on
Telephone 3-81
balls by Aho 1. by Hewett 2. Struck
out by Aho 4, by Hewett 15.
| The Legion will play the strong
Miss Norma Fossett of Baltimore, Warren team Sunday at Union,
Maryland is spending a weeks va j These teams have met on two other
cation with her parents. She has ; occasions, the result being a 4-4
as house guest Miss Marie Bradley i tie score here and in the game
of New iHaven, Conn.
1 played at Warren. Legion losing In
Dinner guests Thursday night of 10 innings 1-0. A large crowd of
Mr and Mrs. R. M McKinley were ; spe tators from Warren are expect
Mr and Mrs. Maurice ILovejoy of ed to attend the game.
Rockland, Mr. and Mrs Harrington
On Tuesday night i tonight) Camp
Stanford and Donald of Wayne, Adahi ’« playing Warren Oh the
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Clement of Camp's new diamond at, Crawford
Danville, Virginia. •
Lake, Game tailed at 6.15 p. m.
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Nickerson of
On Wednesday night Union team
Dorchester, Mass , spent the week wil! play Warren at Union
end with Mr and Mrs. Edward
Norman Brown of East Union
Mathews
*
who has driven the school bus for
Overnight guests Saturday of several years in that part of the
Mr and Mrs. A. C. iHawes were Mr. town, is unable to continue the
and Mrs. Leo Ross and three chil work thi§ fall.
dren of San Juan, Texas , and Pem
aquid and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
A GOOD JOB FOR YOU
Durgin of Falmouth, Mrs. 'Kennedy
also of SanJuan and Elaine Ross
spent the night with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Burgess.

UNION

U. S. Army

We will pa; $100 to the Maine
grower who mails us the biggest
potato grown this season. This is
no gag. we have an arrangement
with the Statler Hotel. We pa; $100
for the biggest, the; publicize the
Maine potato. It’ll be worth $100,
rof the biggest, the; publicize the
Maine potao. It’ll be worth $100.
and we want to see the biggest arnywa;. Mail them in before Nov.
1st. Clip this and keep the ad
dress until ;ou dig ’em.

The Children’s Playground which utilizes the eastern section of Community Park, is operating daily under
direction of Miss Gloria Witham. It serves an admirable role through the Summer, keeping the children
safe front traffic and under adequate supervision.

ures. Though no hitch hiker, in
the sense of the word, the writer
gladly accepted an invitation to ride
(Continued from Page One)
to Rockland, charmed by the com
back longlnly to those days ever so panionship into which he found
many years ago when I strove himself thrown, and carried back
futilely to learn the art in that into the days of his own youth.
popular swimming hole
—o—
Edith S Bloom, chairmain of the
A sub-rosa battle of wits concern
ing the merits of honeycombed tripe
has been in progress for some time
between H. A. Buffum of this city
CATALOG VALUE
and Ruth Brooks, author of the
daily cross word puzzle in the Bos
ton Herald In the edition of July
30 appeared this note:
“We should have more tripe in
these puzzles. Every time the word
111B
occurs, a charming letter comes
from HAB advis ng me to*drop into
the Parker House and try their
broiled honeycomb tripe. Maybe
29-across is more in my line.”
And according to Mr. Buffum’s
solution “29 across'' is “panade.’’

The Black Cat

48-tf

Stainless Steel

TABLEWARE
SET

nection withj ih> Alfriri Company’s

26-Pe. Set

re-constructed plant, on ’Which good
progress ia being made.
-o-

This great medicine ls 1am. oils
to relieve pain, nervous distress

TRAVEL BY AIR

—

Genuine

This waterfront skyline wa?
brightened yesterday-' by the erec
tion pf a lofty smokestack in con

PENOBSCOT FLYING SERVICE,
Broadway and Holmes Streets, Rockland, Me.
TEL. ROCKLAND 781

NOW!

-

MW

; 1^0

Fast Charter Service and Airline Connections
To Any Part of the Country by experienced Pilots.
Also flight instruction and airplane rentals.

The Legion baseball team played

PROFESSION

MODELS!!

Beautiful design, sparkling
mirror-bright finish, . . . and
distinctive red plastic han
dles. Ge it rous weight and
careful oeslgnlng give lt a
superb feel and balance.
Gay, colorful handles of red
Catalln plastic are of sani
tary construction,
water
proof, odorless, fade-proof.
Set Includes complete ser
vice for 6: 6 table knives;
6 dinner forks; 6 teaspoons:
6 oval tablespoons; 1 butter
knife; 1 sugar spoon. Amaz
ingly easy to clean, needs no
polishing. Won’t rust, stain,
or tainlsh. Shpg. wt., 4 lbs.
BYY9150—26-pc. set... $5.95

SEARS,
ROEBUCK AND CO.

and weak, tired feelings, of

certain days’ —when due to
female functional monthl”
disturbances Also great sto
machlc tonic! Worth trying'

Catalog Order Office
*33 Maki

IYDIA e. PINKHAM'S

St.

Phone 1380

VEGETABLE COMFOUNO

NOTICE!

To Garage Owners and
Automobile Repair Shops
install sleeves, recondition crankshafts in or out of
cars and recondition pressure plate assemblies in
our Machine Shop Department.

In clinical te.ta conducted by
medical doctor, more than lit
persona lo.t Id to 15 pound,
.ver.ae ia a few week, with
the AYDS Vltamla Candy
Reducing Plan.
With thi, Ayd, PUo you don't cut
out any tneaU (tarchea. potatoe,,
meat, or butter, you .imply cut them
down. It’, aimple and earner when
you enjoy delidoua (vitamin forti
fied) AYDS before each meal. Abso
lutely harmless. 30 days supply of
Ayd. only *2 25. If not delighted with results.
MONEY BACK oa tha vary brat box.

j N elderly fedy Wdnteiiiasf
enfcn farm, two ln family, if
Nff-L. Liberty.
ELI ABLE housekeeper! wa
at RIPLEY'S ANTTQUt SHC
in St. Tel. 767-W.
COMPETENT maid wanted for genhousework;
references.
MRS
CLIFFORD SMITH,, Olen Cove. Tel.
1582.
65tf

»:a.

NEW BATTERIES
IN GOOD SUPPLY—ALL TYPES
Your car is no better than its battery! Let us cheok

PARKING, ACCESSORIES

TEL. 511
68-65

LEWIS SERVICE STATION

34 UNION ST.,

ROCKLAND,

TEL. 1360-W

NEXT NORTH OF NARRAGA.NSET HOTEL

ATTENTION
Garages, Fishermen, Willys and
Jeep Owners.

wy. YES

Just Arrived Complete New 60 H. P. Jeep Engines;
Ready to Install.
Complete with: Fan, Fan Belt, Water Pump,
Generator, Starter, Distributor, Coil, Fuel Pump,
Intake and Exhaust Manifolds, Carburetor Oil Filter,
Spark Plugs, Flywheel, Clutch Pressure Plate As
sembly, Engine Wiring..
Replacement parts will be available for many
years, through Willys, Independent Parts Houses
and Jeep Dealers.

B. B. COHEN
21 FULTON ST., ROCKLAND, TEL. 269-W or 889
64*65

•

R’i\anai -,»p YES

• toHMrnat

YES

♦ Jiiamai wr- YES

CASH FOR UNPAID BILLS
If you’re short of cash to pay these bills why not get a
PERSONAL loan plus these advantages:
1. Loans made promptly. 4 out of 5 who ask, get one.
2. You pay only for the actual time you keep the money.
3. Loans made on signature, furniture or auto without involving
friends, relatives or employer.

1& l^tAonal

$25.00 to $750.00

Mail application to
FINANCE CO.
241 Water St.. Augusta, Me.
Mo Charges 2’,i% on balances
Representative will be in Rock over $150; 3% on $150 or less Small
land Thursdays.
Loans Statute License No. 1.
Loans over $300.00 made by New England Finance Corp.
Closed Sat., Open Mon. through Fri., 9 to 5 Evenings by Appt.
47-T-tf
toy* YfS

•

.cn YES

•

Zcocrux/

YES

•

Apply

ville.________________

BATTERY SERVICE. LUBRICATION, WASHING

INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS AND SERVICE

Pay and good tips

wp YES

64*65

TWO respectable, middle-aged wom
en wanted at once, for a month MRS
CHARLES DANA GIBSON
Tel. Dark
Harbor, 100, collect.
64-65
HOSTESS and waitress with experi
ence Apply at THE THORNDIKE HO
TEL.
63-64
SINGLE house with bath wanted,
suitable for family of five. Must be
within 10 miles of Rockland
Write
BOYD LIVESAY, Box 385, Rockland
or TEL 194-J.
.
63*66
TRUCKING wanted, prompt service,
reasonable rates. DONALD ROBBINS.
Tel 1OSC or 1468-W.______________ 64-65
STANDING timber lots wanted for
cash One million feet or more of lum
ber from sawmills, logs on the road
side. or delivered to the mill. Highest
prices paid. Write HUGO LAURTLA
Star Rt., 1304, Thomaston.
65*67
LISTINGS wanted. I have customers
with cash Interested In buying all
types of property. Get In touch with
me at once If you have any real estate
for sale. L. A. THURSTON, Realtor. 38
Beech St Tel.. 1159________________ 56tf
COLT-PATENT Cap and Ball revol
vers wan*ed. Write B. A. W. Sears
mont, Me. giving length over aU,
length of barrel calibre and price.
52-78

FEMALE workers for packing sardines
wanted. Free transportation within 30

miles

of Rockland.

MFO. CANNING CO.

NORTH LUBBC

G110 Hart's Neck, 6-room bouse,
good cellar, hand pump ln kitchen,
dwelling sound and well built, public
way to shore, about 4 minutes walx
lot about 60x120. $1000
FARMS
P218 East Warren. 8 finished rooms,
5 acres blueberries, 5 field. 20 lumber,
bam for 5 head. c)osed-up fireplaces,
spring, well, good hunting and troutlng, elec, by the door, $1800.
M2100. Union, 58-acre farm on lake.
14 acres blueberries, 14 wood. 20 field,
8 room house, bam for 32 head, ga
rages for 3 cars A real Income farm.
$10 000
C230 Tenant's Harbor, 12 a. poul
try farm, henhouse 70x20, with cement
floor; brooder house 40x16, bam 30x30.
10 r. house with one-pipe furnace,
large cistern, property fenced for cows;
elec, lights, poultry equipment includ
ed. fairly priced at $3000.
We are ready to reduce prices from
those advertised on the next 3 prop
erties:
H35O 7 Oeorges street. 8 rooms,
square colonial, modem conveniences.
1-car garage. Includes good building
lot $5000.
GH350 17 High street, cozy 8-room
house with downstairs, bath furnace,
attached barn, view of bay from back
yard over an ac-e. $5000
S135 Port Clyde, 7-room house, run
ning water, shore privilege, handy to
stores, excellent view of ocean cove
and Islands $3500
S A. LAVENDER.
151 Main St.,
Thomaston,
Tel 4
65-lt

MISCELLANEOUS

Tel. 31-W.

After this date I shall pay only those
40tf bills contracted by myself.
ROBERT A COLLINS
TOP prices paid for all kinds of live
Union, Me., Aug 6. 1946________ 63*65
poultry. Call ISADORE POUST . 41
Tillson Ave.. City.
Tel. 1396 office.
MY office at 1S3 Limerock street will
residence 1221.______________________ 29 tf
OLD marble top furniture wanted,

antiques of all kinds ln any quantity.
Write or phone W 3. FRENCH. 10 High
8t., Camden._____________________ iotf
ANTIQUES wanted will pay highest
prices
CARLTON H. RIPLEY, 38
Oliver St. Tai 767-W,___________I04tf
USED Furniture and fltovea wantodL
We win pay caab or trade for new
Cull UM V W RTUDLBT. mo.,
Main Bt, Rockrand.
53tf

tta

be closed until Sept 15. DR J H. DA
MON. Dentist .
62 70
CHIMNEYS cleaned will go anywhere
ALBERT E OROVER. 4 Warren St Tel

1030-W_________________________ 65*67

SUBSCRIBE now to the Maine Coast
Fisherman, Maine’s only paper de
voted solely to the fishing industry and
salt-water activities. Send one dollar
for a Year's subscription
MAINE
COA6T FISHERMAN, Belfast, Me
__________________

MRS QSC .<
Oorre»pi

Te

Guests at “Tin
and Mrs E. T S'.
Prnn.; Miss Jeai
ville, Mass.,; Md
Melrose, Mass.; Mi
Roxbury, Mas.Burns, Jamaica P
Inga Q. iLarsen,
•«<Miss Louise Hm
Mr. and Mrs Cu
son, George,. Wilt
Mrs. Harry Han
Harry, Jr., and P
Mrs. Mai garet K \
Mass.
This group of fr
day at Salver Bn
Aines Farm, C;
Eliza Patterson.
Mabel Oarlcn, Mr
Anderson, Alice I
Guy Reeve, Fay
Ingerson, Jane 1
Fred Morong
South Portland,
guest at Mrs. (
Mr. and Mrs
turned Sunday t
having been gut .-1
Harland Gregoiy
5 Mrs. Ralph Cai.
dren and Mrs. Bt I
Saturday, from Sp
Mr. and Mrs.
and son of North 1
are guests of
parents, Mr and
docks
Mrs. Alice Debt
Is guest of Mr. .
Raymond.
Mr and Mrs Jo

Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 5« cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
•mail words to a line.
Special Notice; AU “blind ads’’ so called L e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to I he CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

BAY mare for sale. Weight about
1350 Clever, sound and good worker;
10 Elm St , Thomaston
TEL 202 4
65*66

OLD violin for sale, price reason
able. ARDELE DOW, Bushnell House.
Thomaston.________________________ 64 66

TO LET

14000

ZS ZN

ADS

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS

250 PULLETS for sale. 23 weeks old
$2 50 each Call RAYMOND REED. West
Meadow Rd
Tel 1333 M
65’G6
LISBON FALLS, MAINE
POTTED Strawberry Plants for sale,
You ought to read it—People do
set ln August. September. Oc’.ober. will
bear next Spring. Send for free de
59*lt
scriptive price list of all leading varleties.
PLEASANT VALLEY FARMS,
Millbury, Mass.
65*70
ONE h p motor and compressor, V
belt driven tested at 150 lbs. for sale;
also 3-7t. air tank, new 4 years ago and
a deep well pump
PARKER DEANE,
32-CALIBRE revolver lost.
Please Lincolnville Tel. 621
65-66
return to MOOR'S DRUG STORE
CABIN| Cruiser—-Banfield Sea Skiff
for sale. 32-foot long, Sfi-foot beam,
3-foot draft. Sleeps four Has flush,
containing government papers. EARL J. buint-ln
refrigerator,
fpesh
wiv’.etr
HASKELL 27 Orange St Tel. 11C
pump. Ke:math 85 h. p engine with
IV2 to 1 reduction gear. All ready to
BLACK loose-leaf notebook
lost sail Tnqulre G A RICHARDSON. Tel.
127. Stonington, M«.
65*66
valuable to owner only. Finder
leave at THE COURIER-QAl
TWO Jersey-Guernsey cows. 2-3 years
OFFICE
old R. W CAREY. Box 28. St. George
Road. Thomaston.
65*66
Rock by CHARLES THOMPSON, Ma
HOUSE 4 rooms, for sale, with garage
tinicus.
65*66 and extra lot of land, nice view of liarbor. TEL 654-M
65*C6
MUST be sold by Aug 17—modern
walnut 9-plece dining room set and
odd pieces. “WELIKEIT ’ FARM. Rt.
1, Warren TeL 7-11.
65*66
GARAGE to let at 65 Summer Bt.
ONE
Economy
King
separator,
ln
TEL 151 M.
i
good condition with extra parts for
sale; also, an all oak barrel churn,
furnished home to let.
new, 1 Jersey cow. new milch, 3 years
old; 1 doe and 1 buck kid goats, 4
months old and a lew other things.
Reasonable price.
LESLIE A HOL
BROOK. Thomas St., Camden
65*66
without kitchen privileges; 100 UNION
TENT
for
sale,
16x16,
waterproof,
ST.
----- good condition, striped heavy duck.
SIX ROOM, furnished cottage t< Ideal for use at fair, price low for
PHIL JONES. Hatchet
let, running water, electric lights, quick sale
flush, right on shore, located one mile Mountain Camp, Hope.
65-66
from Rockland, bus or taxi service
YOUNG
work
horse
for
sale.
Weight
Available for September and October
lbs
COLBY HUPPER, Tenant's
If Interested contact SECRETARY 1400
65*68
Chamber of Commerce. Tel 860
54t1 Harbor. Tel 54-4.
POWER PLANTS
Serviceable, easy and economical to
operate CATERPILLAR Diesel power
plants
for
mills—factories—logging
operations,
etc.
Exclusive Maine
Distributors
SOUTHWORTH. Maine’s
HOUSE, 7 rooms, garage, garden Finest Machine Shop. 30 Warren Ave .
space, apple trees. 15 min. walk to post Portland, Maine. Tel 4 1424.
(E)
office Contact owner at 41 ADMONBABY’S high chair for sale; also
TEM AVE., or TEL. 991-R
<
stroller, practically new Inquire Ten----- --null Udlll iur ant’s Harbor. P O BOX 54 or Tel same.
sale at Mathews Corner, Warrea. Newly 5-2.
.
6566
painted and roofed, also Universal elec
UPRIGHT piano for sale, In good
tric range, a table model radio and
condition. TEX 632.
65 66
davenola. TEL--82-11, Warren.
(
male!) black
SALE
l; ’ foIr sale
'and farm on Limerock pedigreed IKkc. 4 mos old;!
i 65 It
id bath, barn for hens FyL 1374
Rt»n
some equipment and
WO Makomd btooders. 500 chick
land.
slge for sale; alac sprlngtooth harrow,
A Single-, hpuse
North end; 6 hopse hoe; arid hand cpeSm separator.
rooms and hath, srted and -garage, on l*’rRRY GREENS. lCENNELS Wc—
the bus line. $3700t'ftfcod forkO I
tf j? _______________ es.ee
Loan
:i,’.
J
‘
F
pPklltF'ECTfON
4-burner oil stove,
An 8-room house, central, hath. Brok
With new oven, for sa’e. ^cod condition
er heated, garage, large lot $8000 '
65*66
Three cottages for sale from $2500 to TEL. TENANTS HARBOR. 59
$5000
1942 REDWING 40 h. p. marine en
One cottage, all equipped, 6 rooms gine for sale. All complete, readv to
and bath, own water system, 2 boats '2, , Used very little
MALCOIM
and many extras. $5500
SEAVEY & CO.. Thomaston.
65*06

FOR SALE

TuesBay-Fr
VlNALi

for Selling-Buying-Renting-Servicej

NEW rubber tire lawn mowers for
sale; also “Diamond’’ kitchen range
burners C E GROTTON, 564 Main
St Tel. 1091-W.__________________ 64 67
PULLETS for saie, 100, ln A-l rendi
tion. Call morning at noon or night
at 23 T St. PHONE 1274. City
64-65
FORD Tractor engine marine conver
sion. 45 h. p., also 3 blade propeller.
Can be seen at General Seafoods Corp.
Ask for MAURICE SNOW________ 64 65
STOVE LENGTH dry slab wood for
sale, $8 a cord, delivered L A. PACK
ARD, RF.D.. Thomaston.
63*66
EIGHT ROOM
house.
bath
and
extra flush, sun porch, hot water heat,
cemented cellar, slate roof on house,
two-car garage, large corner lot
Ex
cellent location and priced right for
quick sale. L A THURSTON, 38 Beech
6t
Tel. 1159,______________________ 63tf
DRY small ha’dwood for asle, $11.50
dump load, about 1 cord; excellent
kitchen wood sawed stove size ED
COFFIN Tei 853-22 _____________ 63*66
FOUR ROOM house with cellar for
sale, lights and water ln house, ga
rage and three lots of land
All fur
nished very good. Price $1200 at Pleas
ant Gardens, Rockland. V. F STUD
LEY, 77 Park St. Tel. 330
63tf
DRY hardwood for sale, heavy and
small, mixed $14 00 per load, about one
cord. Dumped load, sawed stove size
ED COFFIN. Tel 853 22
63*66
IVERS & POND piano for sale.
PHONE 939 M, Rockland
63*65
PERENNIALS and hardy chrysanthe
mum plants for sale, all colors; also
sweet peas and other Summer cut
flowers LUCIEN DEAN, 325 Old Coun
ty Rd Tel 834 M
63*66
DRY, soft wood slabs. 4ft. lengths,
$3.50 per cord at the mill; also saw
dust. $1 per cord JOHN V FENWICK.
Camden
63*66

htisseys modern cuPlvator with wings

garden
4-lnch
two or
COTT.

wheel barrow, pair heavy wheels’
wooden axk^ $l each Stable for
more horses CHARLES PRES
29 Prescott St, Rockland
65*66
CTRL'S Blcyc’e for sale Call WAR
REN TBXEPHONE OFFICE
65-66
YOUNO n e w milch cow for sale

Icec
Make tea ai
melting ice
with crackt

FARM for sale at Warren, on Georges
River, 3 minutes drive from the village.
TEL WARREN 48________
62tf

ANTIQUES bought and sold. LOUIS
A PARREAULT, Sr., Warren.
TEL
13 3 or 38-21.______________________ 59-70
LARGE house for sale, nice view of
harbor good repair; also 350-gal oil
tank TEL. Camden 2372 or Write Box.
314, Rockport.
59*68
SLAB-WOOD, sawed stove size, de
livered. cord. $9 50 2-cd. loads. $18 LBN
LAND TURNER Tel. 406-J
6G»65
FOR SALE
The Dr Ellingwood property on Tai,bot Ave. House. 12 rooms, all modern,
’large garage and work shop, buildings
In good repair, slate roof, good-sized
laY$jis,. One ot the best locations In.
Rockland. Priced at a fraction of cost
of replacement of buildings.
Two-famlly 9-room house. 2 modern,
baths, new sun porch, furnace with
stoker, large garage and work shop;
land for garden; house like new, excel
lent location.
To Move: 6 overnight cabins, flush,
lavatory, and furniture
Thomaston—Two-famlly
house.
2
baths, furnace, large garage and work
shop, extra lot of land. A fine home
with good Income.
Newcastle: 72-acre farm 7-room house,
bath, • furnace, three fireplaces, heii
house for 1500 layers.
“FOR SALE”
*
Waldoboro: 35-acre farm, 8-room
To you who would like to own a nice
farm, the follovving is for your consid house, bjth. electrllty, telephone, large
barn, situated on black road. This farm
eration :
ope:ated 25 years as poultry and dairy
First
business
A dwelling in elegant condition, hav
Thomaston: 12-acre farm, 6-room
jnj eiec. lights, hot and cold water ln house,
large barn
Price, $2600
kitchen with an electric pump; It’s a
St George: 135-acre farm. 8-room
home, not Just a house
house, large bam. land borders salt
Second
water creek, some blueberries, good lo
An estimated 290 acres land, divided cation
for poultry.
70 acres cleared, balance pulp-wood
Man; otner farm homes and building
nrewootl lumber and pasture
Own lots.
er says the woods have oak, spruce,
L A THURSTON,
cedar, etc.
Realtor
Third
38 Beech 8t.
The out-building* are ample, a large Tel. 1159
«3rf
barn storing 70 tons hay. a 2-sion’
hennery, brooder houses, piggery

<5lD horses wanted for slaughter.
Must be healthy DODGE FUR FARM.
Spruce Head. Tel. 853-23
Call after
6 p. m.
65*66
GIRL wanted to care for children;
Saturday afternoon and Sundays off,
Sho.*e lots.
$12 week Call after 5 p. m at 29 GAY
One farm ln St Oeorge. $27vo
6T.
65* lt
Listings wanted
COLLECTION MAN wanted: Pleas
CARL O NELSON.
ant outside work; listing aocounts;
Tel 714-W
steady; training by District Manager. 310 Limerock St.
65-lt
Earnings $50 week and up.
Write ________
MORLOCK, care The Courier-Gazette.
WASHING machine for sale. CHASE
65*66
65*lt GARAGE. Water St. Tel 992
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, woman or girl
HEAVY hard wood for furnace and
to manage home of one adult and three heaters ED COFFIN Tel. 853-22.
school age children by Sept. 1. Good .65*66
wages, and good home. Write or phone
FOR SALE
PIONEER LUMBER CO, City
Tel.
B150 Cushing. 8-room farm with a
324-M
65*67 view
of Broad Cove All modern con
SMALL apt. wanted for two adults, veniences; $5000 equipped for poultry;
furnished or unfurnished TEL 862-W $4600 unequipped.
65*66
C175 Pleasant Point
Stone Point
FURNITURE wanted to uphobcer, Road Comer, one of the finest Sum
called for and delivered. T. 3. FLEM- mer or year round homes left on the
Fourth
Ten
TNQ. 19 Birch 6t Tel. 212W
10-T-tf market, with shfere privileges.
AU cleared land is In very fer’lle con
rooms, barn, garage and boat house dition,
owner raised 600 bushels pota
ASSISTANT bookkeeper for gener’I about 5 acres, $7500.
toes last year.
office work, wanted
Write "BOOK
0195 Tenant's Harbor, 3>,i acres, 6*
FUth
KEEPER,” care The Oourlef-Gazette.
room house, elec. pump, phone, k-car
The taxes on this property is $150
________________ ■ ■ \ -•__________C5-66 garage, 700 ft. frontage on tidal cove,
The asking price ls $5000
APPLICATIONS for sale clerks posi view of sea, $9200.
We are privileged to show It at any
0125
Tenant
’
s
Harbor,
2
rooms
and
tions are now being received at E. B
time.
bath,
cottage
on
tidal
cove,
sea
view,
CROCKETT'S, 410 Main St., Rockland
FREEMAN s young
___________________________________ 65 66 good gravelly beach, about KX) ft. 163 Main St
Tel 730 Rockland. Me
shore frontage, furnished, $2500.
STENOGRAPHER wanted for four to
65 It
B14O Cushing, cattle farm, over 85
six weeks’ vacation period KNOX MA acres, l>i miles from Thomaston, six
SEVERAL double and single harness
RINE EXCHANGE, Tel Camden 2209 finished rooms downstairs, open cham for sale, also medium size collars and
_____________ ' . ,__________________ 64 65 ber upstairs, electricity, includes three nads, pony harness comblete $5 Heavy
WAITRESS wanted from 5 p m to icod cottage lots on St Georges River du'y slde-hlll plow $10; also several

BOX 162. Rockland.
64*65
AVON Products, Inc , need representa'lves ln Thomaston, Rockland Rock:
port. Camden. Warren and Union.
P easant, profitable work. Write MRS
R F JOHNSON. Augusta Road. Water

your battery today.

STANLEY’S GARAGE

ROCKLAND

Hmw ->

more .lender gracWu* liaorr. No'
exercise. No druax Ma aaxativea
Eat meat, potatoes, iron butter.
Tbe experience o( M r*. Well, may
ot mav not be diflerent than your,
but why not try tbe A YDS Vitamin
Candy Plan? 1-ook at there re«ult».

9 p. m

We are now fully equipped to rebore cylinders,

245 MAIN STREET

MRS. C. D. WKLLS. FT. WORTH
A. FIctunB
Vou may Iom pound, and bay. a,

W.

chain.”
—o—

“WEAR
i lost
52 Lbs.!
SIZK 14 AOAIN"

CARROLL CUT RATE
104 Main Street. Rockland
Leading Drue Counters Everywhere

i

Do you have a bird house on your
lawnf Does it face the south?
BircU are more pronk to select it if '
that'|s the case, they say..

Di)jner invitations . 19ft6j’||, Al,
Athdjtbn to his aunt, Mrs., Belle
Hannihan, "Better come ‘bcme’-lb'
dinner with me Bellsie,; plenty tp,
eat rind enought of it.’’—Cecil Copping/ aged eight, to his ' neighbor
Mary Wiggin, "Do come ln cur
houaa to dinner. We have plenty of

recent North Haven centennial,
writes: “While it fell far short of
what I thnlk a Centennial should
be. everybody had such a good time
that there is talk of a one-day gettogether with all of us contributing
to the entertainment, next Summer

f

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE

LOST AND FOUND

The Roving Reporter was a weary
pilgrim trudging the hignway m
Rockport suburbs Friday afternoon,
when a motor car drew al mgside
and stopped. The driver was George
W. Carr; his passengers were mem
bers of “The Gay Nineties’1 theatri
cal troupe who are about to repeat
the tremendous Warren success in!
Camden.
The proceeds of the i
forthcoming entertainment are ex- :
pected to reach well into four fig-

FINE

CLASSIFIED

The Lisbon Enterprise

rms

choose

Union Baseball

Who Has The
BIGGEST?

USE
OUR

> t

%

I

*

Owners, Trustees,
Mortgagees
If you desire to sell your real
estate lor cash, communicate
with me. If priced right, will do
business at orne. Send full de-

tuils or plume.

BENJ. A. GLOVSKY
12 Myrtle St. Rockland, Tel. 67o

51-tf

4
STOVES of all kinds at low prices

for sale, range oil burners, two antique
OTTO MICHELSON Cushing
65*67 wall brackets, ice refrigerator, radios
and vlctrolas
C. E GROTTON. 564
I
FOR SALE
Main 3t Tel. 1091-W._____________ 52tf
House. I1,i-story. shed attached- 6
MY Antique Glass for sale. Appro
and ba-h
North-End location.
priate gifts for showers, weddings, etc.
E C NEWMAN, 48 MaAt Crescent Beach ln rear of Inn No dealers
43*tf
ls a yellow farm-house of 7 rooms’ sonlc St., Rockland.
small basement; can be used as year
BARGAIN
—
REAL
INVESTMENT
3*4around home or for Summer purposes 6tory building, all hard wood floors,
Very reasonably priced.
plastered white walls, large dining
Five lots have been sold out of mv room, recreation room, kitchens, ar
Ingraham s Hill sub-dlvlslon and w-e are tesian
well, basement, electric pump
getting some nice people located there
toilet large furnace, everything
This property affords one of the p-et- bath,
ln A-l condition, large double-oven
tlest water views in this section- 3 stove,
overlooking ocean Wonderful op
“hore lots are still available and all portunity
hotel, convalescent
lots have right of wpy to water Average home, boysSummer
’ or girls’ camp Price very
lots are 75x130’ (some larger) Priced low. one-quarter today’s cost.
With
$250 to $350
or without furnishings.
P H WOOD,
JOHN MEEHAN & SON,
Court House.
Rockland
Clark Island, Me
Tel Rockland 21-14
65 66
A C HOCKING,
«NAPS^ Carnations Asters Stocks
Tel. Tenant’s Harbor 56-13
and Sweet Williams. $1 per dozen: Ca
39tf
lendulas 75c dozen: Gladlolas $150
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
dozen
Sprays and funeral designs
Granite walks (any width), fit epaces,
MRS CARL FEYLER. 9 Booker S*
Thcmaston
64 G8 posts (any size), boat moorings, steps,
flagging, chips, and dust for driveways
PUPPIES Shepherd and Spitz’ also (no more mud), rip rap for all kinds
laying hens. 2 LOVEJOY St . Cl-y.
of fills and dock work, pier atone. wa’Js,
foundations, curbing, paving blocks,
________________ ________ 64*65
HOUSE 6 rooms, new bath garage ' ashlar and mcnumental atone, posts fny
property
markers and building sup
hen houses and extra lot of land: 5ports.. We w.ll deliver anywhere. Asg
mlnute walk to stores
93 ELM ST
Camden-___ _____________ ____
64*65 us about gunite fill loaded on you;
SKo.T'"""’■»
POWER beat, 19 ft for sale, ready to
go.z $100__ TEI. CAMDEN 726
64*65 m
JOHN ME®HAN & SON.
Tel Rockland 2113
ELEVEN -ROOM house with three Clark Island. Me
_
A C. HOCKING.
aoartments and house lot for sale; 17
Tel.
Tenant's
Harbor 56-13
MAIN ST . Thomaston.
64*S5
37 tf
ROUND dining room table and six
leather seat chairs excel’ent flb'sh
. d Wood Offlce Chairs: In
2r.d»-condltlon
Call JACK DODGE sAock for Immediate delivery, a corallPe.of wood and steel offles
853 23 after 6pm
65*66
lnflucl*h8 the famous Sturgis
HOT water tank. <ralv
30 gal.: P^ture chairs; chrome chairs ln red
2-burner kero heat s*ove; e^ec. hair
upholstery a complete line of
drier; 2 side a-m kero hot water heat po,rtablT,U Prt^|,nt Wld ’uPPues: Victor
ers. slno-ie laundry tub and faucetsadding machines; portable
27 HARDEFf AVE Camden
64*65 Belfast11'^ Dr?> UB * Card or Pbou«
Deiia.st
130
Our representative will
BABY carriage fnr sate »,o 8|co eler
paLv jS>|trnai- PUBLISHING com
trie toaster
R E ROYER, Warren
pany, Journal Bldg, Belfast Me
------------------------——----------------------

fi

Ul
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Newton, Mass., were guests the past was accompanied to Rockland by
week at the home of their daughter, Mrs. Brown.
Mrs. A. E. Libby.
The Primary Department of
« 5; a a
Mrs. Brady and daughter, Betty, Union Church Sunday School re
who have been guests of Mr. and opened Aug. 11, after being closed
MBS OSCAR C IuANS
Mrs.
Austin Bucklin returned Sun for several weeks’ vacation.
Correspondent
day to Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn
» Js
Dr. and Mrs. C. A. Gesewin, Miss who have been guests the past week
Ter 86
Lillian Kenney and Mrs. Taylor of of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Sanbcm re
Matawan, N J., were registered at turned Sunday to Waterville.
the
Hotel Wednesday,
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Smith of Port
Guests at "The Islander”: Mr. guestsCentral
of W. F. Roberts, They were land are guests of Mrs. Smith's
and Mrs. E. T Swearman. Rounell, entertained at the “Lenfest Farm”
p, nn.; Miss Jean Buckler, Scmer- by Mr. Roberts and Mr. and Mrs. sister, Mrs. Allie Bane.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Williams,
ville, Mass.,; Miss Helen Ahern, Charles Lenfest with a lobster stew
Melrose, Mass.; Miss “Rusty” Grant, dinner.
sons, Peter and Robert, returned
Saturday, from New York.
Roxbuiy, Mass.; MLss Marie A.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lennox and
Burns, Jamaica Plain, Mass.; Miss
John Littlefield Flc who has been
Inga S. Larsen, Concord, Mass.; daughter and Raymond Lennox of serving on the airplane carrier
Dorchester,
Mass.,
are
occupying
the
eifMiss Louise Hurd, Beverly, Mass.;
returned home Sunday hav.
home of Capt. Edward Greenleaf Tarawa
Mr. and Mrs. Oarl R. Ellison and for
ing recently received his discharge
several
weeks.
run, George,. Wilton, Mass.; Mr. and
from the U. S. N. R. at Fargo BaiMrs. Allie Lane returned Satur racks,
.Mrs. Harry Harrington and sons,
Boston.
day
from
an
auto
trip
to
Montreal
Harry, Jr., and Paul, Wilton, Mass.;
Mrs.
George
Gray returned Satur
Mrs. ?4aigaret K Welch, Hyde Park, and Quebec with Mr. and Mrs. Bert day from a brief visit with her
Smith
and
daughter,
Nathalie
of
Mass.
daughter, Mrs. John Holgerson,
Portland.
Tliis group of friends spent Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Reynolds and Tenant’s Harbor and Mrs. Horatio
day at Salver Birch Camp, at the son, Wyver of Lcrton, Va., ahd M:s. Torfason, Rockland.
Ames Farm, Calderwood’s Neck: Ernest Hermandez of Washington,
Miss Louise Philbrook of Rock
Eliza Patterson, Eugenia Carver, D. C., who have been guests at the land is passing a two weeks' vaca
Mabel Carlcn, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Teele House returned! Friday to tion here with her sister. Mrs.
Anderson, Alice Reeve, Ada Joyce, their homes.
Florence Speer.
Guy Reeve, Fay Coburn, Marietta
Roy Guptill of Auburn and Ray
Herbert Peterson and Richard
Ingerson, Jane Tibbetts.
Risser of Rockland were guests last Williams visited in Rockland Satur
Pied Morong has returned to week at “The Millers."
day.
South Portland, having been the
Edward Arket and sister Betty of
David Clarke who has been the
guest at Mrs. Clyde Macintosh’s. East Orange, N. J.. A. J. Tillie, Con guest of Mr. and Mrs. “Ted" Mac
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Carver re cord, N. H., and Mr. and Mrs. Donald returned Sunday to his home
turned Sunday to Plainfield, N. J. Llewellyn Coward and two sons of at Melrose, Mass.
having been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arlington, N. J., are guests of Mr.
Calvin Vinal of Boston is guest
Harland Oregoiy.
and Mrs. Paul Brown at their Sum of his mother, Mrs. Edith Vinal.
Mrs. Ralph Candage and chil mer home at Dyer's Island.
The Fair held at Union Church
dren and Mrs. Betty Barton, came
Mrs. Rena Kalloch and daughter, vestry Aug. 8, by the Elizabeth
Saturday, from Springfield, Mass.
Anita, of Thomaston were week Hutchinson Bible Class, was a
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Crossman end guests of Mrs. Florence Speer. marked success, with a large at
and son of North Weymouth, Mass.,
Mrs. Marne G-ray cf Belmont, tendance, and prettily decorated
are guests of Mrs. Crcssman Mass., is passing a thTee weeks’ tables, well filled with articles fcr
parents, Mr. and Mrs. (Ediwin Mad vacation with relatives here.
sale. The cooked food table was in
docks.
Miss Marion M. Littlefield visited charge of (Mrs. Margie Chilles as
Mrs. Alice Dobey of 'Lowell, Mass , Rcckland Saturday.
chairman, Mrs. Muriel Lane, Mrs.
Is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Arthur Brown who passed the Nellie Nickerson and Mrs. Annie
Raymond.
week-end at “Tlie Islander” re Lane. Fancy work, Mrs. Marion
Mr and Mrs Joseph Wenning of turned Sunday night to Boston. He Littlefield, chairman, Mrs. Edith
Newbert, Mrs. Georgie Roberts, Mrs.
Maude Davis, Mrs. Emma Winslow.
Aprons, Mrs. F. V. Mullen, chair
man, Mrs. C. S. Mitchell Mrs. Car
rie Fifield. White Elephant Table.
Mrs. Vaughan Johnson, chairman,
Make tea as usual, but double strength to allow for
Mrs. Cusie Philbrook, Mrs. Madeline
melting ice. While still hot, pour into glasses filled
Smith Mrs. Charles Lenfest, Mrs.
Helen Haskell, Mrs. H. EL Boman;
with cracked ice. . . . Add sugar and lemon to taste.
tea tables, Mrs. A. E. Libby, chair
man, Mrs Ella Landry, Mrs. Hazel
Dyer, Mrs. iMary Wentworth, with
Frances Gilchrist, Doris Arey,Lcis
Webster, Jane Libby, Elizabeth
Webster, Evelyn Hopkins, Patricia
Dyer, Sadie Gustavason, Charlene
Black, Patricia Black and (Phyllis
Robertson as waitresses; perfume
table. Miss Marion M. Littlefield.
The receipts were $610. Mrs. Mora
Thomas was general chairman and
much credit is due her for her un
tiring efforts fcr the success of the j
occasion.
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VINALHAVEN

ADS
ACTIVE
:ing-Service«

COSTS
exi ifil three lines tn50 tents. Additional
ts tor two time#. five

culled I. e. advertisesent to The t ourlerLdditional.

FOR SALE
olin for sale, price reasonIDEI.E DOW, Bushnell House.
ill
6466

ubber tire lawn mowers for

i

Diamond" kitchen range
C E GROTTON. 564 Main
1091-W
64 67

for sate. 100. in A 1 crndlmornlne at iiuuii or night
PHONE 1274 City
64-65
ictor engine marine converli p , also 3 blade propeller,
een nt General Seafoods Corp.
MAURICE SNOW
64 65
LENGTH dry slab wood for
cord, delivered L A PACK■’ D Thomaston
63*66
ROOM
house,
bath
and
|b sun jiorch. hot water heat,
•eliar slate roof on house,
turage laige corner lot
Exilion and priced right for
I, A THURSTON. 38 Beech
U159
63tf
till iwood for asle. $11.50
ad.
bout 1 cord, excellent
sawed stove size ED.
853-22
63*66
DM house witli cellar for
mid water ln house, gaiee lots of land
All furgood Price $1200 at PleasRockland
V P STUD
k St. Tel. 330
63tf
irdwood for sale, heavy and
led $14 00 per load, about one
mped load, sawed stove size.
'IN Tel 853 22
63*66
& POND piano for sale.
M Rockland
63*65
IIAI.s and hardy ehrysanthelts for sale, all colors; also
is and other Hummer cut
,IICIEN DEAN. 325 Old Coun
sel 334 M
63*66
ttft wood slabs 4ft. lengths,
l at the mill; also saword JOHN V FENWICK.
63*66
or sule at Warren, on Georges
dilutes drive from the village.
IREN 48
62tf
(ES bought and sold. LOUIS
EAULT. Sr., Warren.
TEL.
1-21
59-70
house for sale, nice view of
E>d repair; also 350-gal oil
I. Camden 2372 or Write Box.
port._______ __ __________ 59*68
■OOD, sawed stove size, de
ad $9.50 2-rd loads. $18 LE
ANER Tel. 406-J
6B*65
I'OK SALE
Eliingwood property on TaiH< use 12 rooms, ull modern,
and work shop, buildings
repair slate roof, good-sized
f of the best locations in.
Priced at a fraction of cost
ment of buildings,
dllv u-iuom bouse. 2 modern
w sun porch, furnace with
ge garage and work shop;
lrden; house like new, excelon
«
6 overnight cabins, flush,
ind furniture.
ion -Two family house,
2
re, large garage and work
lot of land. A fine home

Iced Tea—Easily Made

SUMS
ES

TEA

Needham, Mass., have been spend Mrs. Keogh of Staten Island, N. Y.
ing the past two week;, at tlieir vacationing at Port Clyde, have been

MARTINSVILLE

Miss Jean Gray MacKenzie of Summer home.
Newark. N. J., ls a guest for a few

Held up at

r

weeks of her cousin, Mrs. Jean
Bachelder.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Callard and
family of Baltimore, spent last weex
with the Trevors on Mosquito
Island.
Mrs. William Allwood of Cliffside
Park. N Y„ is spending several
weeks with her sister, Mrs. George
Nichols.
Mrs. Isabelle Houghton of Welles
ley, Mass., has been at her cottgae
“Drittwood for two weeks.
Roscoe Hupper of New York is
with his family at “Spruce Coves”
for a vacat on.
Mrs. Ida Burton of Thomaston
is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Crockett.
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Hamilton and
daughter Patricia of Arlington. N
1 J., are at the Verrier home for the

r

I

pistol point,

A WOMAN DROPPED HEft.
PURSE, SAT ON IT UNTIL
THE BANDIT FLED.

, month of August.

r’
p

SAN FRANCISCO MAN
Robbed of$475 chased

Careful Treatment Adds

To the Life of Gloves

SOUTH HOPE
Services will be held at the South
Hope Universalist Church next Sun
day afternoon at 2 p. m , with Rev.
Guv Robb ns of Chelsea, Mass., as
speaker.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Allen and
daughter Joan of New York are at
their Summer home “The Pc inter
’ Firs” for a month’s stay.
L Mr. and Mrs. Paul Shorb and son
Robert of Washington, D. C„ are at
j their Summer home, "The Senti
nels” for the month of August.
Miss Jean Newhall of Rochester,
N. H , is visiting her uncle and aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Hahn of West
Somerville Mass., with the r daugh
ter-in-law, Mrs. Edward Hahn, and
small son, are guests of Mrs. Thankj ful Harris.
Mrs. Fred Hooper, with her four
sisters, Mrs Lillian Davls of Wash
ington, D. C.;. Mrs Samuel Willis
ton, Mrs. William Mayne of Malden.
; Mass., Mrs. Elsie Davis of Port
| Clyde, and a brother, Granville Cook
j of Malden, Mass., enjoyed a family
reunion with picnic at Drift Inn
beach last week.
Jerome Jones, who has been con
fined to his home for a week with
a lame back, is able to be out again.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Rutledge of

Once you’ve purchased a pair of
gloves it’s well to consider that
your treatment of them is most im
portant in determining how long you
will have an attractive pair of Subscribe io Tne Courier-Gazette
83 00 m vear
gloves. Remember the way in which
the sales person puts them on your
hands, and follow her example. Tug
ging and pulling strains seams and
glove material. Just ease the fingers
on first, then the thumb and palm.
To remove the gloves it's best to
loosen each finger tip, turn the cuff
back over the fingers and draw the
gloves off. Suede gloves are the ex
We have Supplies and Fixtures for three ‘or tour
ception; they should be worked
off easily without turning back the
more complete bathrooms in stock.
cuff or loosening the finger tips.
After you’ve taken off the gloves,
AVAILABLE
pull them gently into shape, blow
Warm Air Furnaces, Steam, Vacuum, and Hot Water
into the fingers and place the gloves
in a fiat box, wrapping them in
Heating Systems. Water Heaters, Range Boilers.
tissue paper if you use them in
frequently.

callers on Harold Hupper several

Mr. and Mrs. Burr Jones of Ply
mouth. Mass., are guests of Albert
Robinson of “The Anchorage for a
few weeks.
Glendon Pert has returned to his
home in Bath after spending the
Summer with his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Montfort Hupper.
Mr. and Mrs. Einar Hyvarinen
have moved from the Watts’ cottage
to their new home at Tenant's Har
bor.
Harold Hupper, who has been ill
for the past month witli a severe
attack of sciatica is gradually re
proving.
Henry Flicker, who has been
spending several weeks at Wheel
barrow Farm, has returned to his
home in New York..
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hannemann
of Hampden, accompanied by Mrs.
Cl fiord Hastay and son David of
Minneapolis, Minn., are at their
cottage on the Head for a vaca
tion.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Crockett and
family spent Sunday at Dover-Foxcroft at a family reunion.
Mrs Grace Williams and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Brooks of Braintree,
Mass, were guests for the week
end of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Dow.
Cpt. Fred Balano and Capt. and

times recently.

GLEN COVE
Mrs Eva Robbins of Augusta, la
visiting Mrs. Frank Seary and Mr.
und Mrs. Arthur Andrews for two
weeks Mrs. Walter Flanders of
Rockland was a guest Saturday.
Mrs. Florence Manley of the
Bronx New York is visiting her
daughter Mrs. Robert Skrivanek at
the Hall Homestead for monh of
August
Mrs. Margaret Stevens of Chat
ham Mass., was a guest of her aunt
Ennly Hall, Wednesday and Satur
day.
Butterflies Symbolize Immortality
Because butterflies symbolize im
mortality in Chinese myth, says an
article in the magazine Natural His
tory, jade carvings of butterflies
were often buried with the dead in
old China.

Last Lucknow Survivor
Charles George Palmer, 93, a vet
eran of the British imperial army
and the last survivor of the Indian
mutiny and the siege of Lucknow
in 1857, died recently in Duncan,
B. C.

NOW ON SALE

THE SALLY SAW
NEW, REVOLUTIONARY
Gasoline Powered, Weighs 75 lbs., Fells 11 inch

trees with a single cut, excellent for pulpwood or
fire wood cutting.

Larger trees can be felled by

scarfing.

Only $223.50

YOUR HEATING SYSTEM IS NO BET
TER THAN IT IS ENGINEERED

CHARLES E. BICKNELL 11

NORFOLK PAINT DEALER
HARDWARE, SPORTING GOODS, HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

509 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1392-M

ROCKLAND

WILLIAMS-OIL-O-MATIC LOW PRESSURE BURN
ERS, LYNN AND ABC RANGE BURNERS

3

4

%

Range and Furnace Burner Service
Heating System Advice and Service
Sanitary Engineering Advice
Plumbing Sales and Service ,
Three (3) MASTER Plumbers
1 Burner Service Man (14 Years Experience)
3 Qualified Helpers

The biggest

MAY WE EE OF SERVICE TO YOU?

THE PEERLESS ENGINEERING CO.

icome.

72-acre farm 7-room house,
ce, three fireplaces, hen

485 MAIN ST.,

layers.

ROCKLAND,

TEL. 744 - 415
63-64

35 acre farm, 8-room
electrltty, telephone, large
lte<l on black road This farm
years as poultry and dairy
n
12 acre farm, 6-room
• barn
Price. $2600
!«
135-acre farm, 8-room
e burn land borders salt
some blueberries, good lojoultry.
?r farm homes and building

"V

SI

• HOMES
—-

of motor fuel

• APARTMENTS
• ROOMING HOUSES

, A THURSTON,
Realtor
38 Beech Bt.
63 tf

• BARBER SHOPS
• RESTAURANTS
• STORES

/

• HOTELS

ters,

Trustees,

• SCHOOLS

LONG DISTANCE

Mortgagees
desire t« sell your real
lor cash, communicate
. If priced right, will do
at once. Send full dephone.
NJ. A.

IS BUSIER THAN EVER
THIS SUMMER

GLOVSKY

le St. Kockland, Tel. «7»
51-lf

of all kinds at low price#
,nge oil burners, two antique
ets ice refrigerator, radios
las
C E GROTTON, 564
Tel 1091-W
52tf
4ue Glass for sale. Approfor showers, weddings, etc.
E C NEWMAN. 48 Malockland.
43*tf
-REAL INVESTMENT 3lfclng all hard wood floors,
white walls, large dining
cation room, kitchens, arbasement, electric pump
large furnace, everything
nditlon, large double-oven
aoklng ocean Wonderful opiuinmer hotel, convalescent
or girls' camp Price very
uarter today's cost.
With
furnishings.
IN MEEHAN & BON,
1, Me
Tel Rockland 21»
A C HOCKING.
[enant'8 Harbor 56-13

ATore vacation calls than ever — more business

calls than ever — and many months to go before
we complete the installation of all the new Long

Distance circuits needed in New England.

ators, and we’ve adopted many temporary measures
such as the use of surplus army telephone equip

It’s the original special

motor fuel that is full
of

special

energy.

Delivers faster pick-up,
greater performance

and better mileage!

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

AMERICAN Oil COMPANY

CATERPILLAR

ment. But with calls increased by as much as 80%

UILDING

over last year, there will be frequent delays on
Long Distance calls this summer, especially morn-

forever

»5»

This modern composition runner needs no
cementing . . . hugs any floor without curling.
Heavy corrugations help cushion the footsteps . . .
skid-proof construction reduces
accident hazard on floors ex
posed to splashings. It’s easy to
clean . . . will give years of ■ OWIY
trouble-free floor protection.
Looks like rubber. Order today.
Available in handy 36* width,
25 yards to the roll.

We’ve employed thousands of additional oper

lalks (any width), fltetrac-#,
fuze), boat moorings, step#,
ups. and dust for drlvewava
nud). rip rap for all klnda
dock work, pier stone, wa'ls,
curbing, paving blocks,
monumental stone, posts foy
arztr« and building supw.il deliver anywhere. Ask
priilte fill loaded on youz
mates gladly submitted, no
IN MEEHAN & SON,
1 Me
Tel Rockland 2X-1»
' C. HOCKING.
"en«.nt's Harbor 56-13
37 tf
id Wood Office Chairs; In
pimedlate delivery, a comor wood and steel office
udlng the famous Sturgla
Hrs; chrome chairs ln red
oistery a complete line of
'jnent &nd suppnes; Victor
tiding machine#; portabl#
Drop ug
card or phoua
representative wlU
INAL PUBLISHING COMrbal Bldg , Bed s#t, Me

was made for THESE "PROBLEM" PLOORSi

KOCKLAND, MAINE.

39tf
ite lives

RUNNER

>£

ings and evenings.

■-

You can do it better, you can do it quicker, you
can do it cheaper, when you use-"Caterpillar"
Power. Large, Small, or In-Between, there's a
"Caterpillar" Tractor or machine to fit the job.

a

If you have a Power problem let Southworth's
Tractor and Road Machinery Division help you
solve it - expertly, economically.

Best bet for getting faster service it

to call between cne and seven p. m.

.
A

1

And remember, our complete Factory Service
Department insures you oi prompt factory
rebuilding, repairs and immediate
"parts" service.

weekdays—and any time on Sundays.

SALES

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH COMPANY

AND

SERVICE

TRACTOR anoROAD
30 WARREN AVENUE
L2

Telephone
Portland
4-1424

MACHINERYdiv.

SOUTHWORTH MACHINE CO.

PORTLAND. MAINE

Page Fix
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Mrs. Richard Spear and son Dan
ny of Jersey City are visiting Mr
and Mip. Maynard Spear.
Miss Ruth Barlow is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Harvey Kelley, at
Boothbay Harbor.
Mrs. A. H. Buker and Miss Gene
vieve Buicer of Hingham. Mass., are
visiting Mr. and Mrs William Rob
ertson, Gleason street
Mrs. Ava Caldwell and daughter
Helen, returned Monday to Teaneck, N. J., after visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Anson Pryor.
Edward Lakeman, T M. lc and
Mrs. Lakeman of Providence, R. I,
are spending two weeks with Mr.
and Mrs. Perley Hall.
Mrs. Dana Sawyer is employed at
McDonald's Drug store.
The Garden Club will meet,
Thursday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Carl Gray. Hyler street. Mrs.
Gray will be the speaker
Arthur Anderson has received his
honorable discharge from the Army
and is with his family on Beech
wood street.
The mid-week prayer meeting of
the Baptist Church will be held
Wednesday evening this week in
stead of Thursday because of the
concert at the Warren Baptist
Church
Miss Iva Henry of Lawrenceburg,
Indiana, is visiting her mother. Mrs.
Arthur Henry, Beechwood street,
for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Stanley of
Monhegan are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Stanley. Sherman Stan
ley, who has recently received his
discharge from the Navy, was
week-end guest also.
The Copeland Cousins were en
tertained at dinner Friday at the
home of Mrs. Leila Smalley, Knox
street. Those present were, Mrs.
Oscar Copeland, Mrs. Charles Max

HARD COAL
STOKERS
AGAIN AVAILABLE
ALL SIZES

Dunn & Elliot Co.
THOMASTON, ME.
Tel. 5 for Free Survey.

64-66

ey, Mrs. Kenneth Fales Dotty Jean
Draper, Mrs. Charles Copeland of
South Warren, Mrs Lawrence Wood
of Millinocket, Mrs. Olive Brazier
and Mrs Celia Oliver of Thomas
ton.
Walter Dunham of Lynn, Mass.,
is visiting his sister and hnsband,
Mr and Mrs. Guy Robbins
Weymouth Grange will hold a
dinner Thursday noon.
Mrs. Leon Hall received a break
in her left foot recently.
The Contract Club met Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Merle James
Cushing, with the tables in play.
High score went to Mrs. John Ste
vens of Rockland, second, Mrs.
Maynard Spear and third to Mrs.
Arthur Elliott
Mrs. Stevens will
entertain the club next Friday at
her home on Talbot avenue, Rock
land
Robert Spaulding has purchased
the Leida Hyler house on Green
street.

ROCKPORT
xs o -O*
E A. OHAMFNEY
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 2228

Miss Christine Pratt of Lincoln,
Mass., is visiting her grandmother.
Mrs. Inez Carleton.
Mrs. Viola Spear and children and
guests, Mr and Mrs. Peter Roch
of New York City, are spending a
few days in Canada.
Mrs. Fred White, who has been
in town for several weeks, returned
Frday to Mt .Vernon, N. Y.
Mrs. Marieta Stiles returned Fri
day to Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
A boat landing is being built at
the Morris Wolf place on Mechanic
street.
A pre-school clinic will be held
at the Baptist Church, Aug. 15, at
10 o’clock. Dr. Tounge will be in
attendance, also a dentist and tech
nician will attend
Miss Julia Spear of Camden was
a week-end guest of Judith Rhodes.
Mrs. Ruth Panton and two chil
dren of Boston were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. A. K. Walker Friday and
Saturday.
The Johnson Society will meet
meet with Miss Marion Weidman,
Wednesday.
Mrs. Minnie Paul, wife of William
A. Paul, died Saturday morning.
Funeral will be held this afternoon
at the Commercial street home at 2
o'clock with Rev. H I. Holt of Cam
den officiating. Burial will be in
Amsbury Hill cemetery.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
*3.00 a year

BIKE REPAIRS

CAMDEN

Desires Clothing Much Need- Claim That Baserunner Was
Safe When Catcher
ed By Families Too Proud
Dropped Ball
To Ask
Editor of The Cougjer-Gazette:
I have often wondered if people
even give a thought,- as to how a
man earn ng *35 to *40 per week
can support a family of seven or
eight children, pay rent, buy fuel,
and really live. The cost of living
has gone up to such extent that the
ordinary laboring man has not the
means to buy the proper food to
sustain his physical strength let
alone support for wife and family.
And now on top of that is the an
xious thought of how he is going to
buy shoes and clothing and fit the
children for schcol, and school
opens very soon.
There are several families I am
interested in. which have never
called uocn the city for help and
never will unless it’s a case if dire
necessity touching the children.
I am making an urgent appeal to
the people of Rockland on behalf
of the children where the family is
large, and income insufficient. Foot
wear of all kinds—blouses, boys'
pants and waists, girls’ dresses and
coats. Clothing is needed too for
the non-school age and babies—but
for children over 5 the need is
greatest.
These mothers and fathers are
proud—a pride one admires and
they do appreciate any kindly help
given that will keep them from

ft ft ft ft
18 HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
TW 3814

To the Sports Editor:
The Spruce Head ball club went

to Rockland Sunday and was rob
bed of a ball game by the Pirates'
umpire.
After pitcher Newcomb pitched a
three-hit game the runner with the
tying score was called out at home
plate and everyone but the umpire
saw the catcher drop the ball.
What s the trouble Wink, couldn’t
your Pirates reputation stand a loss
to Qpiuce Head? Come down and
plays ua sometime, if we can't beat
you, we will at le'ast show you how
to be good sports.
You should do something about
that base umpire. Wink, he was
right as rain.
Spruce Head Ball Club.
E. G. Simmons
calling upon the City for aid.

Please look around and find those
shoes

and

rubbers

that

Tom

my and Mary have outgrown and
send or bring to my office on
Spring street or they may be called
for Tel. 663-W, 663-M.
Thank You.
Helen Corbett,
City Matron.
In normal times London's popu
lation grows at the rate of 50,060 a
,

year.

THOMASTON RADIO
SALES & SERVICE

PHILCO RADIOS AND REFRIGERATORS
ALSO

Radio Tubes, Batteries, Antenna Wire,
Insulators, Etc.
Expert Radio Repair Service to all makes of
Radios, Radio Phonographs and small electric house
hold appliances.
Reasonable prices with absolute guarantee for
all work. Don’t delay—Call Today.

THOMASTON 20-3
64*65

“GRANITE LIVES FOREVER”
Are you building a house, cellar wall, fireplace, chimney, re
taining walls, etc? We have 75 to 100 tons of stone squared
suitable for above work which we will deliver to you at a very
reasonable price.
PROPERTY MARKERS—Everyone Should have their pro
perty bounds marked with small granite posts 4" square, any
length, ready to set in ground, a permanent marker very low in
price.

GRANITE WALKS—We have a good supply of those beauti
ful granite walk stones atjv width, will gladly call and quote price,
no obligation whatever.
TOWN OFFICIALS—Better order those granite cover stones
and culvert stones now regardless of when you wish them de
livered, we will hold your order.
PLATFORMS—Well covers, cesspools and brook covers,
everything in granite, any size, any thickness, any shape.
NOTE—Boat owners, fishermen, yachtsmen, get your moor
ing stone while we have some chain which is almost impossible
to buy, factories will not piomise delivery for many months on
any size of chain.

r '.

TENANT’S HARBOR

Spruce Head Protest

OUTDOOR FIREPLACES—All assembled and delivered to
your home ready to use immediately.
BOAT MOORINGS—50 lbs. to 5 tons in stock, all complete
with staple and chain.

BITLER S
/SR

Miss Corbett’s Call

Tuesday-Friday

Mr. and Mrs. Walter K. Howe
and children, Walter. Jr., and Gail
Jane, are spending several weeks
at Norton’s Pond.
Mr and Mrs. Chauncey Hubbard
and family have arrived at their
Summer home on Sherman’s Point
to spend the balance of the Summer
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford iSchultz
have returned to their home in Mid
dletown, Conn., after spending a
w’eek with Mr. and Mrs. John Mc
Donough.
At tho Grange card party last Sat
urday night. Mrs. Travnor of Spruce
Head received first prize. Mrs. Agnes
Gott of Camden second, and Mrs
Francina Carver of Lincolnville
the consolation There will be an
other party next Saturday.
The Tuesday Hooking Club meets
today with Mrs. Harold Burgess at
Lake Megunticook. Last Tuesday
the Club met at the home of Mrs.
Jenness Keller. Lincolnville Beach
for a very enjoyable all-day party.
Seven members were present and a
guest. Mrs. Ruth Howard of Provi
dence, R. I.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Strong have
had as guests, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Haven and sons Robert and Clyde,
Jr., of Washington D. C„ and Mrs.
Marcus Emery of Cuyahoga Falls.
Ohio.
Mr. and (Mrs. Philip Bickford and
daughters have returned to their
home in Houlton after a visit with
Mrs Bickford’s mother, Mrs. Henry
Erickson.
The Camden Community Hospi
tal Club will hold a two-day rurpmage sale at the Congregational
Parish House on Sept. 4 and 5.
Those having articles to donate
may leave them at the Parish
House on Sept. 3 or call Mrs. John
McDonough. Tel. 2356 or Mrs. Al
ton French, tel. 8364, who will call
for them.
Mrs. Marion Eaten and daughter
Joyce spent a few days last week
in Norwalk, Conn., with her husband
who Is captain of a yacht out of
there.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert W. Hastings
and William and Donald entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest E. Hastings,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry B. Hastings of
South Hope, Mr. and Mrs Clifford
Qu nn of Vinalhaven, Mrs. William
Victor Dennison. Donald, Sarah
Catherine and Gladys, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard C. Dennison. Sr., Rich
ard Jr. Marilyn and James. Mr. an 1
Mrs. Claude V. Dennison and Fran
cis of Spruce Head. Miss Ernie Den
nison. Misses Lillian and Maxine
Grierson cf South Thomaston, Al
fred E. Dennison of Portland. Mr.
and Mrs. Aubrey L Pearse and Lois,

Mrs George Robins of Barre, Vt.
is spending an indefinite vacation
at the home of Mrs. Ida Rivers.
Mrs. Robins is the wife of a former
resident of Clark's Island George
Robins, now deceased, was a mem
ber of one of the oldest granite
manufacturing firms in Barre, Rob
ins Brothers. The father of George
Robins was superintendent at Clark
Island in the 8O’s. It is Mrs. Robins’
first visit to Tenant's Harbor since
1941.
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Leach spent
the week-end at their home lrx Ten
ant's Harbor.
John Newhall has been spending

W. Herbert Pearse,, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman C. Dickey and Lester, Mr.
and Mrs. Merton Johnson, Francina
Juanita and Phillip of Camden, at
a picnic lunch oh the lawn Sunday.
The occasion was Mr. and Mrs.
Hastings’ wedding anniversary: aiso
Mr. Hastings’ birthday. A pleasant
time was enjoyed.
Miss Sarah E. Dennison of Spruce
Head is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Al
bert W. Hastings.

a few days here and Wallston while
settling the affairs of his late
brother, Leverett Newhall.
If weather permits, tlie “Red
Eugene Clark and family have Jacket” motorboat will leave the
returned to their home in Leomin Public Landing promptly at 6 p. m.
ster, Mass., after spending two weeks Wednesday on a supper cruise.
with his mother, Mrs. Marion G.
Finishing up the tests before ad
Clark of Wallston.
vancement will be the theme on ar
Rev. Allison Watts of Craftsbury, rival at destination. Games and a.
Vt. Is spending a few days here le- campfire will complete the schedule.
newing old acquaintances.
(In case of unfavorable weather,
Wilfred Hooper has moved his meeting will be held at usual place
family from Malden, Mass., to Walls and time.
Mate Robarts left the hospital
ton, where he has recently bought
Sunday and will complete his re
the Newhall place.
Mr. and Mrs. Hampton of Miami. cuperation at the heme of his aunt,
Fla., spent several days with friends Mrs. Edward Cross.
The Sea Scout Committee of the
in Bristol. The Hamptons have
Lions
will be entertained on a
been Summer visitors at the Orris picnic Club
cruise on Sunday, August 48.
Holbrooks for n ne years.
Time of leaving and destination will
Spaulding Owen of Haverhill. be announced in Friday’s issue of
Mass., called on Mrs. Ida Rivers re The Courier-Gazette.
cently. He ls one of the pilots who
participated in the Air Show at the
Some farmers have tried it and
Rockland Municipal Airoort.
find electric lights in the nesting
spaces keep hen laying cn a 14
The manner in which some wom hour a day schedule, and it pays
en and many girls dress is one of when one has to pay 60 cents per
the hardest nuts to crack, in the dozen for good fresh eggs.
effort for bettering conditions in
Read The Courier-Gazette
youth delinquency and sex foulness.

Tues

The Sea Scouts

Mr. and I
of Scared;!
guests of
E. J. Sout |
urday.
Mr. and
tleboro, M.
nual vacatl
rej^ Cabi; J
Mrs. Can
son Donalc
I Mrs. Allen
Va., are vis
rice Lovejol

ANNOUNCING OUR

Second Annual Exhibit and Sale
OF
Wnl

Oriental Rugs
THURSDAY. AUGUST 15
THROUGH SATURDAY, AUGUST 17
FROM THE STOCK OF THE CHRISTMAS RUG CO., BANGOR

NEX1
SETl

Offers
* 22 Years|
fession.
* Placcir.eii
* Laborate!
* Teachers I
perienrr. |
) mens

<*4

Messrs. Philip and Dewey Christmas will he

215 Lisl

in attendance during the Exhibit
Antique and Semi-Antique Rugs, Some Museum Pieces purchased from many

well known collections, (names must be withheld.)

You are cordially invited to visit our shop on these dates and inspect these

beautiful pieces. From large room size, 12 x 24, to small choice Scatter Rugs,
without obligation to buy.

DON’T FORGET THE DATES—AUG. 15, 16, 17
From 8 A. M. to 5.30 P. M.

G1L-BERT C. LAITE

FUNERAL HOME
9 Mountain St.,

Camden

Tel. 8225

Prince’s Inc.

Gilbert C. Laite

CAMDEN, MAINE

Dorothy S. Laite
Robert E. Laite
59-tf

John Meehan & Son Quarries
CLARK ISLAND, ME.
Telephone Rockland 21-13

A. C. Hocking, Supt., Tel. Tenant’s Harbor 56-13

GRANITE LIVES FOREVER

375 MA

Guaranteed Bicycle Repairing promptly done at
our shop at reasonable prices. John Robishaw, ace

United’s

bicycle repair man in charge.

PRESENTS

BITLER’S AUTO & HOME SUPPLY

A FINE MODERN SELECTION OF

AUTOMOBILE TIRE HEADQUARTERS

3-PIECE

470 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

LIVING ROOM SUITES

WHILE ON VINALHAVEN VISIT

LOW COST
I/X4L MAYAGFMFVT

THE ISLAND GIFT SHOP
TURN LEFT AT HONOR ROLL AND WALK TO TOP OF HILL
55-tf

NORTH HAVEN - ROCKLAND BOAT
SUMMER SCHEDULE
Leave North Haven 6.30 A. M............. Arrive Rockland 7.45 A. M.
Leave Rockland 9.00 A. M............. Arrive North Haven 10.15 A. M.
(Or on arrival of New York train)

A HUDNl

Leave North Haven 12.15 P. M............. Arrive Rockland 1.30 P. M.
Leave Rockland 3.00 P. M............... Arrive North Haven 4.15 P. M.
(Or on arrival of afternoon train.)

Rockland Landing, McLoon’s Wharf, Phone 334
50-tf

May we help you buy your new REFRIGERATOR?

Perfect as the basis of your furnishing plan. Deep, luxurious
spring-filled seats. Fine, long wearing fabrics. Hardwood Frames.
Each suite includes Sofa, Matching and Occasional Chair.

Priced from $150.00 and up
ROCKLAND-VINALHAVEN BOAT

SEE OUR LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

SUMMER SCHEDULE—NOW IN EFFECT

CLOTHES HAMPERS

Leave Vinalhaven 7.00 A. M................. .Arrive Rockland 8.30 A. M.
Leave Rockland 9.30 A. M............. Arrive Vinalhaven 11.00 A. M.
Leave Vinalhaven 1.00 P. M................ Arrive Rockland 2.30 P. M.
Leave Rockland 3.30 P. M................. Arrive Vinalhaven 5.00 P. M.
Sundays Leave Rockland at 8-30 A. M. Arr. Vinalhaven 10.00 A. M.
Leave Vinalhaven 4 P. M................ Arriving Rockland 5.30 P. M.
On all Saturdays an extra trip from Vinalhaven at 530 P. M..
Arriving Rockland at 7 P. M.
An extra trip to Vinalhaven Sunday night leaving at 5.45 P. M.

VINALHAVEN PORT DISTRICT

Yes, in increasing numbers, appliances are begin
ning to fill up your dealers’ display rooms.

Depositors

Many colors and styles to choose from.
All with mother-of-pearl covers—Sturdily constructed.

Trust CompanyMember Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

3 Ways to Pay—Cash, Charge, Budget

OFFICES AT

Boothbay Harbor — Waldoboro — Wiscasset — Richmond
Gardiner — Hallowell — Augusta — Winthrop — Waterville
Fairfield — Oakland — Madison — Skowhegan

UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
ROCKLAND,

Before long, now, you can walk in, pick out a new
size and model and confidently say “Send it up Mr,
Dealer.”
Why disturb your investments or savings?

Priced from $5.95 and up

579-89 MAIN ST..

PHONE 334, ROCKLAND. MCLOON’S WHARF
t

All next
Section .
Richard P
. . to gi\
problems

Ask your dealer to arrange monthly payments
through, Depositors Trust Company at low bank
rates. It’s the easy way to buy all home appliances.
schedule of monthly payments can be arranged
to fit almost any budget. May we help you to enjoy
the new creations for better living?

With yout

Beauty Pri
will be givi
in fashion
sonal colo!

TEL. 939-W

50-tf

r

404 MAP
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Tuesday-Friday
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Scouts

permits, the "Red
boat will leave the
promptly at 6 p- u>a supper cruise,
he tests before arifbe the theme on artion. Games and a.
niplete the schedule,
li fave/, atl;

weattter,

held at usual place
s left the hospital

ill complete his rerxe heme of his aunt,
TOSS.

jt Committee of the
bt> entertained on a
i Sunday. August 48.
I and destination will
in Friday’s issue of

Lzette.
L have tried it and
Lhts in the nesting
Ln laying cn a 14
hedule, and it pays
to pay GO cents per
I fresh eggs.
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Republican Women

1

Social Matters

A Waldoboro Concert

Are Invited To Attend An Dulcie Dimmette of Summer
Important Meeting in Port
Harp Colony Will Be Heard J
land, Aug. 21
In Waldoboro

MRS. MARY F. VEAZIE
Mary ( Fuller) Veaz.e. widow ot
Edward L. Veazie. and mother of
former Mayor Edward R. Veazie,
died at her home 31 Talbot avenue
lacking but a few months of her
94th birthday. In spite of her ad
vanced years she possessed a remarkable constitution, and the end
was a peaceful cne
Thus passed the last member of
the family of six children born to

1
John J. Marks of Bath was a
The Maine Federation of Women s
The third annual concert at the
of Scarsdale, N Y., who have been visitor last week in this city where Republican Clubs will hold an im Waldoboro Baptist Church w.ll be
guests of the latter s* mother, Mrs. the early part of his life was spent. portant meeting at Portland, Aug.
held Aug. 23 at wlfich time Dulcie
E J. Southard, returned home Sat
21, at the Eastland potel at 1 p. m.
the late William Oliver Fuller, Sr,
urday.
Mrs. Charles P. Howard. Republi Dimmette one of the youngest mem : and Bethiah (Snow) Fuller. The
Mr. and Mrs. G. Milton Friese of
Plainfield, N J., are visiting Mrs. can National Committee Woman bers of the famous Summer Harp other members were Ambrose Snow
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Frost of At Fric o’s mother, Mrs. Ann e Sim from Massachusetts, will address Colony of America will be the fea I Fuller who was lost at sea at the
the Maine group on the importance tured art st.
tleboro, Mass., are here on their an mon .
The Harp Colony in Camden is age of 19; William Oliver Fuller,
of the part women must play in
nual vacation, stopping at Humphdirected
by the world renewned Jr who became editor and proreiHT- Cabins. Glen Cove.
Arrong those who came from out this vital election year. Senator Harpists- Carlos Salzedos. and Mar- j prietor of The Courier-Gazette*
Frank Washburn Fuller, former
of town to attend the funeral of Cwen Brewster will give the prinMrs Carrington M.. Stanford and Mr:. Mary Veazie were Mr. and Mrs. c pal address, following the lunch jor.e Call Salzedo, and the thanks dry goods merchant, and president
son Donald of Wayne, and Mr. and Edwrd Reed of Woolwich. Mrs. eon. His presentation of problems of many of the local communities of the Rockland Savings Bank;
, Mrs. Allen B. Clements of Danville, Effie Bickford Hysler of Warren, in Washington will be of great in are due to them fcr their kindness Mrs. Martha F. Reed and Mrs Ad
Va., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Mau Mrs. Frank Bickford of New York terest and value to voters of Maine. in allowing these young artists to ela S. Hills.
women are invit appear, g ting so many audiences
rice Lovejoy.
Mrs. Veazie was born in the Ful
and Camden, and M ss Helen Fuller edAllto.Republican
attend
thus
important pre the privilege of hearing such fin ler homestead or what was then
of Boston.
election meeting, and it is expected ished artists on an instrument so Middle street, corner of Union
that an enthusiastic crowd will be seldom heard on programs in com | With the exception of brief resi
Mrs. Howard G. Philbrook has there.
munities outside of the large cities. dence in Waterville after her mar
arrived from Chicago to be the guest
M ss Dimmette is 17, having be riage Oct. 20. 1880, to Edward L
of her mother, Mrs. Kath’leen S.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Wilson and come interested in the instrument Veazie, a well known merchant
Fuller.
Wallace Wilson of New London, at the early age of five starting her : there: who d ed many years ago,
Conn., are guests this week cf Mrs. studies with Ann Nesbit, and Elea Rockland had always been her
Mrs. Adria Wheeler of Lynn. Ralph L. Sm th.
nor Guthrie, both members of the home. Of that union were born
Mass, is visiting Mrs. Harriet
Harp Colony, later at the Salem . two sons Frank Fuller Veaz;e and
Thomas, Masonic street and Mrs
Mrs. Ruby Murphy has returned Academy inaWinstcn Salem, becom Edward Reed Veazie Great sorCourtney Foster oi Ash Point.
ing herself a member of the Colony i row came to the family in the
from Knox Hospital and is at the in
'43 returning each Summer. I Summer of 19C3 w’hen four prom
home
cf
her
daughter,
Mrs.
Walter
i
Mr. and Mrs. Vere O. Havener,
Studied
in ’44 at the Oberlin Con islng Rockland young men were
who have been visiting Mr. and Willis, 26 Maverick street.
servatory under another Colony j drowned at LAsh Point, one of them
Mrs. Fred Collomore, have returned
member, Lucy Lewis.
XV
Knox Hospital Alumnae Associa- i She is a Southerner, bem in Le : Frank Veazie.
to West Virginia.
From childhood Mrs. Veazie had
tion will hold a box lunch Wednes- j noir, N. C„ her father of French
!
suffered
from deafness, but early
Mrs. J. S Jenkins will entertain day night at Miss Lucinda Young’s descent and numbering on her I in life studied the art of lip readE F. A. Club Wednesday afternoon cottage.
mother’s side, John Hart a signer I ing, and became so remarkably
I at her home on Pleasant street.
of the Declarat on cf Independence. i adept at it that the handicap which
Write for Information
Deane Deshon was host to a group i Her appearance is looked forward
falls to the lot of the hard of hear' The Educational Club picnic will of friends Friday night at his home ‘ to with pleasure.
!
ing was very largely offset. She
be held Friday Aug. 23 at Frank on Camden street, celebrating his I
1
became a charter member of the
Young’s cottage, Cwls Head. Fea 14th birthday. A scavenger hunt j
HILTON-LAWRY
I Rockland Society for the Hard
was
followed
by
stunts
and
refreshi
tures will be games and current
Clarence W. Hilton of Aina and j of Hearing, and at the time
events in the afternoon; and read ments. Lucile Tyler, Charles Foot? Ruth
I. Lawrv of North Newcastle, of her death was an honory mem
NEXT TERM OPENS
and
Edwin
Hustus
were
winners
in
!
ings and an old fashioned sing in!
formerly
Vinalhaven. were mar ber of it.
SEPTEMBER 16
the evening. Members may call i the hunt, and Claire Brickley and ried Aug. of
8, at the Baptist parsenage
She was also a member of the
Bradford
Sleeper
won
honors
in
the
'
Mrs.
Emma
Bradstreet
1389-W,
to
i
Offers their Students
North Newcastle bv Rev. F. L. Congregational Church.
arrange for transportation
stunts. Those present besides the Littlefield. The double ring service
Kind of heart, cheerful in spirit,
* 22 Years cf teaching this pro
host were: Dcnna Gardner, Lucile I was performed. They were attended Mrs Veazie was dearly loved by all
fession.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Dean Tyler, Claire Brickley. Arline Cross, j by Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sanborn l who came within the sphere of
and daughter Norma have been Bertha Dondis. Barbara Clark, Ed of 764 Congress street. Portland. The those influences. She was very
* Placements of all their students
visiting in Portland as guests of win Hustus Bradford Sleeper, Ray bride's dress was Navy blue crepe, I fond of company, young and old,
* Laboratory Trained
Mrs. Dean's parents Mr and Mrs. I mond Pendleton, Bruce Stratton with white accessories.
and her keen sense of humor
* Teachers with Years of Ex
Robert J. Simpson and Mr. and and Charles Foote, Jr.
Mrs. Hilton has been a resident flashed on all occasions
perience.
Mrs. Walter Rogers of South Port
of North Newcastle fcr the past
She is survived by her son Ed
’4' .imoils Stylist.
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Evans and three years, and lias many friends, ward R. Veazie. and grand-daughter
land.
Mr Simpson returned to
Roekland with the Deans for sev daughter, Arlene of Freeport, N. Y. also in Aina, all of whom join with Louise Veazie.
and Mrs. Paul N. Webb of Charles Vinalhaven friends to wish Mr. and
Funeral services *were held at the
215 Lisbon St., Lewiston eral days visit.
town, W. Va., were recent guests of Mrs. Hilton many years of happi Burpee Funeral Home Sunday
Mrs. William C. Moores is a pa- Mr. and Mrs. Neal Douglas.
63-T-87
ness.
afternoon Rev. Dr John i Smith
t ent at Knox Hospital.
Lowe offiiciating Floral offerings
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Watts, from young and old combined to
Mr. and Mrs. William Koster, Mr. form a magnificent showing, sent
and Mrs. Frank Maxey, Mr. and as silent tribute to one who had
Mrs. Arthur Wisner, Mr. and Mrs. so dearly loved them The bearers
Winfield Chatto. Millie Thomas. were Donald H. Fuller. Oliver F.
Hattie Davies, Nellie Dew, Lon Hills and William Feehan of Rock
Rhodes, Matie Spaulding, Grace land and Edward Reed of Wool
Rollins, Belle Fiost, Ruth Pendle wich. Interment was in the Fuller
Our Hairdos Lend Zest to Summertime Fun
ton, Ivy Chatto, George St. Clair, lot at Achorn cemetery.
members of the Albert H. Newbert
Machine
Association spent a delightful eve
Tonian Circle will hold a picnic
ning as guests of Mi’, and Mrs. Wednesday at the cottage fo Mrs.
Edward O'B. Gcnia at their Lucia
Beach cottage. Friday, August 9. Clinton Bowley at Lermond s Pond.
Tables were set out of dcors beside
FROM
Miss Kathenne Veazie will attend
the open fireplace from which sup
the
rounion of Delta Zeta sorority
per was served.
Housekeepers,
Lida Gonia, Virginia Chatto, Clara at Henpon Thursday.
Watts, Gertrude Boody. The next,
Mrs. Frank W. •Fuller went today
regular meeting cf the Association
will be September 6, place to be an to Sebago Lake to visit her daugh
Cold Wave
nounced later. Housekeepers, Ivy ter, Mrs. Wyman Foster.
Chatto. Clara Watts, Laura Maxey,
Rev. Edward Dart of Re sterstown,
and Lida Gonia.
Md., is the guest of his mother, Mrs.
FROM
Miss Gail Sharpe of New York is Adelaide Dart, at the Thorndike
a guest until Labor Day of her Hotel.
mether, Mrs. Seth Low at Dyna
mite Beach. She was accompanied Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
*3.00 a vear
to Rockland by Miss Virginia New
Shows,
2.06, 6.40, 8.45
man, who returns to New York next
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron J. Bonnewell

The Pelletier
Beauty School

17
R

cd from many

.inspect these

Scatter Rugs,

6,

17

VARIED AND VERSATILE

LIST

PERMANENTS
$5

PERMANENTS

Read The Courier-Gazette

55-eoT-tf

JANIS

CWSCOTJW

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
IQW1 « RAYMOND HAKIM
p»N«l

CINCER ROGERS
.■ SAM WOOOS

EAN PIERRE AUMONT

PARK ©

WINTER COATS

TOD AY-WED.-THURS

Left over from last season

Reduced To

Shows.
flecudu Adiucc

* * ♦ *

* • • «

This is the time of year to visit
the gardens of the country.
♦ * * *

Salt is a positive necessity to
health Must have it for good blood
and other fluids. Salt performs im
portant functions. Sodium chloride
in some form is sa:d to be beneficial
for high blood pressure.
♦ * * *

Be wise—take advantage of summer prices—
buy your new fur coat this month. We've wonderful
values on all furs—from mouton to mink—each coat
styled with full back, enormous sleeves. See our
models today.

The longest railway tunnel in the
western hemisphere is the Cascade
in the State of Washington. It Is
seven and one-eighth miles long

Starring
ALBERT DEKKI

featuring
MIKE MAZURK1
EVELYN ANKERS
JOHN ELDREOCE
FRANK FENTON
Also oi. the Same Program

One Navy Snow Suit

he used to pay $15

Size 6

for a permanent —

•

CROCKETT’S
BABY SHOP
LIMEROCK ST.,

ROCKLAND

Olivia DeHavilland

6^

MAT. DAILY 2.00; SUN. 3.00
EVENINGS AT 7 AND 9

A HUDNUT SALON CONSULTANT

A

All next week in our Toilet Goods

paramount picture

Feature Starts Evening Shows

Section ... a representative of the

Richard Hudnut Salon, Fifth Avenue
... to give you personal advice on

STRAN i

at

problems of skin care and make-up.

TEL. 892

LESSON

With your purchase of any DuBarry
Beauty Preparation next week, you

IKHKD
H U 0 N tl T

sonal color analysis.

“UNDER
ARIZONA SKIES”

■

“BLITHE SPIRIT”

Manaa Evant o/ Milwaukee

ow she gives herself

In Blushing Technicolor

THURS.-FRI., AUG. 15. 16

—

1901-LAKEW00D-1946

Famous Fifth Avanua Salon

wove at home

where six floors and a sports
roof are devoted to beauty.

II. Gerrish, Manager
404 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND. MAINE

been sold.

o21

WALLIS CLARK

We know our furs—We select with utmost care-.
We stand Solidly behind each number sold—Buy
with confidence from Green's.

In Agatha Christie’s Melodrama

OPENING MONDAY—ALL NEXT WEEK

cosmetics

For a lovely, natural
looking, long-lasting
permanent, give
yourself a Toni!
Quick, gentle, easy to
do in 2 to 3 hours at
home. Mil- — —
lions have m

EVENINGS AT 8.00; MATINEE SATURDAY AT 2.30

“TEN LITTLE INDIANS’’
rate

TUES.-WED., AUG. 13. 14
REX HARRISON
CONSTANCE CUMMINGS
KAY HAMMOND
m

Lakewood Players Now Presenting

will be given a complimentary’ lesson
in fashion make-up, including a per

ROCKLAND

Time of Shows for Double
Feature Program
2.00, 6.45. 8.15
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

JOHNNY MACK BROWN

tSarr?
J-V

CUT

Pleasing Values! Exciting Styles!

Last Times Teday
2.00. 6.25. 8.30

BY

hly payments
at low bank
|ne appliances,
i be arranged
) you to enjoy

•

Sizes 2, 7, 8 and 10 years

BASIL RATHBONE

livings?

« « « •

One-Half Price

ADOLPHE MENJOU W

ick out a new
lend it up Mr,

BABY SHOP

■ ROCHIANQ ■ *

Disney Cartoon, News
"College Queen”

MAKE-UP

CROCKETT’S
A Few

TEL. 142

ROCKLAND

A FREE

ANTIQUES

South Dakota has an Indian pop
ulation of about 26,009 living on n!ne
reservations.

HER Kind or Mm

ces are beginpoms.

Under the direction of Chester O
W.C.T.U. met at the home
Wyllie. the fifteenth annual mid of The
president.
Mrs. Clara Emery, Fri
summer concert will be presented at day afternoon.
the auditorium of the Baptist
Miss Marian Brawn of Melrose.
Church. Warren, Thursday evening
Mass.,
was special guest, and
at 18 o’clock A program, excelling
brought
greetings from the White
in beauty of select ons. has been
prepared by Mr. Wyllie, who insti R boon friends of Massachusetts
tuted this ecn?ert as a Summer and the Melrose Union. She spoke
Give the world a smile and you'll event, back in 1931. Music lovers of some of the activities of the
find 'tis better than your silver and are especially pleased this year to Union there and of their co-opera
gold. Money weighs one's pockets learn of the return to the program tive work in the churches and
down, but a smile will lift the soul. of Rand Smith, baritone, and con schools. The citizens of Melrose
• * ♦ *
cert art'st, w’ho has been away for are quite proud of their record for
ma ntaininj a dry city, where no
Trees, mostly, receive lan estimat three years, part time with the intoxicants are allowed to be sold.
USO,
in
the
Pacific
area.
ed 90 percent of their nutrition from
It was voted to re-appoint all di
Again Carlos Salzedo, a director
the atmosphere and the rest from
of the American Harp Colony in rectors of departments for the con
the soil.
* * * •
Camden, will co-cperate in sending secutive year, and a program com
Abilene. Kansas, citizens are proud the young harp st. Miss Dulcie Dim mittee was appointed to consist of
of their great and heroic Command mette, w’ho will appear in two ' members of the executive and direcdepartments,
er Gen. Eisenhower, and they have groups of harp solos. Frank Young, tors
Mrs. Ethel Colburn was appointstarted a Natonal Foundation ’ to always much enjoyed, will appear
educate citizens of this country to a as trumpeter, presenting two pu- e<4 to act as cha rman of the entermore patriotic and intelligent way pils. Miss Nellie Ames and Robert taining committee for the State
Convention to be held in the First
of thinking for the public good of Bishop of Camden
The audience will welcome Phil- Baptist Church, Oct. 9 and 10.
our countryfuture
• • • •
ip Wentworth, recently honorably 1 Mrs. Helen Gregory invited the
discharged
from the Army, a tenor. Union to meet at her horpe in Glen
The most popular drink in Tibet
is called butter-tea, churned to who goes next month to Oberlin , Cove for the meeting Sept. 13.
College, who will sing a group of
Follow ng the meeting tea was
gether.
• * * *
solos, and Miss Winnifred MacFar- I served, the hostess being assisted
Do you realize the work the hu land of Thomaston, coloraturo so- by Mrs. Olive Young and Capt.
man heart accomplishes? It pumps prano, pupil of Lotte McLaughlin Mary s. Fmerv (ret.).
j ■—
_
five to six quarts of blood through of Rockland.
A rous’ng chorus of 42 mixed j .
,
nearly 4000 circuits of the body.
! voices will
Rcckland; Mrs
Mrs Sidney
* * * *
will nresent.
present three
three numbers,!...',,,
numbers,
b
Artificial eyes, made of plastic, add ing to the completeness of the . ; ' ‘ rs. Maurice Lermond, Miss
are now much used when sight is excellent program. with Miss Verna |
accompanist. Pro- Butler Mrs
^“£11 Si
Robinson, the accompanist
lost.
* ♦ * *
ceeds from the silver collection
Doris Perry. Mrs. Charles Overlook.
At the confluence of the Missis which will be taken, will go toward Mrs.
Arthur Perry. Mrs. Irven Gam
sippi and Ohio rivers is the largest the organ fund established a few mon. Mrs. Chester Wyllie, Miss
months ago for the church
inland embayment in the world.
Miss
Joyce
• • ♦ »
,
Ushers
Mrs. LZjOVll
Dyson ociuiv
Jame- FlizabethA/Tir«r.Robinson.
Hvib will
Will be
Ut XV1AO.
TT’.. — n !•
-r-» ,
I son. Miss Ethel Wiley. Mrs. Alfred : ^^' ^^ Etangelnie Barbour.
Sea Gulls
ss_*iut.ta; Mlss ™ary Dr.ew*
Their white wings hoar so gracefully Wyllie. Miss Barbara Perry and j ^;
in flight,
i Miss Alice Kenniston Church de- ett, and 'Miss Jeanette Perry; altos.
• be in charge of union
Storer, Miss
TibI watch them, entranced, then sud coratons will
Miss Mrs Lydia
Qf RockIand
MrgNettie
Maynard
denly
E'J?' Oxton, . -r,.
j at-, 11 Leach, Mrs. Willis Vinal, Mrs. LeThey in tireless majesty
The program, ^A Thousand Shall rQy Norwcod Mrs EarIe Hunt Mrs
Restless sea is their rest ng place. I Fall, from the .• st Psalm b} Ba
Harold Drewett Mrs Bowdoin Mil
K. S. F.
lard, by the cborus; group of hBip , ]er. Mrs. Edith Rcb nsen. Miss Ber* * * »
solos by M.ss Dimmette, roup of tha Tca
Mlss
Norwood
C ranberry Juice Cocktail
enor solos The Blind Plowman M-ss Mary Norwood M;ss Ann Nor.
Mjgs Ruth peasp; tenQr
Wash and clean one quart of ( Clarke); "Sweet Little Jesus Boy
cranberries and add to them one:
K rokii TwOn^nrth Harold Green of Rockland. Philip
quart of water. Bring to a boil, then Eyed Dragon, by Philip Wentwoi th , Wentworth of Hope Roger Teague
tenor,
accompanist
Miss Verna > Qf
Wynie
cook them gently until the berries
are very soft. Add two or three' Roblnsorr trumpet r °
Earle Hunt of Tenant's Harbor;
cloves during cooking, if you are "Organ Echoes, a”d
,
fond of spices.
When soft and Rose,” by Frank Young of Rock basses. Raymond Greene of Rockmushy, strain through a sieve fine land, Robert Bishop and Miss Nellie land, Edward Newcombe of Thom
Charles Wilson and Richard
enough to give a nice, clear juice.! Ames ol Camden “'“n'l’’1'15'• “S5, aston,
Suler ot'war’ren
Add two-thirds of a cupful of sugar Robinson. A Dream-Boat Passes
and boil for five minutes. Chill By,” from the Andantino in D. Flat’’ |
thoroughly and serve in cocktail by the chorus; piano solo. “The j
SALE OF
glasses.
Robins Return’ by Miss Robinson,
* * ♦ *
silver offering; Aria. *'Je Vieux
Do iwe in this fast whirl of life, Vivre” from Romeo and Juliet, by
give heed to enough silent moments? Miss Winnifred
McFarland of
No, we do not value the beauty and Thomaston, Miss Robinson, accom- l ANTIQUE GLASS, WEDG
solace which can come to one in panist. Second group of harp solos
WOOD, CHINA and
reflecting silence. Silence is a vast by Miss Dimmette of Camden, group
rieen valuable as we make it worth of selections by Rand Smith, bari- j
PEWTER
while.
tone, of New York and Cushing, his . SATURDAY. AUGUST 17
• • ♦ •
accompanist, Mrs. Edna Wellington
1.30 tn 6.00 P. M.
Life spiritually means growth and Smith of Boston. Mass..; "Hallelu- !
NO DEALERS
progress. No two persons are the jah Chorus from the “Messiah” by ,
exact duplicate and no two think the chorus.
E. C. NEWMAN
ali ke, but they can progress bo
Singers to take part in the chorus : IR MASONIC ST., ROCKLAND
higher purposes in life and thus ad selections are, sopranos. Miss Mar- j
53-T-tf
vance world ideals. Eternal vigil garet Simmons, and Mrs. Lillian ■
ance is the price of liberty. We j
should remember the Biblical pas-|
sage "Am I My Brother's Keeper.’’

Machineless

Hong
Kong,
China,
movie
theatres have tripled their prewar
business.

White Ribboners

Music Lovers Will Hear Receive Greetings From the
Artists Thursday Night
Bay State—Mrs. Colburn
In Warren
Convention Chairman

$10

, GILBERTS' BEAUTY SALON

ITOR?

Midsummer Concert

Did you know that humming birds
are partial to blue flowers and del
phiniums.

from $6.50

375 MAIN ST.

Pane Seven

• i-X

“LITTLE A”
A new play by Jonathan Seott
Eves. 75c, 81.00, §1.50; Mat. 75c, 81.00 (Plus Tax)

Cartcon and Comedy

CMMm «•«• WAV!
Corner Drug Store
INCORPORATED
422 MAIN ST.,
KIMKLAND
64-65

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURRIERS

16 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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Rand Smith Concert

Begins Next Sunday

Spiritualists At Etna Offer Music

Lovers

“Fellowship Day”

With Delightful Program

Be a Speaker At West

They Say

In Camden

Tremont Church

Aug. 18 will mark another eventful
the Rand Smith concert day at the old church at West Tre

A large and enthusiastic audience
enjoyed

day, and runs to September 1st, Friday
and this year finds talent in the House

night
The

ln Camden Opera mont where old friends and new
entertainment was wlil gather once more for pleasant

country on the rostrum. Such sponsored by the Knox Community renewal of fr.endships. At 1.30 p. m.
speakers as Margaret Chase Smith Concert Association for the benefit there will be “Open House" to 2.30,
open the program on Sunday, and °f ^the p ano fund
after which the afternoon will be
she is followed by such notables I Mr. Smith, baritone, was ably given over to short period speakers,
„
supported by
Edna Wellington
as the Rev Thomas John Kelley, Smith accompanist, and Herbert former pastors ana friends of the
church.
internationally known blindfold and Kingsley, composer pianist,
Among them will be Rev. Ronald
billet reader, and William Elliott | S'nee Rand Smith first came to
Hammond. And on Tuesday, Peaer Pleasant Point as a pupil in the Mosely,, minster of the church,
Thaanum, State Commander of student colony of the well known who served overseas as chaplain in
the American Legion will give a teacher, Wellington Smith, he has the recent war; Richard E. Reed
patriotic address in welcoming the been a great favorite in this local- of Rockland, who was born at West
veterans of all wars.
i ity. Musio lovers who have fol- Tremont, and also made for himself
1 here will be memorial services Mowed his career with interest have an enviable record, and was captain
in honor of Harrison D Barrett, noted an added depth of beauty in the last several months of his
the first National President from and smoothness in his voice since service.
Mr. Reed’s name is on the honor
Canaan, Ma‘ne, and on Thursday he last appeared in Rockland. Folwill be the memorial services, known lowing an appearance with Sonja roll of the church and he Will deas the Vanderbilt Pales and (Blais- j Henie in “Stars on Ice” at Radio dver an addressin response to the
dell Day, with an entertainment City ir. 1944, he managed very sue- welcome speech by the church’s
In the Temple In the evening on | cessfully a U. 6 O. concert unit minister. The returned Veterans,
Friday, featuring ttie radio show overseas.
whose names are on the church’s
troupe, Cora Deane and the NovEdna Wellington Smith is an ac- honor roll, will fce honor guests and
elty Boys.
! companist of excellence. Her first are coming to the service in uniAll State and local mediums will note assured the audience of her formbe present and meals will be served expert mastery of the piano and) Other speakers include Mrs. Clarin the dining room and also at the she so unerringly and sympathetic- ence Smith, Rev. George H. Glednewly opened Echo Hotel, formerly ally followed Mr. Smith that it h11 Rev- Perry L. Smith, Rev. A
seemed as though one intelligence H. Graham and Rev. Arlan A. Bailknown as tthr? Etna Tavern.
} animated them both
lie- Special music will be given at
Since last heard in a concert in both afternoon and evening services.
: Rockland three years ago Herbert Between the afternoon and evening
Kingsley has added stature to hls services a buffet lunch and tea will

AT

GUARANTEED SAVINGS OF *30

TO

*60

SAVITT’S THURSDAY AUG. 15
SCOTT’S =■ FUR SALE
BRINGS YOU FOR
I DAY ONLY

Only a furrier such as SCOTT FURRIERS, New England'9
largest furrier, could dream of offering values such as
these . . . you can thank the tremendous buying power
of SCOTT FURRIERS for these almost unbelievable
•arings!

Is Again Promoted

Husband of Rockland High
church~
School Graduate Has Rethe scores for several Broadway itude and thanks are expressed to
, n ... ~
shows he has coached many of the Mr. Zlato Balokovic for the loan of
sponsible Position
leading performers in roles that hls grand Steinway piano for the

have made them famous. Mr. King- occasion.
■by Nettie Bird Frost
Charles A. Huckins, Jr., formerly sley’s songs have gained national
cf Woburn. Mass., has been appoint- I fame and are sung frequently on
PLEASANT POINT
ed traveling freight and passenger New York recital programs and on
the
radio.
Mr.
and Mrs. William Dunlap and
agent for the Southern Pacific RR.
Witli the composer at the piano children Bill and Donna of Lisbon
Company,, located at 294 Washing
ton street, Boston. Mr. Huckins Mr Smith sang two of Mr. King Center, were recent guests for sevwill travel throughout most of Mas sley’s most popular songs-’Stop- °ral days of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
sachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode ping by Woods ' with words by Ro- Sevon.
Mrs. Mildred Marshall enterIsland in the performance of his bert Frost, and “Feast’’ with words
by Edna St. Vincent Millay. Mr. tained Mrs. Helen Perry and son
duties..
Mr Huckins started his service j Kingsley lias a t beautiful touch of Rockland, and Madeline Hanly,
with the Southern Pac fie at the j and plays with a great deal of show- R N.. of Thomaston, last week.
Boston office in October 1938 as manship. He loves to play and his
Mrs. Maud Stone has returned
junior clerk and held various posl- audience loves to listen. His compo- home after a short stay in Port
tions in this agency until he become sitions are very modern, with a Clyde.
freight rate clerk in November, 1942. great deal of syncopation and all MissMabel Herrick has returned
In September 1943 he accepted a have unusual endings His "West to her work in Massachusetts after
transfer to the Philadelph a Agency. Indian Lullaby” from The Pirate visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs
In May 1944 Mr. Huckins entered was delicate and satisfying, as was Dana Herrick
Mrs. Olive Seavey is guest Of
the U. S. Navy ar.d served until the Waltz he gave as an encore.
friends
in Bangor.
The
program
follows:
February 1946. Upon returning to
Mrs. Addie Jones of Thomaston
Perl
Philadelphia in March of this vear, j Invocazione di Orf^o, ,
Rosa spent last week with Mrs. Lucy
h„ was appo-nted city passenper
,<Wh> Carlsslmi
Young.
and ticket agent, which pos tion Four Shakespeare Songs,
Quilter
Mr and Mrs. Daha Herrick enPaladllhe
he held until his present appoint- ' Lamento Provencal,
“
Hajin
tertained
at a weine roast at their
D'unc Prison.
ment
Chanson de Route,
Puget cottage on Flea
Island Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Huckins and their Le Temps des Lilas,
Chausson night.
Those
present
were Mrs
Intermission
two sons will take up residence in
Music by Herbert Kingsley, Composer Kenneth Sevon, Miss Melba Ulmer,
Burlington, Mass, as soon as con
at the Plano
Charlie Stone, Mrs Maud Stone,
struction 'S completed on their Whistling Policeman.
James Seavey, Philip DavlS’. Prank
newly acquired home.
w«t inmaanCeLuiiaby
and Dana Jr., Herrick, Mrs. Maty
Mrs.
Hncktrr, is .the
former
Elea-. I Harmonica Player.
, „
.
, „
Hester of Tennessee
nor I., Hall daughter of Mr. and Five Songs of a Lonesome People.
Mrs. Mary Hester, R. N., and son
Mrs. Ait bur F» Hnll of Warrpn. 1
Hacon rvf
v sit 1112 bpr D&r*
XTto °I9M ,rmn
Hlsh I
» “"d Mrs
Berrtclt.'° 11001 in 19.16.

FURS

Entertained Captain Richard E. Reed To

Country’s Finest Talent,
The Etna Spiritualist Campmeet
ing opens its 70th season next Sun- ,

AMERICA’S MOST WANTED

Tuesday-Frida?

bv a Lone’y Forest Pathway.

Orlffes
Where ls my Wandering Bov Soprano
Voice Tonight.
' Baron

------ -------- —1—

Actual Photo* of Scott SuperBilt Mmk bland Muskrat, Oce
lot Processed Coney and
6»m»i Dyed Mouton Lamb,

Z

YOU SAVE *60 ON
Mink or Silver Blu Blend

MUSKRATS
■

,Jf

>

,

-

Our Sept.
Price $319

• •.» '

A
Plus Tax

’

‘

DAP If l/l I It’
‘'
nUvnVILlA'. i
Rat Poisoning
Mr. Sm th’s program demonstratMr and Mrs. I. A. Trueworthy
The most popular method of rat
control is poisoning, and if per ed technically perfect control and cf Bath are guests of Frank Hunter,
The Spanish, English
Mr. and Mrs. Will's Bronkie and
formed properly is very effective. phrasing.
The most successful poisons are bar- and French groups were sypathet- childen of Ansonia, Conn., and
rium carbonate and red squill, ically and appealingy rendered Charles iBronkie of Hartford, Conn.,
which are used by mixing one part The artist’s lyrical voice is resonant are guests this week of Mrs. Inez
poison in 16 parts of hamburger, oat and steady and he sings with fine C. Bronkie and Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
meal, cheese, fresh grain or other enunciation. The excellence of his Hallowell.
Miss Dorothy Farmer of Rich
bait. The baits are most attractive pianissimo tones were outstand ng
mond, Va., is visaing (Mrs. Glenice
in
Hahn
’
s
“
D
’
une
Prison
”
which
to the rat when about a teaspoon
was applauded with much enthusi Farmer.
ful is wrapped in paper enabling
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
asm, as were two songs from the
him to carry it to his hole Pre
Merton Anthony were Mr and
final
group
’
All
Day
on
the
Prairie"
baiting is frequently desirable, for and “Where is My Wander ng Boy Mrs. Joseph (Parker of Washington,
it makes the rat familiar with the Soprano Voice Tonight.”
D. C.
places where he will find food, and
The Tennessee Mountain folk
also removes his suspicion concern songs by Ernest Bacon were unusual
ing the material Pre-baiting for being American folk songs ln the
—
about one week before the poison is truest sense with a lusty, modern
to be added is considered desirable style. Mr. Smith interpreted them

______________

I with ease and eloquence.
H’s encores were: A French
Peasant Song of the 16COs, "My Lu-

Complicated Economy
Casein prices offer an example of lu” by Bacon. Feast” bv Kingsley,
the complications sometimes trace- and “Banjo Song” by Sidney Hoable in trade and industry, accord- mer
As a surprise touch at the
ing to a recent report on the dairy finale Miss Dorothy McNeil was
situation, issued by the U. S depart- summoned from the audience and !
ment of agriculture.
she and Mr. Smith artistically sang

OS,

SAVINGSBONDS

In order to increase steel produc- duets "Wanting You” and “Sweet tion
recently,
more
coke
was bearts-'

needed To produce more coke the
The piano fund committee in
coke ovens had to be operated at'char&e °f the concert was as fplhigher temperatures This resulted lows: General chairman, Mrs. Ruth
in the production of less phenol j Sanborn; Rockland, Mrs. Lyford
Phenol is used in glues which com Ames. W. P. Gray, Miss Marion Ginn; Thomaston, Mrs. J. E. |
pete with casein glue The restricted
Elliott; Union, Mrs Irving Tuttle; |
production of phenol glue caused
. -i
u m u
i
j
. ! Camden Milford Payson, Dr C.
AP.
““n
i Harold ('anwson. Miss Agnes Planglues
•lu.. to rise As , r. suit casein j agan. Ro.kport. Mrs „ans Heistad;
/rices increased.
Warren. Chester Wyl e.
Milford Payson was the general
stage manager.

Head ushers were

John Thomas, Raymond Gross and
Sidney McKeen, assisted by (Pru

ECONOMY
CLOTHES
-SHOP435 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
ASK ABOl'T OUR

dence Weaver, Maxine Duffell,
Shirley Cookson Frances Leonard.
Bette Stetson, Kay Hobbs, Edna

Rankin of Camden and Kay Stev
ens. Beverly Merchant, Jean Young,
Nathalie Post, Nathalie Merrifield,
and Irene Anderson of Rockland.
The committee feels very proud
to have presented this outstanding
concert in the beautiful surround
ings of the Camden Opera House
where the atmosphere and acoustics
leave noth: ng to be desired Grat-

Don’t Accept Less Than a
Certified Insulation Job.
Phone or write today for full
details and free estimate.

FREE STORAGE

Eagle Rock Wool
Insulation Co.

TILL FALL

2 BRIDGE ST., AUGUSTA, ME.
TEL. 1459-W

62-70

Lay-A-Way
Plan
$1.00 Deposit

4

YOU SAVE *60 ON

YOU SAVE *40 ON

Holds Any Winter
Garment Until

Ocelot or Leopard Processed

Sheared Beaver Dyed

October 1

MOUTON LAMBS

COME IN AND LET US
EXPLAIN THIS PLAN

Boys’ Mackinaws
Ski Pants, Jackets
Snow Suits
Men’s Heavy Winter
Jackets and
Mackinaws
60, 61-T-S9

s

Our Sept.
Price $159

s

Reserves

Your Choice
Tcke 1 Year ta
BclancS
After You Take Yavr Coat

FIm» Tax
Prpri-Coia CowpowN. Lonp Zotauf Ctt». N. Y.
FRANCHISED RuAiLfcM. fKt’bi-UULA BOTTUNU CO. OP AUBURN

'•..

-

CHARGE OR BUDGET

Our Sept.
Price $159
Plus Tax

Tuesday Friday*
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PHONE OPERATORS NOT ASLEEP

The Soviet Republic
Mcthebcsec Club Will Study
Russia Coming Season—
Books_____
Available
r

Just Haven’t the Equipment To Answer Your
Calls-So Be Patient

"When you educate a man you
educate an individual
When you educate a woman you
educate a family.”
Members of the Methebesec Club
voted to study U .S.S.R at the
coming Fall and Winter meetings,
and below is a list of books which
are suggested interesting reading in
preparation for an understanding
of Russia and the United Soviet
Bocialistic Republics.

"Corlis Lamont has written a
vivid description of the nations
that make up the Soviet Union, and
an explanation of the way in which
racial and cultural democracy has
been made a reality in the U S.S.R
IMr l»amont comes of a family
prominent in American life since
the
American Revolution. He
visited the Soviet Union in 1932
and again in 1938
Americans
know first hand how their country
has treated its problems of racial
and cultural diversity and will be
amazed to find how the Soviets
have sought for unity by encourag
ing cultural and regional antonomy.
by fostering the economy of back
ward peoples and by giving every
group complete equality in the
Soviet system.''
“I Choose Freedom.” Victor KraIVehenco.
The World Book, volume 14.
Mission to Moscow, by J. E.
t>avies, 1941.
Report on the Russians, by W L
[White, 1945

r
Ko oMia
1
for 10 Bio

Maritime Provinces Out In
Front Of Us On Clam
Propagation

Economist Richard Duwors of
Ellsworth has reper-eri to the De
Manager Thomas C. Stone of the asleep or just day dreaming—she partment of Sea and Shore MsnRockland offlce of the New England just hasn t any more equipment at eries that the Canadian Provinces
Telephone fi Telegraph Co. explains her command to answer you. Some- are far ahead of Maine in develop
the present delays in telephone times, half the signal lights on a ment and research of their '’lam in
service as caused by lack of equip- board will be shining and the opera- dustry and threatened to capture
ment,, and a tremendous increase in i tor unable to help until someone many of the established markets of
hangs up.
business.
this State's dealers and diggers.
In 1944, the offlce employed 37 opDuwors. who is conducting an
At present they have the same
number of local and toll posit.ons eraters, it -low has a total of 54, be-1 economic survey of the Maine clam:
situation to help the fisheries de- j
as in 1944. that is, operators on duty sides the chief operator.
To add to the load, there has partment to launch a permanent
and ready to handle calls. Opera
tors are plentiful, he explains, but been an increase of 460 telephones management and propagation pro
gram, said that Maine was far be
switchboards for them to work and in the area in the past two years
The forsaking of long conversa hind the times and losing ground
the rest of the complicated equip
ment that goes with it are not ob tions would help the situation every day in this important fishery.
He'stated that the Provinces of J
greatly; leaving the lines open for
tainable.
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick had
the next call.
of the increase„ is . Additional equipment has been a large staff of b olegists and shellt. An c nexample
„
. e Jaj1 that in 1 , fche, ofHce ' ordered and was promised for in- Ash experts who were studying every
handled an average of 1390 toll calls I stallatlon last Spring, according to phase of the clam industry and that
daily; today, the average is 2039
Stone. However, the earliest as a result the flats were being
Local calls .averaged 13,890 daily in ' possible date now appears to be maintained on a high standard of
1944 This Summer, the average is ’ sometime next Spring before the production with higher incomes and
18.452 with the same equipment as j situation can be relieved by the op- a better quality product resulting.
The Canad ans are fully aware of
in 1944.
j eration of additional positions and
The eight local call pos tions can the installation of the equipment ( the possibilities of expanding the
handle 120 calls at one time while necessary for their operation
! market for clams to every State in
the toll positions can care for 60
The situation will be somewhat I this country and are really out after
The result is that someone has to relieved when the unusually heavy j the business. Duwors reported He
wait. When the operator is long Summer traffic Ls over after Labor i predicted that unless Maine takes
in answering your signal, she isn’t Day.
I fi™ measures to improve its clana
______________________________________
- industry in the near luture that
depletion and other problems will
not, removed causes the pressure to
become very serious.
I fluctuate and the gauge shows presHe also said that Massachusetts
j sure of air and steam, not of steam | ancj other North Atlantic States had
adopted a progressive attitude sev
' alone. Close petcock.
With The Homes
I Let pressure rise to the specified eral years ago and were making I
The methods of canning most| n)Jmbpr Qf pounds and keep lt good progress in clam management
highly recommended are: (1) the' thprp uneven pressure pulls the work.
Duwors was emp'oyed by the De
boiling-water bath for foods which! liquid from the glass jars of food partment of Fisheries with the co
are definitely acid, such as fruits,! Process for required tune.
- _____
■operation ~
of......................
tho Maine
Developrhubarb and tomatoes, and <2) the! Remove cooker trom source ot mpn^ QOmmjSsjon to make the sursteam pressure-cooker method
he^lQW cooker
cool to -<y pres vey and he will report his finding in
non-acid foods, such as peas, beans, | tutow cu«o w
earlV thls FalL
asparagus, greens, corn. meat. poul-|surP before °Pe‘lln8
jLh
Commissioner Reed said that his
try and fish. The higher tempera- containers are glass or numbe
'department believes that the clam
ture reached <240 to 250 deg. F> in to
tln ca^
kt0.N° p ‘ but Industry was one of its mast imthe pressure cooker kills heat-resist- uspd' °Pen petcock at once.
portant problems and that every
ant bacteria.
| open slowly.
_
,
| effort would be made to tackl“ the
In the boiling water bath method, When prossure reaches o, re- sjtuatiOn intelligently and firmly
the, water , must be kept boiling! move cooker cover by tilting .t so,,
=
------------------=
throughout the processing period! ihnt
that amr
any ctoam
steam will
willI hr*
be , dirp^d cover At 10 pounds of pressure,
and must cover the tops of the jars away from the face of the operator. cover
the time of processing Is 30 minutes
to a depth of one inch during the, Remove jars carefully.
in pint jars, and 35 minutes in
entire time of processing. After , Canning Vegetables and Fruit
quart jars or two hours in the
jars are in the bath, count the j Manv penple are beginning to boiling water bath.
processing t me from the time tne | can produce trom their gardens.
The
procedure
for canning
water actually boils.
In preparing snap beans for can- peaches is to scald cold dip, peel,
When canning with a pressure ning, wash, snip and simmer in halve. Pack. raw. cover with hot
cooker, the steps below should be water to cover for five minutes. sirup or hot water. The time in
observed:
fnr!Pack
hot, add liquor ln which the boiling bath is 25 minutes
Follow the printed
■
conked
tn
cooked
to cover.
cover. The
The time
time of
of Dropro (soft and 35 minutes (tirmi in
the use of the pressure cooker which cessing in a pressure cooker with glass jars Another procedure is to
came with it. Put in 1 to 2 quarts of 10 pounds of pressure is 30 minutes precook and pack hot into hot jars
water leave the petcock open.
and process 15 minutes
Place filled jars or cans so that for pint glass jars and 35 minutes
they do not toucheach other in the I for quart glass Jars Twenty-five
iney uu iiui
nrnressine
minutes for No. 2 tin cans. If the
A GOOD JOB FOR YOU
PrReplaPce cover on pressure cooker j beans are processed in the boiling
„
1
water bath the time ls three hours.
Close cooker
If canning baby beets, scald or!
Leave petcock open until a steady
CHOOSE THIS
cfrpcim of steam has appeared lor steam for about 45 minutes Skin,
5 to 7 minutes. This shows that all I leave whole. Pack hot. Strain and
PINE PROF FS5ION NOW!
air has been driven out Any air add water in which cooked to

Farm Bureau Notes

My Lives in Russia, by Markoofcha Fisher, 1945.
Seven Soviet Arts, by Kurt Lon
don
The Great Globe Itself, by Wm.
C. Bullitt.
One Who Survived, by Alexander
Barmine.
Thoughts on Foreign Policy, John
Foster Dulles.
Life Magazine March 29. 1943
The Road to Teheran, by Dulles
The Russian Enigma, by Wm.
Henry Chamberlain
The Rockland Public Library has
a display of books and pamphlets
and Miss Rogers will gladly obtain
any book for you mentioned above,
either from Maine State Library or
Bangor Library.
Whether you agree or disagree
with the views expressed, these
opinions will serve to clarify your
own ideas on the subject at hand.
All combine to make interesting.
Informative reading.
M. E. Blodgett.
Rend The Courier-Gazette

Behind The Times

U. S. Army
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IN A DOUBLE WEDDING

Boosts The Quahog

A Travel In Rhyme

How Mrs. Clark and Party Found Now Only At BrunsJourneyed Across the
> wick—New Beds May Be
Canadian Line
1
Established
Robprf
®«a and ShorP Fishpries, marketing chief, has advised
Maine hoteLs, restaurants and
housewives that they were overlookj
the
.
°
seafoods delicacies 1. e.. the
hard shell clam or quahog. found
onlv in Maquot, Bay near BrunswiCk

Editor of The Couner-Gazette:— [
The Moose Headers
Another
trip by Mrs Luther A. Clark of
Thomaston. July 25. Mrs. Flora
Bai-nard
of
Camden,
Mina
Woodcock of Cushing, IMrs. Florence Benner. Mrs Irma Cook. Lilia
C. Clark and Philip Kalloch of
Thomaston. Mina Woodcock wanted
to be the oldest one in the party,
but this could not be done, as Mrs.
Flora Barnard beat her by 12 years.
Before the 560 miles' trip was over,
Mrs Barnard proved to be the
youngest after all.
We went to Belfast, tak

Left, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph T. McGinley and Mr. and Mrs. Wendell E. !
Smith, married in a double wedding at the home of George Lurvey last
week. Mis. McGinley is thr former Charlene Tinker of Rockland and
Mrs. Smith Ls the fo'mer Frieda Tinker of Swan's Island. The Me- *
Ginle.vs will make their home in Rockland while the Smiths will reside in
Swan’s Island.
.

According to Dow more than 99%

the production goes to the Boston New York and Philadelphia
markets where the shellfish are ln

iig a new great

business

favor while Maine

road to all in party by way of Wal- people and consumers are either
do Station The dirt road was not ignorant of the.r existence or misstoo bad. The scenery
was well tng a real bet.
worth the extra drive as we drove
said that the quahog could be
on we came to town of Brooks utilized in as many tasteful ways as
From there we went over ihe hills Ihe more commonly known soft
of Dixmont to Newport and Dcx- shell or sand clam and had one
ter. We ate a picnic lunch at big advantage over thtir rivals in
Jackson The party decided it was Ihe fact that they were extra de
better than a meal at home. All Mc'ous when served on the half
were much surprised to see tabl*’ shell In metropolitan centers they
and
chairsat this outdoor lunch.arP served as little necks
and
The afternoon drive took us to cherrystones and rival the oyster as
the
Coffee House in Greenville. a raw seafood
by ourfriend. Mrs. Edith Bar- |

run

beautiful costumes, and they readily
and cleverly typified the stilted,
melodramatic mannerisms of the
period,
which they represented
Warren and Vicinity Proud
Varied attractions were drawn
of Show Produced By the
from impersonation of celebrities of
the Gay Nineties Period, close
Civic Players
harmony in choruses, and quartets,
voices in solo selections, a meeting
Warren Civic Players gave a of
the Alumni of the classes from
superb performance this week in the 1890 to 1903, with the finale, the
Gay Nineties Show at Town Hall, melodrama, “Fireman Save My
Warren The Gay (Nineties will go Child'', the appearance of Carrie
down in the dramatic and musical Nation, and the last ensemble of the
entire cast of over thirty. Music
history of the town, as one of the of the Gay Nineties during the first
highlights
.ug.nigms of
OI Warren
warren for many a I part of the program, set the audi-

“The Gay Nineties”

‘ No clam makes a better chowder

ney. We ate our supper.
After or stew or is more adaptable for
supper we drove to Moosehead high- steaming than the quahog.” Dow
land to see a wonderful sunset over[statpd.
mountains and Moosehead Lake.! Re sald that for some reason the
This picture was too beautiful to only beds in Maine were found in
describe
No artist could ever the vicinity of Brunswick and that,
paint this scene as well as Ood did. the fishery provided a livlihood for
We spent the night at the Coffee j a large number of persons
House. Next morning we went ] According to Dow the departfrom Greenville to Rockwood, then ment ls interested in establishing
to Jackman. The question arose, i uew beds along the coast and that
“Would -you like to go to Canada I scientific tests were to be made to
What have we got for papers will located areas suitable for propagatake us into Canada?"
tion work. "We hope to make a big
Women

are

known

to

change

^ng out of this quahog business.”

their

hp declared.
Through the efforts of Sea and
signs:
Shore
Fisheries wardens and the
decade Players co-operated closely '
whistling and humming the Only 50 miles to the border line
Brunswick diggers the flats are
‘
Drive
Into
Canada.
Driving
ls
fine
"
with the producer and director I
popular in thpir All of us looked from one to another. now in excellent condition and the
George W Carr, in all ways for ?
££
thu
Reading each thoughts, there's noth supply is increasing. There is ample
the smooth production, making a A „ y f
each f h h
ing we'd rather
se°d stock for further propagation
Do than continue but how could we
closely knitted organization. WHh
s w&s
rted
efforts along the coast, he said
cross?
the contributions of tr ends added- Addlng mllch ‘ to the smooth For Identifications we were at loss
The price is lower than soft
the net profit amounts to $L0Q3 for | mpphanics of thp production, were Lilia could pass all safe and sound:
shell clams at the present time and
the school budding fund. Portions
committee, in- Experience had taught her, she had Dow predicts that before long
found
of he show are in .such demand^ j c,
R Lamb Arthur
Maine people will be taking better
The driver had his discharge papers
hat Director Carr is besieged to ,
Charles R
and Harold ! So
he was free from tactful capers,
advantage of this fine natural re
take them to Camden. Rcckland, Duran( Workl
wHh thp t,ckets , But for the rest, no use to try
source.
and Thomaston, for those parts were , u<rp Edwjn
and Wi,_ All officers are trained to detect a lie
And if we encountered a grouchy type
in such favor with groups of the I
Ra
burned and mus- We
might remain till spuds were ripe, returned back to the line again ln
audience from those towns Should
thp
We talked lt over and decide to go
the players decide to do this, the
” the costume ball, To the line house for our luggage to three hours after having a nice well
Final event was
spent trip. We drove back to the
show;
part due Warren, after expenses are given Thursday at Glover Hall,
West
Fork where we stayed at
i
We
found
our
troubles
were
all
for
the
removed, will go toward the school proceeds for the I.O.O.F. building
pains
Kennedy’s.
building fund.
For two ladles passed on Maine fam
repair fund
Saturday we went to Lake Moxie,
Warren is filled with talent, both
ily names
The poor officer sighed when he gazed North Anson, where we had a picin musical and dramatic circles, and
at the luggage.
1 nic dinner. To Benton home over
in the Gay Nineties, the most was
Inch by Inch of the compartment to the roller coaster road to China, to
made of this fart, Tlie combination '
ravage
Belfast where we had supper at
of this talent, and the magnificent;
Camp tables and chairs, picnic kits and
Whitcombe’s, coming home at sun
pans.
direction, it had, l^ade a complete j
Blankets, boxes, rain boots and cans set Another wonderful trip never
formula for success. The Players |
\ITC1
Hts patience assured us by his smile to be forgotten
and accomnani't. worked hard, siv- |
That the trip into Canada would he
Mrs. Luther A. Clark.
surely worth while
ing unstintingly of their natural I
But
we
wonder
yet
what
might
have
abilities, and time, to put it all I
been
Physicists believe that the sun
across. They hunted up their j
If a different officer had later come ln will continue to give off heat and
costumes, and all of them were
I On we went to St. Georges. We'light for about 500 billion years.
minds.
But what a temptation to read

the

W/tKf/

i

IL B. CROCKETT’S

30th

ANNIVERSARY

30th

ANNIVERSARY

5c - 10c - $1.00 STORE

SALE

SALE

MAINE

ROCKLAND

We have enjoyed doing business with all you people and forming all the friendships that have endured all these
years. Thanks ever so much and may we enjoy many more years together.
f

SATURDAY, AUGUST 17th

ONE WEEK

No. 3 Galvanized Wash Tubs,

GREY ENAMELED

Dish Pans
19c each
WHITE

Cups and Saucers
10c complete
Felt Base Rugs
79c each

$1.19

Metal School Lunch Boxes,

.49

3-Pc. Canister Sets, red, ivory,

.89

Metal Serving Trays,

Oil,CLOTH

Shelf Edging
10c yard

J9

Wire Napkin Holder,

.15

Single Curtain Rods,

40

Kurley Kate Pot Cleaners,

.07

Wax Paper,

J3

Scrub Brushes,
Thin Wood Coat Hangers,

GREY ENAMELED

Wash Basins
19c each

Water Sets

FIVE CENT VALUE

89c set
FULL LENGTH

Pier Mirror
$1.98 each
Ladies’ Aprons
10c each*
House Brooms
75c each

Pt. Size Atlas E-Z. Seal Jars, doz. .60

LARGE SIZE
GLASS

Mixing Bowls
19c each

Boys’Polo Shirts,

$1.00

Boys’ Longies,

$1.98

Boys’ Briefs,

.59

Mixing Bowls
79c each
Sugar Dispensers
19c each

GLASS

Cups and Saucers

.69

Rubber drain hoard mats,

HEATPROOF

10c complete

.98

Rubber Bath Mats,

GLASS

$2.50 value $1.98

Rag Rugs,

Luncheon Plates
15c each

.98

Oval Braided Rugs,

Candy Dishes
9c each

WHITE CROCKERY

16-arm Wooden Clothes Rack, $1.59

All Steel Kitchen Stools,

$2.98

Cottage Curtains,

$2.98

32-Piece Dinner Set,

$3.98

Steel Medicine Cabinets,

$3.69

Paints and Enamels, Can

.25

Chrome Bathroom Fixtures,

GLASS

IT'S BACK TO SCHOOL ONCE AGAIN!
Golf Hose,

Soup Bowls
25c each
LARGE SIZE

Pant Hangers,____________ _ _ _ _ JD9

$1.83

Sauce Dishes
2 for 15c

Qt. Size Atlas E-Z. Seal Jars, doz. .73

VERY HEAVY WHITE

ODD LOT

.19
3 for .10

Boys’ Dress Shirts,

6 for 23c
WHITE CROCKERY

.49

Wire Water Glass Rack,

Water Tumblers

Large Pitcher and 6 Glasses

Grey Enamel Sauce Pans, .15, .20, .25

GAV COLORED

Dish Towels
29c each

7-PIECE

SATURDAY, AUGUST 24th

'

Dinner Plates
15c each
6 CUP “BLUE BELL”

Tea Pots
79c each

Refrigerator Bowls

.29

WITH COVERS

15c each
METAL

Milk Pitchers
19c each

Laundry Cases,

Clothes Pins, Dozen

$2.25
.10

Mail Boxes
39c each

IT’S BACK TO SCHOOL ONCE AGAIN!
$2.98

Mercerized Anklets,

.29

$2.10

Pencil Boxes,

.25

Heavy Notebook Covers,

.39
.25

1Girls’ Dresses, all sizes,

30 Sheet Fillers,

.05

'Girls’ Cotton Tearose Slips,

.75

Pencils, (metal tipped erasers), 2 for .05

Girls’ Rayon Panties,

.69

Crayola Crayons,

Fountain Pens,

And Everything Else You Need, Boys And Girls.

$1.00

.10

Buy Your School Needs Here And Make Your School Work Easy!
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CUTTING THE BRIDAL CAKE

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

w« w■

WATCH REPAIRING BY MAIL
Send us your Alling Watch. We will repair It in the shortest
possible time, at moderate price and return it promptly to you.
No long waits. All Repairing absolutely Guaranteed. No mailing
charges. Watch Cleaning. Work Delivered Within Five Days.

MANHATTAN JEWELERS
376 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 1202
55-tf

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
Industrial, Insurance, Real Estate, Marine, Weddings
photographed whenever and wherever you wish.

Group Photos of Clubs and Schools
A completely equipped Photographic Servlcb
that guarantees every job.

SIDNEY L CULLEN

TEL. 907-W OR 770, THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Ends Fourth Season

It Exceeds Demands

Issues New Order

Former Rockland Wan De Northport Navy of Maine But the Labor Situation Has Cont’r Reed Makes Statement
Sailing School Closes—A
Been Relieved Somewhat,
termined That Claims Shall
Concerning the Closing
Be Recognized
Local Office Says
Ot Flats
Rockland Graduate

By Margaret Chase Smith

Washington, Aug. 7—After many me that the Army is doing every
guesses on the adjournment for thing possible to see that all men
are afforded the opportun
Ccngresthos#* guessing the first poss.ble
ity to visit these places.
of August were the nearest right.
In the last days of the session many
SEARSMONT
mils were rushed through and many
Mrs.
Olin
Bonnin of Skowhegan
dropped by the way. Among those
was
recent
guest
of her sister, Mrs.
killed was the Eliender-WagnerCarl Howard re
Taft Housing Bill which the Senate Colby Howard
turned
to
Skowhegan
with her to
had approved but, for one reason
or another, hearings in the House spend the week-end at the Bonnin
Committee were not completed. home.
Mrs. Elizabeth Bowley of South
Tlris is pleasing to some but a very
Montville vis.ted Mr. and Mrs F.
great disappointment to many.
Robert
I nope to be at home in Skowhe A. Dunton last Friday.
gan when this letter is published, Bowley also of South Montville,
getting ready to take a tour around was a caller Fiiday at the Dunton
the District. Although Congress home.
Pearl Wiley and hls daughter,
will not be in session I expect to
cont hue writing the Weekly Letter Jane of Westboro, Mass., spent
about items which. I consider of in i several days with his brother, Fred
Wiley, recently.
terest to you who read them.
• ♦ * *
Ralph Fowler of Rockland was a
Apparently everything is being business caller here Aug 2.
Mr and Mrs. William S. Galla
done by military officials to make
service in occupied zones attractive. way of Rutherford. N. J . are
Tlris includes addit.onal overseas .guests of Mr. and Mrs. James
pay, privilege of having families Nixon and Miss Ruth Nixon.
Mrs. Blanche Taylor Browne of
with them, and educational opportun.ties. All of this is aimed at Upton, Mass., is visiting at the
manning our armies of occupation home of Mr and Mrs. Frank
(
with volunteers and returning home Bryant.
Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Ratten and
as soon as possible those men who
infant daughter Barbara, and Wal
so desire.
Perhaps the least publicized and ter Ratten, all of Rockland, visited
least known of the attractive ad Saturday at Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
vantages offered by the Army to Rattens’.
Charles Burgess and daugh
those in occupied duty is the educa terMrs.
Eva
of Union, called Sunday
tional program.
.
on
Mr
and
Mrs. Harold Cobb.
Prompted by recent inquiry I
Mrs Victoria Hilton arrived from
asked tlie War Department what South Norwalk, Conn., July 31 for
educational opportunities are avail an indefinite time and is occupy
able to military personnel in Japan, ing her rent as the parsonage.
and was told thHt the United States
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Prescott of
Armed Forces Institute provides Northampton. Mass., are visiting
technical, elementary, high school her mother, Mrs. Harriet Burgess,
and college correspondence and and other relatives here.
self-teaching courses Tlie USAFI
Mr and Mrs. John Robinson
also provides Oeneral Educational and family, Mr. and Mrs Edwin
Development tests to assist the Batchelder and family, and Mr.
soldier in his readjustment and • and Mrs Robie Drinkwater and
educational placement in a civilian • family, all of Camden, were visi
school or college upon return to tors Sunday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. W. G. Drinkwater.
civil life.
The Woman's Society of the Com
The Secretary of War advises
that in addition to the USAFI pro munity Church will meet Aug. 14
gram a recent report from the Pa with Mrs. W. E. Aldus.
cific shows that the Army Educa
A Silver Tea
tion Class Program there, offers a
The Woman’s Society of the
total oi 549 courses with an enroll Community Church held a Silver
ment cf 19,447 students. The re Tea at the home of Mrs James A.
port listed 90 schools with a total of I Nixon Wednesday afternoon.
790 instructors and 408 instruc
Tea, cakes and cookies were
tors for on-the-job-training. The served in the house. The tea table
c n-tlie-Job training is a type of ap was jjrettily decorated with candles
prenticeship where students work i and flowers, the color scheme be
under tlie instruction of experienced ing white. These women poured:
men in tlie performance of regular I Mrs. Bartlett Whiting and Mrs.
jobs. Each school serves a number George Sibley from 2 to 3 o'clock
of military organizations.
Mrs. Harriet Knight and Mrs.
Secretary Patterson says that i Everett Hook from 3 to 4, and Mrs
plans for a more extensive occupa Ben Ames Williams and Mrs. Wal
tion educational program are ex ter Aldus from 4 to 5. Mrs Ira
pected to be placed in effect about Packard, Mrs. Lawrence Robbins,
September 1 th s year, and call for Mrs. Lee Sprowl, and Miss Ruth
the establishment of a large num j Nixon served. Alter tea, Ice cream
ber ol civilian type schools through with crashed raspberries were
out the Pacific, staffed by civilian served >on the lawn by Mrs. Etta
und m litary instructors. Several Mariner and Mrs. Samuel Payson.
Mrs Harold Cobb and Mrs. Rich
hundred of such instructors are be
ing selected in the United States ard Goebel had charge of the
at the present time. Instruction kitchen. Mrs. Alleine Adams and
will be conducted in most cases on Mrs. Walter Aldus were hostesses
introduced the guests.
cff-duty t me. It is expected edu and
Others were:Mrs. Edward Collier
cational opportunities will be avail and daughter Beverly, Mrs. Hiram
able to mcst military personnel, ex Davis, Ms Perry Davis, Mrs. Einar
cept where duty makes it imprac Erickson, Mrs. Nell Ferrin, Mrs.
tical, as in some isolated units. Elizabeth Gray, Mrs. Sidney Harri
However, USAFI courses are avail man, Miss Louise Holmes, Mrs.
able to all personnel wherever sta Bjornolf Johnsen. Mrs. Leslie (Lat
tioned.
ter, Miss Doris Latter, Miss Belle
Tlie Army advises that there are Lowell.
also many opportunities for service
Mrs. (Wibard Osborne, Mrs. C. C.
personnel to travl to points of in Pineo, Sr, Mrs. C C. Pineo, Jr.,
terest throughout the islands of Mrs. Annie Parker, Mrs. Joseph
.Japan. They have contracts witli Packard, Mrs. Walter Poland, Mrs.
Japanese transportation companies Theodore Thielpape, Mrs George
to carry our troops to these various Volz and little granddaughter \Judy
places. Tlie cost of this service is Murray, Mrs. O. S. Vickery, Mrs
bcrne by the Japanese Government Julia Wentworth.
A pleasant surprise was a party
as a part of tlie reparations due the
of six from Bayside—Mrs Harold
United States.
The Army also has about a dozen Hook, Miss Marilyn Hook. Miss
resort hotels where our men are Jeanette Hook, Mrs. John Malmn,
sent for six days of hiking, fishing, Mrs. Susan Malmn, Miss Amy
swimm ng, and various other forms Wentworth.
of indoor and outdoor spcrts. Dur
ing their stays in these hotels, the
A GOOD JO ti f OR YOU
soldiers are fed American food.
Other recreational facilities include
conducted tours of Japanese shrines,
caves, national parks and the vari
ous natural hot springs which are
located throughout the land. One
trip includes a very interesting visit
to the Imperial Farms where the
Emperor's private herds ol cattle,
horses, and various other domestic
animals are kept.
CHO
The Secretary reminds me that
there are many interesting points
to be seen in the Orient and assures

Champ Doughnuter

Tuesday-Friday

Watertown, N. Y.,
Aug. 2.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette —
With this issue^ of The CourierGazettee. (Rockland will be known
as the former home of The Cham
pion Doughnut Maker of the State
of Maine!
The four weeks' time limit (men
tioned in previous article) nas ex
pired and there was no protest
against my claiming tne above
title, which I feel was honestly won
as I have tried four t mes to find
someone wil.ing to compete, giving
a prospective opponent all the ad
vantages, and asking for none my
self.
A short history of th? events
leading to the above title should be
of interest. The Roving Reporter
had a <ffiort visit with his friend.
Earl Dow. of Rockport, and a part
of that visit was published in "The
Black C&t" column, and that was
the beginning, as the two men
tioned were directly responsible for
our hero i(me) becoming the first
champion cook of any kind in any
State.

A (wail of woe came from (New
Hampshire recently, about the de
cline of the present doughnut, and
mentioned the longing for a good
old Knox County doughnut (in
cluded the whole County notice).
It happened to be from a former
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Fogarty, formerly Miss Ruth Witham, both of schoolmate that I well remember as
Kockland, whose wedding took place July 12 at the Methodist Church, the patting me on the back, with his
<ereir.ony being performed by Rev. Cecil Witham of Newcastle, brother so-well remembered smile, and ex
little
tf the bride. The wedding reception was held at the Thorndike Hotel im- pressing pleasure at some
mischief I had done. Later I had
mediately following the ceremony.
a ’Bigger and Better Doughnut
Day;’ The article recently published
to Halifax on an exciting expedi was unexpected, but timely, and
tion. They plan to be the second very heartening.
and third persons to drive from
Thanks Ray-i may take up the
the Atlantic to the Pacific oceans 1 section mentioned If I can get by
Perhaps Not That Many But by automobile without leaving Can with the following.
It seems that only one man
Eight week’s from the date of
a Lot Of Inquiries At Cam ada.
has ever done it, and that recently, this Issue of The Courier-Gazette—
although a medal has been offered It ls my intention to claim title of
den Information Cabin
for 35 years for the first person to Champion Doughnut Maker of the
As the Summer rolls along, the make the trip.
New England States.
Camden C. of C. Reporter.
If anyone in the above States
Camden-Rockport C. of C. Infor
cares
to make a protest do as fol
mation Cabin on Elm street, Cam
lows:
Have published 'in any pa
den, gets to be a busier place.
per,
regardless
of how small, a pro
Helene Foster keeps a daily ‘'traffic"
test, and declaration of intention
record of calls and subjects dis
to challenge my right to their
cussed, and anyone who is not in Farmers Told How To Com ' State, allowing four weeks for any
terested to know how many visitors
others and mail a copy to me at
bat Enteritis In Swine
the Cabin is serving, and for what
once, i I will recognize them as
sort of information they are asking,
Herds
representing their State, but if
can skip the next few paragraphs.
more than one answers they will
In July, there were 1,365 callers
To help prevent feed waste in the have to compete among themselves.
at the cabins. (In 1941, the last
face
of today’s shortages, livestock In other words eliminate to one
pre-war Summer, when the Infor
However, I will not ask for a
authorities
urge a special effort
mation Center was located at the
tournament
to decide which one
Elm street School, there were only this month to combat enteritis in shall compete in (finals, for that
1400 callers during the entire Sum the State’s swine herds.
would disappoint the ones elimina
mer, and 915 of these came in Au
Hogs afflicted with "necro" are ted, so each State may have an in
gust.)
The 1946 register shows
dividual contest, 'unless I fall by
that the July visitors came from unable to utilize *feed properly and the wayside, in which case they
do
not
gain
weight
in
proportion
several Canadian provinces, from
can go on from there. Champion
Alaska, Australia, Virginia, Cali to the feed consumed, even though Doughnut Maker of Maine.
fornia, Georgia, Tennessee, Florida, they may otherwise appear to be in
Fred C. Simmons,
Utah, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota, normal health, the American Foun
226 'E. Moulton St., Watertown,
as well as from all the Atlantic dation for Animal Health points N. Y.
out. Farmers were urged to take
seaboard States.
these three steps to combat en
They Want To Know
AN ENGLISH POESY GEM
The questions asked range all teritis among their swine:
“1. When new feeder pigs are Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the way from urgent calls for an
Glancing over my scrap-book the
purchased,
segregate them from the
"eye doctor to remove something
other
day I came across the most
frcm an eye’’ and a doctor to strap home herd until they are proved heart-tcuching poein I ever read,
free
of
disease.
an ankle, to requests for a “place
“2. When pigs develop digestive with the title “The Mother." It is
to buy clay for making pottery and troubles,
variations in temperature ' one of the gems cf English poesy:
an oven to bake it in."
or
loss
of
weight, move well animals its author Dr. William Wilfrid
Location of a "hock shop" is re
away
from
them, and obtain a vet Campbell, the noted Canadian nov
quested by a man who wants to sell
erinary
d
agnosis
at once. This elist and poet, who died at his home
a plane motor so that he ca.n buy
diagnosis
is
extremely
important near Ottawa a few years ago. The
a boat motor; and location of a
because
the
symtoms
of
enteritis poem follows:
victrola by another person who
THE MOTHER
wants to hear a personal message may otherwise be mistaken for
It was April, blossoming Spring,
recording. Directions are also re those of hog cholera or other I They
burled me, when the birds did
quested for finding the nearest re diseases of swine.
sing.
"3 Practice rigid sanitation. Do
cruiting office, by a man who wants
Earth, ln clammy, wedging eaith.
to enlist; and for the nearest U S. not pasture pigs on ground where They banked my bed with a deep,
there has been an enteritis out
black girth
Immigration Office, for a man who break
individual, movable 1 was a dream and the world was a
wants to bring his family over from houses. Provide
dream,
Concrete floor:#, thoroughly And yet
England.
I kenned all things that aeem;
washed
each
day,
are
4
great
help
I was a dream and the world was a
One question for which Helene
dream,
has not been able to find the an in controling this disease."
Medical treatment for enteritis But you cannot bury a red sunbeam.
swer—can anyone help her?—two
they had burled me dark end
proved more generally satis Though
fishermen ask why the fish they has
low
factory,
when
preventive
sanitation
My soul with the seasons seemed to
caught at the Lake recently had
grow.
and segregation are applied in con
black spots inside.
r dreamed of my babe for a day and
trol
of
this
of
ten-fatal
disease,
the
Not all callers come for informa
a hlght.
And then I rose In my grave-clothes
tion—some want dates for a dance! American Foundation reported.
white
and one couple extended an invita
f rose like a flower from my damp
tion to come to Jefferson to see “50
ear* h-bed
Angora rabbits and how the yarn is
To the world of sorrowing overhead
Men would have called me a thing of
made from the rabbit fur."

A Million Questions

Three Steps Urged

“Too Many Trees”

West Rockport Writer Agrees
Of the approximately 1400 calls
That They Shut Out
at the Information Cabin during
July, the great proportion are rou
Agreeable Views
Many Subjects Discussed

tine questions about routes, swim
ming, boating, employment, etc.
Largest number of inquiries are
for printed literature, with 136 re
quests for Camden-Rockport C. of
C. Directories and 191 calls for
other folders. Next most popular
subjects are “routes" and “sched
ules" with 100 asking for informa
tion about the former, and 109 for
the latter.
In July 42 persons asked about
cabins, 25 about tourist homes, 13
about hotels, three about sporting
camps, and one about trailer camps.
Ten persons asked about public
camp sites, four about housekeep
ing cottages. There were six calls
for information about real estate
for sale.
Forty-two persons asked about
tra'ls and for copies of the Trail
Guide and Map. Thirty-seven in
quiries were about salt-water fish
ing, swimming and boating; 12
about the lakes.
Requests for houses and apart
ments to rent for year-around oc
cupancy have also been left at the
cabin; one house is listed as avail
able for the Summer, Rooms in
10 private homes, seven in Camden,
three in Rockport, are also on file.
On the employment front there
are several calls for women or
girls for general housework, for
cooks, cook’s helpers, and chamber
maid, Those wanting employment
include one practical nurse, one
waitress, one stenographer, four
for store work, 15 wanting care of
children, and a girl and two men
wanting outdoor work An instruc
tor to teach a boy how to sail is
also requested.
Don Short, New York travel
editor, whose syndicated travel
column appears in many newspa
pers, also dropped in for a eall.
Don and his wife were on their way

West Rockport, Aug. 4,
Editor of The Ccurier-Gazette:—
I will agree with the lady corre
spondent whose letter complained
of the vanishing cpen landscape of
Knox County.
I am not an authority on this
subject by any means, but from my
personal observations, I would say
that within the last 125 years or less,
the open landscape of rural Knox
County, consisting of fields and
meadows and pastures, has been
closed by tree and brush growth
about 65 percent and this process is
still going on slowly but surely.
J. G.

harm.
But dreams of my baby made me rosy
and warm
I passed the streets to my husband's
home,
TTre chamber stairs ln a dream I
clomb.
My babe was asleep on a stranger’s
arm.
“O baby, my baby, the grave ls so
warm.”
"Though dark and deep, for mother
ls there!
O come with me from the pain and
care!”
I nestled him soft to my throbbing
breast«
And stole me back to my long, long
rest.
And here I lie with him under the
flowers
That sun winds rock through the bil
lowing hours.
With the nlght-alrs that steal from the
murmuring sea,
Bringing sweet peace to my baby and
me.

S. Newton Broadbent,
Pert Clyde.

Enjoy your Urorito sport at its best . ..

delight in leisurely hours on sun-drenched beaches or in our
private solarium. Thia distinguished hotel eaten to guests
who demand the beet in appointments—service and cuisine.

PALM BEACH HOTEL MME3 J. FARRELL,

4

PALM BEACH, FLOBIDA
Up • WRITE FOR BOOKLET

AND RATES

af

The Northport Navy of the Mainf
Sailing School has closed its fourth
season. Most of the children are
from Ridgewood, N. J , where Miss
Marion £ Eaton, the director, is a
Lat.n Teacher in Ridgewood High
Schoo), and so they have returned
home early to avoid tlie usual trav
el congestion around Maine Camp
Closing time, after having a de
lightful four weeks at Camp and an
adoitional weeks cruise on board
the Lois M. Candage, one of Capt.
Frank Swift boats sailing out of
Camden.
The closing of eamp, termed
"Shore Leave’ started Saturday,
when most of the children visited
either Perry's Nut House in Belfast
or The Smiling Cow in Camden to
take back Maine souvenirs to their
families and friends
That evening The Northport
Yacht Club staged tlie annual "Way
Back Ball" at which dance “The
Maine Sailing School” attended as
a group of "Pirates” from Turtle
Head ’ who invaded tiie Bayside
Community Hall and made believe
g-ather up all the jewels in their
Sea Chest.
Sunday called for the usual Yacht
Club Race at which contest all
boats were sailed by novices, who
had learned to sail in Maine either
last year or th s Summer In the
evening the whole community was
invited to a piano recital sponsored
by the school and given by Marcei
Ruegg, who will always be remem
bered in Bayside as a promising
young musician. The program was
especially well suited for a Summer
concert and tlie audience was more
than appreciative.

The official closing of the school
at Northport was Monday night
Aug. 5 when the annual banquet
took place, with one minute speeches
on

"What

I

Liked

Most

About

Maine”" extemporaneously given by
all the Sailors. Excerpts frcm the
daily Log Book were read and great
ly enjoyed, and prizes were awarded
by Miss Eaton, who is termed the
Admiral.
The prizes this year were award
ed as follows: Best girl camper,
Barbara Lissner, Radburn, N. J.;
best boy camper, Hans Pfister,
Ridgewood, N. J.; most cooperative
girl, Anna Mae Sharpe, Ridgewood,
N. J.; most cooperative boy, also the
one earning the highest Northport
Navy Rat ng, Ian Pattison, Ridge
wood. N. J.
The following students also passec
the test required frcm becoming
skipper of a small sail boat: Bar
bara Paterson, Glen Rock, N. J..
Steve Kenyon and Tim Rogers o'
Ridgewood, N J., and Keith Daniels
of Rockland.—Belfast Journal.
Read The Courier-Gazette

Although the labor supply in the
area served by the Rockland USES
oifice still exceeds demands, during
the past two months canning fac
tories and other seasonal activities
have started operations with tlie
result that the area surplus of la
bor has been relieved somewhat. At
the present time the lumber in
dustry in the area is not very active,
and construction work has been re
tarded by lack ot materials.
Fish processing plants are at the
peak of their operations and have
furnished employment to a number
cf men and women while a shortage
of workers is evident in the gar
ment industry. Sewing machine
operators are in great demand and
hard to find, but trainees will be
accepted.
The granite industry is showing
increased activity, the majority of
the employed workers being granite
and paving block cutters who are
experienced in this type of work.
Only a few laborers are employed
n this industry. The greater part
of the supply of labor in the area
served by this office is to be found
in and about Belfast and Sears
port.
Six selected employers submit
ted labor demand reports to the
Rockland USES office during the

month of July. In mid-July, these
employers had a total of 1359 per
sons on the r payrolls, of whom 49-1
were women. During the next two
and four month periods, to the mid
dle of September and November re
spectively, over-all employment in
reporting establishments is expect
ed to decline by 24 while the num
ber of women employed is expected
‘.o be 23 more than in July.
Four of the covered firms w.ll re
quire slight employment increases
while two anticipate employment
reductions. The increases in fe
male employment will be required
by textile and garment manufactur ng establishments.
The number of job openings on
irder with the Rockland USES offi e
now totaLs 220, an increase of 23
over the number held two months
igo. Of the current openings 82
are for males. 110 for females, and
?8 are for either men or women.
Many of the job orders being re
ceived, which are more or less at
tractive. are filled readily from acive registrat ons in this office. The
orincipal occupations where a short
age cf workers exists are labor
irocess workers for canning fac
tories and power sewing machine
operators for garment factories.

To clear up confusion regarding
certain closed areas in tlie State,
a new Rule and Regulation of the
Comm ssioner of Sea and Shore
Fisheries was announced by Com
missioner Richard E. Reed.
The new regulation wliich re
places the former joint proclama
tion of the Commissioners of Agri
culture and Sea and Shore Fish
eries is based on the recommenda
tion of the Commissioner of Agricu.ture wiio has examined tlie flatus
and determined that they do not
conform to standards required by
the United States Public Health
Service, explained Reed.
The closed areas will be properly
and conspicuously posted witli no
tices of new design upon which the
limits of each area will be specific
ally described, Reed said, in adding
that once the areas have been post
ed, coastal patrol wardens will
patrol them.
“Copies of these regulations are
being filed witli tlie clerks of all
towns and c.iies affected by the
regulation." declared Reed.
Individual flats will remain closed
until such time as proper officials,
upon re-examination of the areas
for corrective measures which have
eliminated tlie cond tions existing
today, shall have advised the Commi'sioner of Sea and Shore Fish
eries that the area concerned ful
fills the strict United States Public
Health Service requirements.

DUTCH NECK
Mr. anti Mrs Ernest Johnson and
Raymond Tuck of Melrose, Mass.,
were week-end guests of Mrs. Eliza
beth McLean and Mrs. Raymond
Tuck.
Richard and David Boyd cf Bel
fast are visiting their grandpar
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Walden Osier.

Keith Chase returned Saturday
after a week's stay with Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Werinenchuck in
Bethel.
Mr. and Mrs. Georgfe Potatmis
ol New York Cty spent two weeks
recently with Mrs. Potatmis* par
ents. Mr. and Mrs Millard Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richardson
of Portland are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Stahl.
Mr. and Mrs Albert Genthner
of South Waldoboro were visitors
Sunday at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Chute and Thomas
Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Smith of
Rcckland spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Miller.
Miss Ada Winchenbach, Mrs.
Elizabeth McLean and Mrs. Merton
Benner were recent Bangor visitors.

Russia will asp a film showing a
well known locomotive engineer at Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
twin
work, in training railroad employes
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the community changed, and Vinal
haven experienced one of the first

Hamilton’s Letter

bitter blows of seeing an important
source of income removed com

Former Vinalhaven
Man
Treats Fishing Problem In pletely from the community. Vinal
haven passed quickly into a phase
Critical Manner
of acute unemployment and social
listlessness.
(Second Installment,

▼

X

We are now confronted with the
question: Is the Maine Pishing In
dustry so poorly equipped that it
cannot afford a guarantee of em
ployment? The answer is “no.’
New England produces anywhere
from 45 to 50% of the flsh con
sumed in this country1, and with a
little protection from the manage
ment of the industry, the Maine
fisherman could be encouraged to
take an even greater part in eontrlbuting to this great industiy.
But with a group of Congressmen
who sit by and watch the welfare o;
our fisherman and seaman being
prostituted before the profit-mad
executives of the industry, who
never see beyond crass emoluments,
the only result to expect ls a repe
tition of the 1029 crash for commu
nities like Vinalhaven.
Representative Bland held a con
ference in Washington May 23,
which was interesting from the
standpoint that not one man ac
tually engaged in catching fish was
there to present the fisherman’s
immediate problems, which we all
know are numerous.
There were countless men repre
senting the management, all urging
abolition of price control and h gh
tariffs on fresh and frozen flsh
from Canada, Iceland and Newloundland I know that Represen
tative Hale and Representative
Smith attended this conference, not
because of what they said, but be
cause I happened to have a copy of
the minutes of the meeting and no
ticed their names.
The past will show only too well
what has happened when American
capitalists, with money invested in
these exterritorial regions, start
playing around with tariff laws
through the pressure that they are
able to exert cn Congress. And
they go to every trouble to color up
their story.
Maine farmers know that when
the tariff on hides from Argentina
was increased it d:d not stop the
import of hides from this country;
but instead. Maine's home market
price fell. The large tanneries continued to import hides from Argen
tina at a price beyond that paid on
tlie home market, and could well
afford to do it since they had suc
ceeded in forcing down the home
market price.
The same principle will apply to
the fishing industry of this State.
The people of V.nalhaven know
what happened to their fine fish
pier which was formerly owned by
two local families. When the man
agement changed, its function to

The question will naturally fol
low, did high prevailing wages at
Vinalhaven drive th s industry
away from the town We, who have
spent most of our lives in Vinal
haven, know that high wages was
not the reason that the new com
pany could not operate in our town.
Fishermen who sold their fish
there know that they paid as much
as a cent and a half less than was
paid at the neighboring port of
Rockland.
The buyers were satisfied With the
market the way that it stood and
just were not interested in further
expansion here at home. The result
was that during this war, our gov
ernment was forced to erect several
large cold storage plants in Iceland
in order to take care of the Ameri
can demand for fish.
The men at Representative
Bland’s conference decried this ac
tion on the part of the federal gov
ernment, mentioning that the pro
posed plan of turning these cold
’storage plants over to the Icelandic
government would mean an increase
in the already overwhelming com
petition that the home market is
getting from foreign sources. They
quite ignored the fact that when
this country could have appreciated
their capital expended in further
expansion of the home industry
they were not interested, but hast
ened off to invest elsewhere ln or
der to Insure their stranglehold on
the home market, maintained by
small wages and still smaller prices
for fish.
Here is truly a labor problem that
has sprung up without any nour
ishment from a labor union. Perhaps
the only reason that our Maine
Congressmen can remain indiffer
ent to the fisherman and his ifeeds
is the fact that the fishermen are
net organized. But it would be well
for them to remember that the
armed forces has taught these re
turning veterans a form of unity
that will not be soon forgotten; his
anger is one of the quickest and
mest certain ways to send him to
the polls to oust the traditional
regime that has given them such
a spurious representation in Con
gress
Steve Hamilton.
22 Battery March street
Boston, Mass
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USE CARE IN SELECTING A
LAXATIVE FOR YOUR CHILDREN.
DR. TRUE’S ELIXIRxhas enjoyed an

excellent reputation for 95 years.
Caution: Use only as directed.
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WALDOBORO GARAGE GO.
JOHN H. MILLER, Owner
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ACCESSORIES!
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EXPERT SERVICEMEN!
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EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS
Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory
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ROCKLAND, ME.
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Capitol plaza wear.ng a sack coat
and a tall silk hat It was. there

Camp Tanglewood

fore, regarded that Mr. Littlefield
Last week-end was Christmas at
was right in the height of style, if Camp Tanglweood with a tree,

not ahead of it.
Senator Hale had a notable
career. He was born in Turner,
but after having been admitted to
the bar he went to Ellsworth to
practice law. He was County At
torney of Hancock County, and
represented Ellsworth in the Maine
Legislature. He was nominated for
Congress in what was then the
Fifth Maine District in 1868 I
have heard that his nomination
was the result of a contest, perhaps
a deadlock, between two candidates,
Frederick A Pike of Calais, then
the Congressman from that District
who desired a renomination, and
Oen. Davis Tillson of Rockland,
who had congressional aspirations,
and that Hale, then a young law
yer only 32 years old. was nomina
ted as a compromise candidate.
When he entered tire House of
Representatives James O. Blaine
of Maine, was the speaker of the
House, and Hale became his de

Santa Claus and all. This is an
usual event, and is eagerly awaited
by all the campers. The dining
The United States Senate
that the house next east of it was
room was gaily decorated in keep
To the best of my knowledge, al the home of Congressman Jonathan
ing with the usual Christmas
though I may be mistaken, no one Cilley, one of the most pathetic
spirit, with greens and holly, and
from Rockland has ever served a figures in the history of the United
a beautiful tree trimmed by the
full term of six years in the United States, in that he was killed in a
F.dgets, with their own craft work.
States Senate. Howeve, I will duel in 1838, on the threshold of
Friday night Christmas Eve was
show later that Rockland can what promised to be a most distin
celebrated, and the juniors threw
a party. After a sing, and a presen
claim at least a 50 percent lien on guished career in public life," a
duel known in history as the Cilleytation of "Jingle Bells’- by the Toy
Senator Frye, and by the same Graves duel, and which is second
orchestra,
Santa Claus arrived
token can claim at least a 25 per in importance in our history only
With planty of gaiety he found
cent on Senator White, his grand to the Hamilton-Burr duel of 1804.
gifts for everyone under the tree.
son, and one of the present Maine
It'may be a matter of interest to
Saturday night, in the weekly
note that one native son of (Rock
Senators.
council fire, the Fidgets did the
When a vacancy occurs in the land has served in the United
story of Christmas. They had
Senate by reason of the death or States Senate, but not from Maine.
built a manger and crib in the
resignation of a member, the ap The late Gen. Adelbert Ames, who
council ring, and the cast was as
pointment or election, as the case was born in Rockland, served as
follows:
may be, of a successor ls for the Senator from Mississippi from
Mary, Caroline Sawyer; Joseph,
unexpired term, and at least two March 17, 1869 until Jan 10. 1874,
Bette Bridges; shepherds, Carla
Rockland men haVe filled out such when he resigned as he had been
Chase. Sandra Greenleaf, Jean
appointed Governor of Mississippi.
short terms
Ann Stoddard, Janice Rogers, Betty
One of the most familiar figures Gen. Ames had an unique career.
voted follower. I remember hav O’Connor, Marjorie Wiley, Petty
in Rockland during my boyhood, He was what might well be called
heard the nickname of “Bub” Winslow, Judy Coffin; angels, Kay
was the late Hon. Nathan Allen a soldier of fortune. He held high1 ing
applied
to him. and I did not at Murchison, Caroline Sleeper, Carol
Farwell. He was a distinguished rank in the Union Army during first know
its significance. I could Ann Flynn, Marcia Mansfield, Sally
looking man tall and erect, wearing the Civil War, as he had just grad-( hardly understand
it applied Ann Robinson. Jane Kapiloff.
a cape, and he would have been uated from West Point when the to such a solemn how
and dignified
Three Wise Men, Betsy Eye, Pa
noticeable in any gathering. He war broke out.
man. but later I found out that in
had held high office in the State,
After the war he was Military; his early days in Congress he had mela Brockway, Jean Nickerson.
The girls acted out the story of
having at one time been president Governor of Mississippi, Senator’
of the Maine Senate, the second from the State, then Governor of been known as “Blaine's Little the first Christmas as appropriate
” and that the name had carols were sung.
office in Maine, and he had al the State, but he resigned as Gov-, Bub,
stuck to him. It was ridiculous, to
After all the campers were in bed.
so represented Maine in the United ernor in 1876, after having served say
the least.
the
campers serenaded each
States Senate.
a little over two years.
Hale was in the House of Repre unit,senior
When William Pitt Fessenden
singing old camp songs.
While he was what is known as sentatives
from
1862*
to
1879,
and
became Secretary of the Treasury a “carpetbagger.” I have been told
Tanglewood's Christmas has be
that time he was a member
in the Cabinet of President Lin in Mississippi that no taint ever during
come a well-established tradition
of
great
prominence.
He
declined
coln, in 1864. Mr. Farwell was ap attached to his character on that at least two Cabinet appointments, among the many activities which
pointed by the 'Governor of Maine, I account. He always retained his that of Postmaster General in are witnessed at camp. The idea
and subsequently elected by the interest in Rockland, and I have President
Grant’s Cabinet and that was first begun back when the "Y”
Legislature of Maine, to serve out heard Rockland people tell about of Secretary
of the Navy in the camp was at Sorrento. There it
the unexpired term, and he served how delightfully they have been Cabinet of President
Hayes. When was the custom to have an outdoor
in the Senate from October 27. 1864 entertained by Gen. and Mrs Ames he went to Washington he was a Christmas tree in the Summer, and
to March 3, 1865. He was not a in their Florida home
bachelor, but before he had been to put on it all the craft work which
candidate for re-election for the
The Congresses of the United there very long he married the ac the campers had done.
full term, from 1865 to 1871, and States are designated serially from
These articles were then sent to
daughter of Senator
Senator Fessenden returned to the the origin of the government under complished
foreign
missions. With the coming
Zachariah
Chandler
of
Michigan,
Senate and served there until his the Constitution. The First Con a native of New England
of
the
war,
it became impossible to
death, in September, 1860.
gress was from March 4, 1789, when
It was said that Mrs Hale was send these materials, so, instead,
Inasmuch as Rockland could the government came into being,
claim 50 percent lien on Senator until March 4. 1791, and ko on. tlie genius of three political genera each Sunday, the offering taken at
Frye, it was entirely appropriate But one change has been made in tions, the daughter of a Senator, the church services goes for the
that his immediate successor in ' this respect, and that was by the the wife of a Senator, and the same purpose. Yet the idea of a
the Senate should be a Rockland ! Twentieth Amendment to the Con- mother of a Senator, in that she Summer celebration of Christmas
man Senator Frye died in service, 1 stitution which went into effect was her father’s confident, her has remained, and is anticipated
in 1911, and his Immediate succes ■ about 10 years ago fixing the term husband’s confident, and she lived and remembered long by all the
sor for the unexpired term was the of Congress from Jan. 3 In each to see her son, Hon. Frederick campers.
A group of seniors left on an alllate Hon. Obadiah Gardner, then a odd year to Jan. 3, two years later. Hale, filling with distinction the
seat
in
the
Senate
which
his
day
hike Thursday to Ragged
resident of Rockland. He served in
I remember that once in the Pol father had occupied for so long
Mountain, with Mrs. I. G Stetson
the Senate from Sept. 23, 1911, to itical Science class in college, I and
with so great credit to himself of Bangor, Priscilla Hayes of Ban
March 3, 1913.
asked Prof. MacDonald how it hap and his
State.
gor, and Barbara Tope of CharleIt is no mere platitude to say that pened that March 4, 1789. was the
those of us who knew Senator date on which the adjournament Hale, as Congressman, fell a voi, Pa., as councilors. Although
Gardner best and appreciated his under the Constitution went into victim to a labor movement of his they were unable to complete the
higli character and rugged integri effect, and he told me that this time, as he was defeated for re- trip up Ragged Mountain because
ty, were genuinely glad to see this was the date chosen by the Con election in 1878 by the late Thomp of the blindness of the trail, they
great honor come to him. He was gress of the Confederation after son H. Murch of Rockland, the “un did climb Mount Battie, and went
never affected in the least by it. I the ratification of the Constitution known stone-cutter.’’ I have under for a swim in Lake Megunticook
stood that the plan to nominate before returning to camp for sup
remember once that I was in Wash of the United States.
ington while he was in the Senate
As a matter of record, it may be Murch was made in the back room per.
and happened to go into a commit stated that on Sept 13, 1788, the of a Rockland drug store, and that
Plans this week included an over
tee room at a hearing where An Congress of the Confederation des the late Judge Leonard R. Camp night trip to Islesboro for the
bell
was
selected
to
present
his
drew Carnegie was a witness
ignated the first Wednesday of the
Middlers and other overnights to
Senator and Mrs Gardner were • next succeeding March as the time name to his Convention. Camp Sagamore Park in Camden, and
bell
’
s
fierj
oratory
put
it
over,
and
there, also Gov. Plaisted, and some < for commencing proceedings un
Bald Rock Mountain.
other people from Maine. After the der the said constitution.’’ This in the election Murch won.. Rock
The water pageant which was
land
has
occasion
to
remember
hearing the Senator asked us if we happened to be March 4. and that
planned
for Sunday, Aug. 11, is to
would not like to meet Mr. Carne is the significance of the fourth of with gratitude his service in Con be postponed, and will be held on
gress,
for
he
was
the
Congressman
gie, and he took all of us and in March in each odd year in our his
troduced us to him. Mr. Carnegie tory, until recent years. The pres who secured the original appropria the closing day, Aug. 25.
talked to us for several minutes in ent Congress is the Seventy-eighth tion for the Rockland breakwater.
Notwithstanding his defeat in 1900. when the young lawyer which
a most familiar way, telling us par Congress.
1878 Hale was not out of public she had married was President of
ticularly of his fondness for James
I was Secretary to Mr. Littlefield
G Blaine and how he had visited at | during the Fifty-sixth Congress life for very long He was soon the Senate of the United States.
(To Be Continued)
Skibo Castle, the Carnegie estate in i and a portion of the Fifty-seventh sent as a Representat'e from Ells
worth
in
the
Maine
Legislature,
Scotland.
Congress, from 1899 to 1902.
and in 1881 he was elected by the Edible mushrooms contain 90
* * * *
Although Rockland has never
Legislature
to the United States percent water.
had a full termer in the United
In the Fifty-sixth Congress the
States Senate, Thomaston has. The ; Senators from Maine were Eugene Senate to succeed Hon. Hannibal
late Hon John Ruggles, of Thom Hale of Ellsworth and William P. Hamlin, who had been Vice Presi
aston, was appointed to the Senate Frye of Lewiston. While they were dent with President Lincoln and
in 1835 to fill the vacancy caused men of different temperaments was then retiring from the Senate.
by the resignation of Senator Peleg and different personalities, they He took his seat in the Senate on
Sprague After the appointment he j made a strong combination, and [ March 4, 1881. His opponent for
was elected for the full term. He they had strikingly similar political the office was Congressman Frye,
served from Jan. 20, 1835 to March careers. Two finer or abler all who was destined to jinn him as
from Maine in a few days.
3, 1841.
around men never represented Senator
Senator Hale was a man of srfcat
Senator Ruggles rendered distin Maine or any other State in the
influence in the Senate, although
guished service in the Senate early Senate of the United States.
in his term in that he framed a bill
Personally Senator Hale, as I re somewhat inconspicuous. He was
lor the reorganization of the United member him, was a man of not much interested in naval legislation,
States Patent Office, which became over medium height, somewhat in and for many years he was chair
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
a law in 1836. He died in 1874. but clined to rotundity, and giving an man of the Committee on Naval
his house in Thomaston is still indi impression of pomposity. He was Affairs, a post later held by his
STATE OF (MAINE
cated as one of the points of inter a correct and meticulous dresser, son. As will be shown later, he County of Knox. ss.
est in the town. It is a beautiful and was regarded as the epitome of was one of the leaders who deter To The Honorable Justice of the
Colonial dwelling, and I believe sartorical elegance in the Senate. mined matters of noiicy, and a Superior Court, next to be held at
member of a small oligarchy which Rockland within and for the County
I remember a somewhat amusing virtually
of Knox on the first Tuesday of No
ruled the Senate.
vember, 1946.
incident along this line. One day
While a strong partisan his con Gladys M. Hooper of Rockland in
Mr. Littlefield carelessly wore a science
was his guide, and his most the County of Knox and State of
sack coat and a tall silk hat up to
R«tw<«4 in S MinutM •» d«ubl« yaw men*? back
Maine, being the wife of Everett S.
When excess stomach acid cauiei painful, auffocat- the Capitol. This was noticed, and conspicuous act in his later years Hooper, respectfully
represents that
ln( (aa, tour stomach and heartburn, doctors usually
in
the
Senate
was
his
opposition
she was lawfully married to the said
prescribe the fastest arttnt medicines known for some good-natured comment made
to the acquistion of the Philippine Everett S Hooper at Portland. Maine
symptomatic relief—medicines like those In Bell-ane
Shortly after that, how Islands
Tablets. No Jasatlre. Bell-ans brings comfort ln a upon it.
after the Spansh-American on the nineteenth day of July. 1924;
llffy or return bottle to us for double money back. 25c. ever, Senator Hale appeared on the War.
they lived together as husband
He opposed the (onfirmation that
and wife at Portsmouth, New Hamp
of the Treaty of Paris, although his shire
from the time of their marriage
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
colleague, Senator Frye, had been a until the fifteenth day of June, 1940;
of tbe
member of the Peace Commission that your libellant has always con
herself towards her said hus
Al ducted
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSOCIATION which formulated the treaty.
band as a faithful, true and affection
though the State of Maine did not ate wife; that the said Everett S.
BOCKLAVD. ME.
agree with him wholly in this mat Hooper being unmindful ot hl3 mar
vows and obligations has been
A* Shown By Ite Boohs
ter, still he was re-elected to the riage
guilty of cruel and abusive treatment
Senate
from
Maine
while
the
JULY 29, 1946
towards your libellant; that the resi
treaty was pending in the Senate. dence of the said Everett S. Hooper ls
He retired from the Senate unknown to your libellant and can
J. ALBERT JAMESON, Pres.
I. LAWTON BRAY, Sec.-Treas. voluntarily on March 4, 1911, after not be ascertained by reasonable dili
gence; that your libellant has resided
EDWARD F. GLOVER, Vice Pres.
having served there for 30 years. here ln good faith for one year prior
He served Maine in Washington as to the commencement ot these pro
that there ls no collusion
DIRECTORS—A. Judson Bird. B. E. Flanders, Thomas H. Chisholm, Congressman and Senator for 40 ceedings;
your libellant and the said
His son between
Walter P. Conley, Charles H. Duff. Edward F, Glover, I. Lawton Bray, years. He died in 1918
Everett S. Hooper to obtain a divorce;
J. Albert Jameson, J. Fted Knight, Walter H. Spear, Leforest A. Thurston, occupied his seat in the Senate for that there ls a minor child, namely:
24 years, from 1917 to 1941, and his Roger L. Hooper, age twelve years.
Organized May 18, 1888
WHEREFORE she prays that a divorce
nephew, Hon. .Robert Hale of may
be decreed between her and the
Portland, is nowCongressman
said Everett S. Hooper for the cause
RESOURCES
from the First Maine District.
above set forth and that she may be
Loans on Shares ........................ ......................................... -................
$4,585 00
I have said that Rockland can awarded the custody of said child.
Dated at Rockland. Maine this twen
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate (SF) ......................................
24,350 00 claim at least a 50 percent lien on
ty-sixth day of July, 1946
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate (DRI .................................... 701,805 10 Senator Frye. He
was born in
GLADYS M. HOOPER
Guaranteed * Loans iFHA and VA) ...................... -........... .........
63,010 87 Lewiston, but as a young man, just
STATE OF MAINE
United States Securities ’....................................................... ............. 100.000 00 graduated from Bowdoin, he came
County of Knox. ss.
Stock in Federal Home Loan Bank ...............................................
8,200 00 to Rockland to study law in I860. Subscribed and sworn to before me
Furniture and Fixtures .............................
1,867 11 I believe that he was a law student this twenty-sixth dav of July. 1946
HARRY E WILBUR.
Cash on Deposit ..............................................................................
13,961 97 in the office of Thatcher, Lowell &
Notary* Public.
Cash on Hand ............................................................... ....................
1.656 78 Foster, leading lawyers in Rockland Notarial
Other Resources ..................................................................................
3,000 00 a century ago. Mr. Littlefield had a
Seal
STATE OF MAINE
large round table in his private of (L. S )
$922,436 83 fice, which he said was once in
Total Resources
KNOX. SS
their office, and it may be that this
Clerk’s Office Superior Court,
UABILITIES
in Vacation.
table was the one at which Sena
Rockland. July 30. A. D. 1946
Accumulated Capital (Free Shares) ...............
$558,358 65 tor Frye sat as a law student.
Upon the foregoing LIBEL Ordered.
The future Senator and Presi That, the Libellant give notice to said
Accumulated Capital (Mortgage Pledged Shares) .....................
21,792 18
Accumulated Capital (Pledged for Share Loans) .....................
10,693 56 dent of the fUhited States Senate Everett S. Hooper, to appear before our
Prepaid Shares Certificates .........................................................
84.600 00 was admitted to the Lincoln County Superior Court to be holden at Rock
within and for the County of
Borrowed Money ...........................................................................
86,00:) 00 Bar. as Knox County had not then land.
Knox, on the first Tuesday of Novem
Guaranty Fund ....................................
54,483 25 been | set off from Lincoln and ber. A. D 1946. by publishing an at
105,456 66 Waldo counties. He started prac tested copy of said Libel, and this or
Profits ...............................
41 58 tice in Rockland, but soon he re der thereon, three weeks successively
Federal Taxes Withheld
The Courler-Oazette. a newspaper
970
95 moved to Lewiston. However, he in
Other Liabilities .............
printed ln Rockland, in our County of
did not leave Rockland wholly be Knox, the last publication to be thirty
$922,436 83 hind. for in a little while one of days at least prior to said first Tues
Total Liabilities
of November next, that he may
Rockland’s finest daughters went day
there and then ln our said court ap
to Lewiston as Mrs. Frye. As the pear and show cause lf any he have,
Number of Stockholders ....... ............
Senator once said at an “Old Home why the prayer of said Libellant should
Number of Shares Outstanding .........
___
Week” gathering in Rockland, she not be granted
Number of Shares Pledged for Loans
FRANK A TIRRELL, JR.
caught
him
with
her
"Spear.
’
’
Mrs
Number of Borrowers ............................
Justice of the Superior Court.
Frye never lost her interest in A true copy of the Libel and Order
Number of Loans .................................
Rockland, and she was a frequent of the Court thereon
8 »
____
visitor to her relatives there She (L
HOMER E. 'ROBINSON,
Attest; MILTON M GRIFFIN. Clerk
Ranh Commissioner. died suddenly in Washington, in
«3*T*67
By J. E. Rhodes, 2d

■fHSutt Va
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Gas on Stomach

ALSO

CAMDEN ST.

Al:~

■■

The Doughnut Champ

The Memory Man

Clever Rhymes Inspired by Just See How He Contrasts
T. Raymond Pierce’s
Old Day Prices With Those
Recent Letter
Of Today
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Hear! Hear!

(By Iree Member*
Recalling the wage scale of 50-

70 years ago I might add that
farmers could hire all the able help
they needed at $15 to $18 a month
and “found.” A good home, long
days, that was used in a recent issue days but good treatment—I’ve
done work under those conditions
of The Courier-Gazette.
It was an appreciation of a few and grew fat on it.
How could families live on those
doughnuts sent him, and a thought
that the different “Challenges” were wages? Low cost of living was on
a level with wages, looks like a
•Unwarrantably limited! ’
I value the article very highly, reasonable explanation.
Here are some prices we all paid
and, as it led to the following verses,
which I find very amusing myself, in those days when production was
and hope the reader will also, I will the order of the day—before gov
ernment control took the driver’s
dedicate the following to Ray.
Imaginary testimonials and com seat. Coal was plentiful at $6 a
ments from the different corre ton, wood at $5 a cord, flour $4 to
$4 50 a barrel, crackers at 6 cents a
spondents of our hero (me)
pound (I've bought them for 2
HEAR! HEAR!
cent§
less) butter at 20 cents a
tu
pound, sugar .04 and 05 cents a
T. Raymond Pierce
pound, meat from 8 cents to 18
Anderson (Ohio')
| cents a pound, eggs 10 cents a doz
I was faint, and weak, and weary—
en, salt pork and lard at 8 cents a
Was dying. Doctors said!
But now am hale, and hearty.
pound, fish 5 cents a pound, potaAfter eating doughnuts made by
I toes at 30 to 50 cents per bushel,
Fred
' squash at 1 cent a pound, turnips
Encore.
at 25 cents a bushel, cabbage at 1
For many years I suffered.
cent per pound, cucumbers 1 and 2
And from the lungs I WedBut now I am recovered.
cents each, oranges 10 to 15 cents
Thanks to doughnuts made by
a dozen, grapes at 10 cents a basket
Fred
j apples at 75 cents to $1.25 per bar
Clark (Maine)
rel, lemons at 1 and 2 cents each,
I formerly was scrawly.
cheese at 12 cents Per pouna.
And lacking much ln vim—
But now am well, and healthy,
I could continue clear down the
From the doughnuts made by
line of edibles but am weary, ah,
'•81m’
' those good old days! And, rememStevens (Conn )
The words above are the caption
of an article by T. Raymond Pierce,
a former schoolmate of High School

I was discouraged, and downhearted. I ber. one could buy till his cash and
And felt much like a tramp —
I credit ran out and the stores would
But now have vim, and vigor,
still be loaded with goods! Kamo
Eating doughnuts by the

Harrigan (Calif.)
The history of "Challenges"
Wculd need but a small book—
But would detract ln no way
From ability to

Champ 1 with the farms

Cook
Simmons (New York)
I was tired, mean, and 'onery
And would hardly ever eat.
Until I made the doughnuts
That T knew could Not be beat
Barnum ( Florida)
You seem very vain of doughnuts.
And that others are not ln lt—
Don’t forget the story
Of the sucker born each minute

Courier Gazette

Our paper has been willing
To hurl "Challenges" for you.
But to take on all New England (?)
Fred! Be careful what you do!
Encore.
We are getting old—not feeble!
The doughnut still our Joy—
Why not send a sample
By the former “Rockland Boy?"
T. Raymond Pierce
I have eaten ln many places.
And found many doughnuts "punk,”
So I always smile with pleasure
At a doughnut fit to “dunk.'
Encore.
Yes! I have traveled many places
And found the doughnuts tough—
But say. of Simmons' doughnuts,
That I 'never get
Enuff!

P. S

If you strive to make a doughnut
That will never let you down.
Please send the name and address
To the "Champ” at Watertown.

F. C. Simmons,
Champion Doughnut Maker of Maine.

226 E. Moulton street.
Watertown, N. Y.

Defender Of Trees
A Correspondent Who Admits
That “It Takes All
Kinds”
Ed tor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It depends upon the taste of the
dwellers in the houses wtoy people
plant trees and shrubs in Maine.
Imagine a town like Rockport with
out a tree or shrub in sight! To My
mind, trees, shrubs and flowers add
much beauty and value to real
estate.
I have seen many instances of a
group of buildings where the foun
dation was the most prominent
feature on the lot. Underpinnings
are most important but not always
decorative in houses or on people.
A little drapery is beneficial in both
cases. Groups of houses near a
factory seldom have a blade of
grass to interfere with the view .
Who wants to copy that style?
I remember a place, visited yeais
ago, where we used to sit at the
windows and look across pleasant
pastures to Penobscot Bay. From
those same windows, we now see
alders and wild cherry bushes,
which have obliterated the reason
for the location. The owner of the
w Id growth has become aged and

Clothing? Why, one could buy a
very good outfit, top to toe, for the
price of a pair of high-heeled la
dies' shoes and a pair of nylon
i stockings today! ti have bought a
splendid suit of clothes for $6 and
a fine blue serge suit for 10 bucks!)
Wages were low—so was tlie cost of
living and now comes a few ques
tions.
First, what is a high standard of
living? As wages climbed and tlie
cost of living kept pace with wages
we have been bombarded witli
blurbs about "liigh living stan
dards" (high wages and high
prices?)
When people have a comfortable
home .plenty to eat, plenty of fuel,
plenty of clothing, money enough
to pay living costs, good health,
self respect live in peace and
plenty and enjoy life—isn’t that a
pretty high standard of living
What must we do to climb to a
higher standard? Get in debt for
bigger houses? Strike for higher
wages? Pay higher prices? Get
bigger bathtubs?
Strut more?
Feel more important than we
really are? Look down our noses
at anyone who doesn’t earn as
much as we do? Drive a costlier
car than some other feller? Boast
about the nation’s vast riches?
(Just a word on this angle).
The man whose debts are more
than his assets is far from “rich ’
and a nation is no different than
l an individual. Our national assets
are listed at some 250,003,000,000
and our (debt is pretty close to
$3 000,000,000 and we can’t be
“rich” until our debt is paid and
we have a good surplus to boast
about—huh?)
With wages now at the highest
peak the world has ever known
and prices on the high level of high
wages just how much progress
have we made toward the “high
standard of living’’ that has been
dinned in our years for many
years? Do we have more to eat?
More to wear? More comfort?
More happiness? More peace and
plenty? How come?
cannot wrestle with the axe and
scythe. The youth has been called
to war and the owner cannot hire
manpower if he had the where
withal.
Some types are unconscious to
views as another type is blind to
the softening beauty of trees. “It
takes all kinds” and each kind is
WRITE.
I. C. U.
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WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHS
A cherished reminder of that memorable occasion In
the years to come.
We are equipped to handle your wedding at the home
or church and deliver photographs of superior quality.

SIDNEY L. CULLEN
flu

AT THE COURIER-GAZETTE
TELS. 770, 907-W, 907-R
Glossy Prints for the Newspapers furnished free of
charge.
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Atomic Bomb Test

At ’Scotta Fair

Another Interesting Letter List of the 4-H Members
Who Won Prizes There
From Ensign Carr To
Last Week
i
His Mother
First prize winners at Damari
The second atomic bomb test
here at Bikini Ls now rapidly draw scotta Fair are:
Canning — Mary Alice Moody,
ing to an end. All that remains to Jefferson;
be done is certain scientific work,
,lx. Sh rley Clark.
~ Damariconnected with the target ships. I scotta; Althea Orff Jefferson
Garden—Richard Houdlette, West
The results of tlie test will be worked
over and studied for weeks to come Dresden.
Cooking and Housekeeping—Dor
but our work in the radiological
survey is at an end, except for cer othy Rittall, Cedar Grove.
Sewing—Marjorie Brown, South
tain salvage operations.
Blanche
Spencer,
As on the •‘A-day” test, nearly all Thomaston;
Whitefield;
Idabelle
Wiggin.
South
the ships steamed out of the lagoon
the day before the bombing The Thomaston; Marita Butler, Thomother ships connected with last- aston; Frances Spencer, Wh tefield;
minute pickups scurried out early Barbara Cornish Whitefield; Mar
in the morning, to lie to awaiting jorie Tarr, Whitefield; Anne RusH-hour This time, we were quite sell, Whitefield; Faustina Gushee,
a bit closer than on A-day and Appletcn; Esther Hart, Appletcn;
every eye was strained toward the Barbara Wadsworth,
Appleton;
target array which was clearly Jean Gilbert New Harbor; Elsie
visible over the low lying islands loud. New Harbor.
of tlie atoll.
Dairy—Atwood Moody, Jefferson
Everyone who predicted that ASecond prizes were won as folday was a mere preview for the lows:
main event was entirely right from Canning—Joan Norwood, Jefferwhat I could see. There has surely son; Virginia Norwood. Jefferson.
never been a man-made display
Garden—Robert Sidelinger Dam
quite as awe-inspiring as was this ariscotta Mills.
seccnd bombing on B-day. A huge
Cooking and Housekeeping—Joan
column of water was blown sev Norwood, Jefferson; Mary Alice
eral thousand feet into the air. Moody,, Jefferson; Judy Peters,
This spectacle was Immediately West Dresden; Laura Wotton, New
followed by what appeared to be an Harbor; Yvonne Bailey, Dresden.
immense tidal wave forming over
Sewing—Victoria Wiggin, South
the target ships and speeding Thomaston;
LeAnna
Cornish,
toward us.
Whitefield; Edith Hunt, Thomas
We soon realized that this was ton; Shirley Anderson, Whitefield;
merely an immense wave of steam Bernice Hunt, Thomaston; Jose
and water vapor. First one, and
Bean, Appleton; Lyndall
then another nf the target ships phine
Mink,
Appleton;
Evelyn Carleton,
disappeared from sight, until the Appleton
whole lagoon was covered with a
Third prizes:
heavy fog.
Garden
—Jack Brown. West DresThe large waves following the
blast were visible several minutes den
Cooking and Housekeeping —
later, breaking on the beaches be
Emily
Russell. Whitefield; Muriel
tween us and the target area. The
concussion from the blast seemed Tarr, Whitefield,
quite a bit more severe than the
Sewing—Maida Jenkins, Thomfirst although this was partially due aston; Jennie Blair, Whitefield; C.
to our increased nearness to the Mabel Morang, Appleton; Alice
center of the blast. Contrary to Miller, Appleton.
certain predictions. I saw no ships
blown high in the air. I did see
two large pieces of debris descend
from the waterspout, though

Af

hX'Uncle Sam Enlisting Them
For Inactive Duty In
Naval Reserve

The • Navy Department has re
cently authorized the enlistment of
former WAVES in the Navy Re
serve for Inactive Duty, Lieut.
Frank Andrews Officer in Charge
of Navy Recruiting for the State of
Maine, announces.
To meet enlistment requirements,
f°
rm
members
WAVES
musterhavp
servpd ofQn the
acUve
du(.y
during World War II; must be between 20 and 64 years of age and
must have no living children under
18 years of age.
rest of the boats hurried to join
The term of enlistment will be
their respective P.G^I.'s and start
for
the duration of the present war
their patrols. My boat B was
first alongside the AV 14 and after and six months thereafter, or until
picking up the Enyu landing party, such earlier time as the Congress
we proceeded in company with B-8 by concurrent resolution or the
to Enyu The other boat of my pa President by proclamation may
trol picked up the Bikini landing designate.
Lieut. Andrews further announced
party and poined the P. G. M. 24 in
skirting the deadly waters at the that the Navy Recruiting Station,
center to disembark their landing 76 Pearl street. Portland, will be
party on the main island in order open the usual office hours—8 a. m.
to retrieve the film and other to 4.30 p. m. on weekdays and from
records of the blast.
8 a. m. to 1 p. m. on Saturdays to
The Enyu party which rode in effect WAVE enlistments in the
tny boat faced very little danger, | Naval Reserve for Inactive Duty,
as all our readings were either "
*
negative or very minute, on both fuj iagOon. with no signs of danger
Enyu itself and in the water lead- ; present, and yet know that no lut
ing to it from the entrance of the man could live for long aboard anv
lagoon. Several of the other pa- of those ships or even in the water
trols ran into some hot areas, and , surrounding them The effects ot
some boats even exceeded their the
•
radiation produced by an
tolerance for the day. but so far as atomic explosion are as deadly as
3 know, there were no cases where any shell, but still it's rather an
anyone got a harmful dose of eerie feeling to know that your
radioactivity.
only means of combating this in
The first few days after Baker visible enemy is with a small in
day we were constantly busy pa strument no larger than an ordi
trolling the limits of the radio nary lunch pail.
activity and sending pertinent data
By the time you read this letter,
to the Mount McKinley so that the damage done by the B-day
operations could function with bomb will have been made public.
knowledge of what to expect in the At present, I don't believe all the
target area. Our patrols were data has been given out so I won't
credited with saving a D.D., an give any details as to results of the
APA. and a submarine and were bombing. I'd advise everyone who
congratulated with the traditional can to see the films of this test.
•‘Well Done.' so I guess we per As I said before, it’s truly an awe
formed the job that was expected of Inspiring sight.
Us in a creditable manner.
Ensign Charles H. Carr. Jr .
It was rather rugged patrolling
UB.N
Irom 6 in the morning until sunset
ln the "lovely warm sun and light
INVEST IN
breezes of the trade winds,'' as the
temperature was 105 in the shade of
which there was none, at least not
on our boats.
1 am still not reconciled to the
strangeness of being able to view
SAVINGS BONDS
6hips riding at anchor in a peace-

Made Good On Tour

The Busy Meehan Plant
J

A Ripe Old Age
Fhoto by S. L. Cullen
A glimpse of the Meehan quarry showing two of its highly popular granite specialties, fireplaces and moor
ing stones.

This carload of fireplaces sold In
Knox and Waldo Counties. The
carload of mooring stones in front
of the carload of fireplaces sold to
Prouts Neck Yacht Club, Scarboro,
Maine. During the war John Mee
han & Son operated their quarry by

manufacturing new items which
were more or less foreign to them,
and now they are leaders in their
field manufacturing granite articles
of all descriptions, besides contract
ing for all kinds of work locally.
Some of the items now produced are
flag stones, well curbs, property
markers, foundation stones, riprap,

The floral parade given Old Home
Week saw first prize go to the Rcck
land Gun Club, second to the W. O.
Hewett Co., third to I. L. Snow Co.'s
Treasure Ship, fourth to the Bridal
Party and fifth to Mrs. E. F. Berry's
Butterfly float. In the baseball
game at Oakland Park, Augusta
beat Rockland 8 to 2. Rockland's
battery was Fester and Sturtevant.
The Senator Baxter handtub of
Bath and the Hecla of Randolph
won the muster contest.

drive curbs, fill for driveways,
granite steps and walks:
Ther are now back in their regu
lar business of cutting paving blocks
and curb stone together with monu
mental stone for the New York and
New Jersey markets as well as sup
plying Maine road contractors in
the State of Maine.

of his legs badly.
Dr. and Mrs. W. Harrison San
born classed as "grossly exaggerat
ed” the report that their little son
was nearly drowned at Megunticook
Lake. The child had become ma
rooned in two inches of water.
E. R. Veazie was commissioned as
1st Lieutenant of the 5th Company

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1921.

C.A.C.
The

V. Bickford of Camden.

The following births were recorded:
Lisbon N. H.. July 19, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clark B. Frost, a daughter—
Norma.
Rockland, July 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Simmons, a son—Lewis Ed
win.
'

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Growth Of Grange

society

circus at Oakland Park drew 1000
dancers.
The W. H. Glover Co. bought the
F. L. Payson door and sash mill in
South Hope to replace the Kaler
mill .destroyed by fire.
William H. Maxey, Sr., bought
from Orel E. Davies, the house at
the corner of Pleasant and Broad
streets.

Li Chung-Yun Lived To Be
256—Had Married 24
Times
George A. Tarr hands us the
following article clipped from the
Golden Age Magazine:
"Li Chung-Yun of China, was
born in 1677 In the year 1827 the
Chinese government sent official
felicitations to him on attaining
his 150th birthday
In 1877 the
government again congratulated
him on atttaining his 200th birth
day. He has married and outlived
23 wives and is now living with his
21 at the age of 252 years.
“Li has recently given in a Chin
ese University a course of 28 lec
tures on longevity.
Each lecture
was three hours long. For 200 years
ginseng root has been a part of his
diet every (day. He advocates an
herb diet and disbelieve? in any
exercise that tires. He seems not
older than a man of 52,. according
to those who have met him.
Later: “Peiping, May 5, 1933
Known as ,the oldest man in the
world, Li Ching-Yun, who claimed
to have lived 256 years, died today
at Kaihsien in Szechun .'Province.
Born a peasant. Li declared his
longevity was the result of his
habit of cultivating peace of mind "
at Shore Acres, Vinalhaven, for

Fire damaged the VerrUl block,
Detroit, Mich.. July 23. to Mr. and and Simpson & Staples block about Charles Shields.
Mrs. George Simmons, 71, died in
Mrs. Richard S. Fuller of Tulsa, $5000. -' The tenants of the former

Harry Smith and child were in Okla a daughtcr-^Sarah Jeannette. were Scott's Tea Store, F. C.
jured when they were thrown from
Rockland, July 23, to Mr' and Knight's tailor Shop, B. L. Segal's
Mrs. Charles E. Staples, a daugh clothing store, none of which sus
a merry-go-round.
tained a loss. The upstairs tenants
';»• . i .
The Legion was leading in the ter—Anna.
Oakland Park Twilight League.
Rockland, July 26, to Mr. and Mrs. were E. K. Gould. R. U. Collins, R.
Waldo Tyler, Metropolitan Insur
Prank
T. Winchenbach, a son.
Fred Fernald bought the Dodge
ance
Co., L. R. Campbell, Strout’s
prov sion store in Rankin block.
Rockland. July 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
Farm Agency, and Dr H. L. Rich
The Waliter H. Spear bungalow William W. Gilchrest of Thomas- ards.
t
*
was a beautiful sight with more ton, a daughter.
Fire did $4000 damage to the
than 5000 roses blooming on the
Washington, July 22, to Mr. and building on Park street occupied
vines.
Mrs. Ernest Pardoe, a daughter.
i jjy the Consolidated Baking Co.
G OB. Crockett, night watchman
Owl's Head, July 27, to Mr. and
at the Samoset fell and broke his Mrs. Eugene Emery, a daughter,
The following births were releft knee cap
Tenant's Harbor, July 23, to Mr. corded:
Rockland, July 28 to Mr. and
Fire destroyed five buildings in and Mrs. Leslie Stewart, a son—
the Bicknell lumber yard and an George
Mrs. Walter H. Robbins, a son—
Rockland July 29, to Mr. and Mrs. Thaddeus.
immense quantity of stock. The
loss was $50,000, covered by a blan John T. Walsh a daughter.
Rockland, July 25, to Mr. and Mrs
Thomaston, July 29. to Mr. and Ernest Grover, a son.
ket insurance policy.
Rev. John M Ratcliff was in Mrs. William Gillchrest, a daughter
Rockland, Aug. 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
stalled as pastor of the Universalist —Barbara.
Sanford
W. Delano, a daughter
* • • «
Church.
Frenchboro Aug. 1, to Mr and
Mrs. Or villa McCallum, 73, died in Mrs. Charles Mitchell, a son.
A. M. Young bf the Knox Elec
Thomaston.
tric Company was promoted to in
Stonington. — to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Hanson fell and broke one Ernest Smith, a son
spector of lines.
♦ • • •
of his arms.
Rockland. Aug. 4. to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph W. Young opened a cobbler Ernest Johnson of Portland, a son—
Tlie marriages for this period
shop in Union.
were:
Ernest Eugene.
Camden was beaten 3 to 2 at
Rockland. July 16, Albert T Grant
Rockland, July 31. to Mr. and
Togus. The Camden players were I Mrs John N. Lane, a daughter
and Frances I Stimpson.
Searsmont. Aug. 1, to Mr. and
Rockland. June 13. Jesse C. Fey Thomas. Magee, Boynton. Dahlgren,
Anderson, Taylor, Wardwell, Hooper . Mrs. Albert Marriner, a daughter,
ler and Nina P. Mitchell
Rockland, Aug. 10 to Mr. and
Rockland. July 19, Allison M. and Dwinal.
A B. Vinal of Vinalhaven sold the I Mrs. Maurice F. Lovejoy, a daugluer.
Pierson of Rockport and Inez E.
William Vinal place to Carl Mai- | Vinalhaven. Aug. 10, to Mr. and
Denn son ot St. George.
| Mrs. Leslie B Dyer, a son
Rockland. July 7. Peter Edwards strom and Fritz Skoog.
and Annie Halligan
Irvin Spear’s buildings and 200 , Appleton Aug. 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomaston, July 20. Weston hens in Warren were destroyed by 1 Leroy N. Moody, a son.
White Head, — to Mr. and Mrs.
Young of Cushing and Edna Ma fire during an electrical storm
Walter Conley of Camden, who Walter RacklifTe, a daughter
loney of Thomaston.
Friendship, Aug. 10. to Mr. and
Friendship. July 20. Leslie Thomp had been attending Massachusetts
son of Spruce Head and Gladys School of Optometry, was about to Mrs Allie Cushman, a daughter,
open an office.
Rockland. Aug. 10. to Mr. and
Robinson of Rockland
Charles A. Benner. 64, died in Mrs. Fred Knight, a daughter—
Rockland, July 26, Arthur M.
Thomaston. He was a skilled book- Marguerite.
Rawley and Iva Stanley.
! vinalhvaen. Aug. 15. to Dr. and
Gardiner. July 23, Harold M. keeper.
Mrs. Clarence L. Magune, 59, died 1 Mrs. F. F. Brown, a son—Gardiner
Newbert of Gardiner and Christine
in Thomaston.
Lane.
C. B. Hall was elected president
• • • •
of the Warren Board of Trade
’
The marriages for this period
The Thomaston schooner E. Marie were:

Thomaston.
Clifford J. Bradford. 71. died in
Friendship.
Capt. and Mrs. C. H. Harding of
South Union observed their golden
wedding anniversary.
Camden had a new undertaking,
firm, Wilson. Inc.; succeeding to
Charles T. Swan. Lionel Wilson of
Detroit was president.

Tlie quarter ending June 30 re
vealed a period ot aeciaed prosper
ity in the Grange organization of
the country, with extension of new
units into many of the States. Tne
new units number 47 and the re
organized 11, comprising 20 differ
ent states, and the number of new
Juvdniles was 46, with 19 reor
ganizations. Two new Pomona in
stitutions took place in North Caro
lina and this total, as a whole, is
considerably in excess of the same
months of 1945.
The National Grange organiza
tional year closes at midnight Sept.
30. and the present outlook is tnat
the year's total will be tin excess of
a long time back, with a net mem
bership gain forecasted for the
year of not less than 75 000.
Meanwhile active preparations
are going forward for the 80th an
nual session of the National Grange
due in Portland. Oregon, the third
week in November. In spite of hous
ing and transportation limitations,
a large convention is assured and a
class of candidates for the highest
degree in the fraternity is confi
dentially expected to reach 5000.
possibly more. . The three States
of Washington, Oregon and Idaho
will combine in the entertainment
of fellow delegates trom nearly 40
states, while good delegations from
California, Colorado and Wyoming
will help to swell the Seventh De
gree class of candidates.
• • * •
An attendance likely to reach 1200
to 1500 New England Grange mem
bers is anticipated for the big
Grange event of the season in the
Northeast, when the New England
Conference of Lecturers assembles
at Durham. N H . Aug. 26-29. For
30 years this conference was held
without a break at different New
England centers, but suspended
after the Pearl Harbor outbreak of
1941.
This year's resumption ls
deemed advisable because of the
restoration of normal transporta
tion facilities.
'Ihe lecturers will
use the equipment of the Univer
sity of New Hampshire and several
hundred will be . housed on the
campus. To the program will come
prominent Grange leaders trom
national circles and much of the
four days period will be given over
to definite conferences of workers,
covering about all phases of Grange
activity.
• • • •
The week of July 21-27 has been
designated as Farm Satety Week,
and the National Grange and most
of the other organized farm groups
will during that period direct
special attention to the need to a
proper precautions to reduce to a
minimum the number of deaths

Guided by a leader, a herd of
sea-going cows regularly swims to
shore from a small island off Small
Point Beach when thpir return to
the mainland is cut off by high
tide.
On their first few trips they ran
afoul of the law and Sea and Shore
F.sheries wardens were called to
the scene as the bovine mermaids
were getting their legs tangled witn
lobster warps and other fishing
gear. A right-of-way was cleared
and now everybody is happy
The cows wander out some 500 to
600 yards across the flats at low
tide to graze on the island but
usually stay so long that they can
not wade ashore
The technique of the cows' return
never varies. One of them, obvious
ly the leader, starts out ahead of
the other nine. She swims out
about 50 yards from the island and
then circles slowly until the re
mainder of the closely bunched
herd has entered the water.
The lead cow then turns toward
the
mainland but
repeatedly
changes her course to herd the
others along and check their
progress. Not until she reaches the
shoal water 100 yards from the
beach does she cease keeping a
watchful eye on her companions
Once the last of the herd can touch
bottom, the leader. apparently
dropping her responsibiliy, wades
directly ashore.

and injuries

Miss Frances Elliott of East
Corinth, is visiting Miss Hope Ames

which annually levy

such a heavy toll among farm
families.
At its annual convention last
November the Grange referred to
the fact that approximately 15,000
farm people lose their lives in acci
dents annually. About two-fifths,
or 6000 of the total number ol
deaths, occur in farm homes, while
about 4300 of the fatalities are due
to agricultural work accidents.

THE

RASPBERRY ROYAIE ICE

CREAM

FIAVOR-OF-THE-MONTH

Yes, here’s a delightful creation made with luscious ribbons
of crushed red raspberries streaming through our creamy
Sealtest Vanilla Ice Cream. Don't fail to take some home in
the convenient Sealtest Pint Package. Remember: Sealtest is

tbe Measure of Quality in ice cream.
GENERAL ICE (RFAM CORP • Division nf National Dairy

Corp.

NEW CHEVROLET
We are doing our best to see that you

get your new car as quickly as possible

We want to thank our eustomors and pro
spective customers for your friendly
patience while awaiting your new
Chevrolets.
We know It is a hardship to wait for
needed transportation; but we believe
you will understand that we, and
Chevrolet, are as eager to deliver cars as
you are to obtain them. Unfortunately,
production so far this year is far under
expectations. Chevrolet Motor Division
sums up the situation thus:

Tone ia ihe Sealtest Vitlije Store, starring Jack H*ie», Thursday*,

"Even though our rate of production
normally exceeds that of any other
manufacturer, we have been able to
build, up to July 1, only 12.4 per cent
as many cars as we had built up to
that date in 1941. Production is still
far below normal, because of fre
quent shortages of essential mate
rials and parts. Strike after strike at the
plants of our suppliers has seriously
impeded our progress toward full
production, and the cumulative
effect severely hampers every manu
facturing and assembly plant. In
June we were able to build only
29.2 per cent as many cars as we
produced in the same month in
1941.”

both of Haverhill, Mass
Rockland. July 31. Raymond H.
, Rackllffe of South Thomaston and
' Lillian E. Drinkwater of Spruce
Head.
! Rockland, Aug. 3JLmos L. Gross
! and Ella M. Babbidge.
Rockport. July 23. Wesley Thurston and Bertha M. Davis.
Rockland, May 6, Joseph E. Wescott and Ruth E. Havey.
Reno. Nev.. May 13.'Fred E Arnoid and Mary H. Young, both of Matinicus.
Rockland. Aug. 11. Carl F. Cedert>erg of Vinalhaven and Mrs. Emma
c. S. Albano' of Boston.
Rockland, Aug. 9. Daniel A.
Steamship SS Jolee, Capt. Har Gushee and Blanche A. Perry, both

old J. Philbrook was at Falmouth, of Appleton
England, awaiting orders.
Thomaston, Aug. 14, George P.
Funeral services for Private Ar- Creighton and June E. Andrews,

Libby Post.

Look for fho SoaHost sign on thn door
p. M„ e.d.t., NBC

, .
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Fred M. Blackington was joggled
Capt. Isaac A. Post, 61, died at
from the seat of his mowing ma- Owl’s Head.
4 chine and struck a rock cutting one

A

bungalow was being completed

lotte McKelvie.

for waiting for delivery of your

Remember— Our CAN-SERVICE it your best CAA-SAVfK Keep your protont
tor "afivo" until you got dolirtry of your nm Chevrolet by bringing it io

M

for tkH'od ttrvkt

officiating.
Impressive
military of Friendship and Flora M. Wallace
rites were conducted.
j of Waldoboro.
Oscar Blunt of Thomaston, reRockland. Aug. 6. Lucius E. Jones
889 MAIN STRE.FT
signed as commander of Edwin and Sabra M Hatch.

ICE CREAM

and Mrs. Lewis Burgess.
Richard Crockett and Emery Hop.
kins went Thursday to Pittsfield.
Mass., to attend the wedding Aug.
10 of Reid Crockett and Miss Char

THANK YOU

board were lost.
* * * •
Seventy attended the Hall reunion
at Glen Cove. Frank H. Ingraham
was elected president.
Robert H. House returned from
the South and became associated
with his son. Ernest, in the Rockland Storage Battery Exchange.
The Samoset was reported full up.
Eugene H. Rose, tailor, died at
his home on Broadway, aged 57
.vears.
H. C. (Bertt Havener of Denver
was visiting in Rockland.
Eddie Kenniston. well known
Rockland pitcher was umpiring in
the Bath Twilight League.

thur E. Winslow, who died in France
Rockland, Aug. 16, Barrett R.
July 6. 1918. from wounds received Cctton of Rockland and Lillian M.
in action, was held at the Methodist Post of Warren.
Church Rev. J. Stanley Crossland
Waldoboro. Aug. 8, Sidney Carter

NORTH HAVEN
Mr. and Mrs M.chael Onufrak
and daughter. Dianne, of River
Rouge, Mich., and Mr and Mrs.
Joseph Bagdi and daughter, Judy,
of Barberton, Ohio, are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Lipovsky.
Among those who were in town
to attend the Centennial celebra
tion were Mr. and Mrs A. V. Sawyer.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Beverage. Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth Mills of Rock
land, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Laite
and sons Keryn and Vance. Marston
Beverage. Roy Crabtree, Mr. and
Mrs. C. Bonney Quinn and daugh
ter, Bonnie-Lou. Miss Barbara
Prescott, and Mrs. Leonard Ames
of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Grover
Babbidge of Worcester, Mass., Miss
Serita Beverage of Washington, D.
C., Capt. James Lewis of Marion
Mass.. Cpl Blanche Harkinson of
Long Island, N. Y., William Elliott
of Lynn, Mass., Mrs. Daniel Wood
man. Mrs. Burtis Brown and family
of Yarmouth, Mr. and Mrs. Rich
ard Chase and son, Richard, of
Corinna, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Howard
of Portland, and a large attendance
iTom Vinalhaven and Stonington.

Official weather forecasting in the
Some archeologists say that Cuicuilco. a temple pyramid in Mexico, United States began in 1870, but
may have been old when the Egyp its beginning had been urged upon
Congress for 29 years.
tian pyramids were built.

Brown, the Dunn. Elliot Co. of j Thomaston, July 20.
Weston
Thomaston, managing owners, was Young and Miss Edna Maloney.
sunk in collision with a steamship,
Rockland. July 30. Thomas F.
30 miles off Fire Island and all on Keefe and Miss Helen B. Petelle.

RED

Cows Swim Ashore

Betty Gaye Farnham, Daugh Net Gain of 75,000 In mem But Violate Fisheries Laws
ter of Iree Member, Takes
bership Is Forecast—Farm
By Getting Entangled With
After Her Dad
Safety Week
Lobster Gear
Betty Gaye daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bert Farnham, has just fin
ished a very successlul engagement
with the Melody Playboys and is,
for the present, home with her par
ents in Belfast. As soloist and
guitarist she was enthusiastically
received in every town and city
visited during her engagement and
received an offer to tour New
Hampshire the balance of this
season, also an *urgent request to
remain with The Melody band but
decided to return home for further
study for a time.
Her parents prefer to have her
stay home "for keeps" but realize
that the young must leave the
home nest sooner or later and that
talent should not be “hidden under
a bushel" and., so wp.i, there Is
little more to be said.
Betty Gaye may organize her
own company a little later, and
says: '“If I do, it will be a clean
band—no drinking. no cigaret
fiends, no painted ladies no swear
ing and rough talk and if I can’t
have ladies and gentlemen in my
company I won’t have a company,
that's all!”

Wants Waves Again

our ship the Henrico had nearly
reached the lee of Enyu Island.
(Before we were lowered over the
Bide, I made a hasty survey of the
ships which were visible through
the mist. There appeared to be
several ships missing from the
center area.. The Saratoga, with
the center section of her stack
missing, was still proudly floating
with no great damage visible top
side. The Nagato had about a five
to
10 degree list to starboard
,I glimpsed
ada and
at least one APA
with
8 noticeable list also.
My patrol of L.C.P.L ..’s formed
and lay to to await the entry of the
Kenneth Whiting A.V. 14 while the

Tuesday-Friday

new

and af rtgular inttrvalt

While production is restricted, so—In
proportion—are shipments of cars to us.
As production increases, we are assured
of getting our proportionate share of the
total—and as quickly as cars are received,
we will speed deliveries to our customers.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
TELEPHONE 1258

ROCKLAND. MAINE

PEASLEE & ROSS

BARKER’S GARAGE

VINALHAVEN, MAINE

UNION, MAINE

